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PREFACE
Korea as an enterprise has recently been gaining considerable attention from
Filipinos. Thanks mainly to Hallyu (Korean Wave), it has suddenly become part of
the Filipino consciousness and the interest to study it in various aspects has finally
been rekindled in the Philippine academe. There are definitely many other factors
contributing to this phenomenal development but Hallyu has indeed remarkably
made a difference in the process, owing to the huge influence that it renders to the
populace through various media. Amid such growing interest toward Korea arises
the need to understand its culture and society. It is in this respect where the role of
the academe becomes notably significant. Higher Educational Institutions (HEIs) in
the Philippines started to initiate programs aimed to create avenues for Korearelated academic endeavors. The University of the Philippines (UP) for instance,
has been continuously establishing partnership agreements with various
universities in Korea to facilitate faculty and student exchanges. UP is also the only
university in the country that sits as member of the Korean Studies Association of
Southeast Asia (KoSASA), a reflection of its commitment to develop Korea-related
programs in its constituent universities. Other notable HEIs are the Ateneo de
Manila University which has put up an incubation program for Korean Studies and
the University of Asia and the Pacific which hosts the Samsung Korean Studies
Program. These efforts, complemented by the generosity of the Korean
Government and other partner institutions, have resulted to a substantial leap in
the level of understanding that Filipinos have of Korea.
As Korea becomes a positive brand among Filipinos and the bilateral ties
between Korea and the Philippines become stronger, the field of Korean Studies as
an academic discipline also becomes more relevant in the Philippine context.
Academic undertakings began to operate on the principle of mutual learning and
research became an essential tool to examine various phenomena that affect both
countries in various domains. Intellectual discussions on Korean Studies in the
Philippines are now regularly sought and venues for such events evolved from
classrooms into auditoriums.
The 1st Philippine Korean Studies Symposium (henceforth, PKSS) held in 2012,
through the efforts of the UP Department of Linguistics and the Korea Foundation
was a brilliant response to the need for a channel to tackle Korean Studies in the
Philippines. The event showcased multidisciplinary topics on Korean Studies
presented by Filipino scholars who had very diverse engagements with Korea as a
research topic. Alongside scholars in the Philippines, Korean Studies experts from
Korea, Australia and New Zealand were also invited to share their researches and
provide insights on the prospects of Korean Studies in the country. With the theme
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“Strengthening Korean Studies in the Philippines”, it was indeed a symbolic takeoff to a “stronger” era of Korean Studies undertakings in the Philippines.
The success of the 1st PKSS paved way for the 2nd PKSS held in the following
year, 2013. Still under the support of Korea Foundation, the 2 nd PKSS was a project
of the UP Center for International Studies and had the theme “Trending Now:
Current Issues on Korean Studies”. While maintaining its multidisciplinary tone,
the 2nd PKSS expanded its contextual scope from “local” to “global”, thus putting
premium unto inquiries that engage Korea to the world. The Keynote Speaker, Dr.
Charles Armstrong, addressed the participants along this line, as he rendered a
clever analysis of the different phases of a “globalizing Korea” and how a
“globalizing Philippines” fits into the picture. The 2nd PKSS also featured lectures
from two distinguished Korean experts - Dr. Kyung-soo Chun from Seoul National
University and Dr. Minjung Kim from Kangwon National University and ten
outstanding papers authored by young Filipino scholars who are engaged in
Korean Studies. True to its theme, the 2nd PKSS indeed became a venue for scholars
from various disciplines to present and discuss their most current research
undertakings on Korean Studies.
Considering the tremendous success of the 1st and 2nd PKSS, the 3rd PKSS
seemed inevitable. Given the relatively shorter time to prepare for the event, the
PKSS Core Group, spearheaded by its progenitor Prof. Kyungmin Bae, brought the
event’s 3rd edition back to its first home, the Department of Linguistics. Taking into
consideration the themes of the 1st and 2nd PKSS, the Steering Committee decided
on the theme “Forging Directions for Korean Studies in the Philippines” as the
theme for the 3rd PKSS. This theme reflects the goals of the symposium, which
include drawing up paradigms and framing new models for research
collaborations and other engagements that could set directions for Korean Studies
development in the Philippines. Basing on this theme, we invited two prominent
scholars of Korean Studies abroad to help us benchmark Korean Studies in the
Philippines against one world-renowned research center in Korean Studies and
against Korean Studies program in another ASEAN country. The first one is Dr.
Ho-min Sohn of the Center for Korean Studies in the University of Hawaii-Manoa
(UH-Manoa) and the second one is Dr. Le Dang Hoan of the University of Social
Sciences and Humanities (USSH) in Hanoi, Vietnam. Dr. Sohn, who delivered the
Keynote Speech, succinctly described the role of linguistics in Korean language
teaching at UH-Manoa and how Korean language education propelled the growth
of Korean Studies in said institution. Dr. Le Dang Hoan on the other hand, who
presented on the 2nd day of the conference, discussed how translation of Korean
literature served as a significant precursor in the development of Korean Studies in
Vietnam. The experience of both UH-Manoa and Vietnam’s USSH affirms the
important role of Korean language education in the development of Korean Studies
in general. Dr. John Delury of the Graduate School of International Studies in
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Yonsei University also joined our distinguished roster of plenary speakers this year,
delivering a fresh perspective, which utilizes a historical framework that looks
upon the Yellow Sea wars and how they’ve figured in the current security tensions
in the Korean Peninsula. Dr. Delury served as the 1 st day’s 2nd plenary speaker.
Joining Dr. Le Dang Hoan on the 2 nd day is Prof. Hangrok Cho of Sangmyung
University who discussed the implications of the newly re-structured Test of
Proficiency in Korean Language (TOPIK). Finally, we also invited Dr. Younghan
Kwon, President of the Philippine International College (PIC), to share his
institution’s experience in establishing an academic program that focuses on
Korean Studies and Ms. Alyzza Esteban, a senior BA Linguistics student in UP to
share her experience as an exchange student in Korea.
The 3rd PKSS also takes pride in eight excellent papers selected for the parallel
sessions held in the afternoon of the 1 st day. We were privileged enough to have
some of the most promising Filipino scholars of Korean Studies in this pool,
including Prof. Raymund Arthur Abejo of UP Department of History who is now
officially a PhD Candidate in Korean History at the Academy of Korean Studies
and Dr. Archie Resos of the University of Santo Tomas among others. During the
parallel presentations, a reactor was assigned to every two presenters to render a
constructive discussion and critique of the latter’s study. We were very honored to
have been graced by a distinguished panel of reactors, including Dr. Ricardo Jose
of the Director of UP Third World Studies Center, Dr. Josefa Schriever of the UP
Department of English and Comparative Literature and Dr. Jose Wendell Capili, an
ANU alumnus and currently the Assistant Vice President for Public Affairs of the
UP System, to mention a few.
The proceedings of the 3rd PKSS that follows in the next pages is therefore not
merely a record of what exactly transpired during the one-and-a-half day
symposium. Rather, it is an extraordinary collection of brilliant thoughts and ideas,
which could definitely serve as an excellent reference for further discussion(s) or
even as readings in Korea-related courses. The papers contained in this
proceedings include all the plenary papers and all the selected papers (except that
of Prof. Abejo) and are arranged based on the order of presentation during the
Symposium. We have also included the profiles and email addresses of the authors
(before their corresponding work) as well as the reactors (in the Appendices) not
only to ensure that any query could be directed to them, but to also serve as
reference/guide to interested readers. In addition, we are including a research
paper written in Korean language for the first time, a reflection of a direction we
may consider taking, that is, to eventually have a bilingual symposium and
proceedings in the future.
Alongside the pride of presenting to you this knowledge-packed proceedings, I
would also like to take this opportunity to express gratitude to those who have
wholeheartedly lent their support in coming up with this proceedings. First, I
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would like to thank the Korea Foundation for the financial support and UP
Department of Linguistics for hosting this event once again. This work is definitely
impossible without the efforts of the authors, reactors and the committee members
whose names appear in the Appendices. This project also owes a lot to Prof.
Kyungmin Bae, the brainchild of PKSS and who tirelessly oversaw this whole
undertaking from the Symposium up to the writing of this proceedings. I am also
very grateful for the help rendered by Mike Manahan (University Research Associate,
UP Department of Linguistics) and Ms. Apryll Lacandazo (a senior student of BA
Library and Information Science, UP Diliman) particularly in the proofreading of
papers and in the preparation of the final layout of this proceedings.

ALDRIN P. LEE, PhD.
Faculty Center, UP
Diliman, Quezon City PHL
March 2015
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MESSAGE

On behalf of the University of the Philippines (UP)
President Alfredo E. Pascual, I welcome you all to the
Third Philippine Korean Studies Symposium.
The longtime cooperative relationship between the
Philippines and South Korea is grounded not only in
our shared history but also in our shared goal
towards achieving peace and prosperity - individually
as nations and jointly as neighbors in a dynamic,
highly promising region. In fact, as I speak, the President of the Philippines is in
Busan, South Korea for the ASEAN special summit which provides another
occasion for the two countries to further strengthen their ties.
UP has the greatest concentration of minds, hearts and limbs that are dedicated to
improving relations between the Philippines and its neighboring countries. No
matter how diverse our cultures or traditions may be, we are all part of one
community. Systems thinking tells us that how members of a community, whether
in a geographical or conceptual sense, interact and work together determines
success in realizing goals. It also sees the community as just one component of a
larger community characterized by more complex interrelations, and how well it
will perform within the larger system is influenced by the actions, decisions and
choices it makes as a community.
We cannot emphasize enough the importance of partnerships to our own work at
UP: as the National University, our mandate is to share knowledge locally as well
as internationally. But sharing what we already know is only half of the story; the
other half entails learning from others, especially from collaborations with experts.
We must show humility in accepting what we lack or what we do not know yet.
For scholars, this is an inevitable, natural and necessary part of growth. That is why
I am delighted to see in the program that many experts are participating from local
and international universities as we will surely learn a lot from each other. Our
relationship with Korean universities is particularly special because of our mutual
respect for each other, not to mention our common historical ground. UP President
Pascual is also the president of the Korean Studies Association of Southeast Asia or
KoSaSa for 2015. I hope that we can continue our fruitful collaboration.
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On a lighter note, I noticed that the audience is very young-looking. In the
university, we stay young because we interact with the next generation. It
energizes us and gives us fresh perspectives on affairs happening within and
outside campus boundaries. Truly, we inspire each other in the academe.
Thank you to the organizers and professors who made this symposium possible,
and I wish everyone a productive and vibrant kind of interaction.

Gisela P. Concepcion, PhD
Vice President for Academic Affairs
University of the Philippines
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MESSAGE
On behalf of the Asian Center, let me welcome everyone to the
3rd PKSS. This symposium, now on its 3rd year has been one of
the few undertakings in UP that have kept alive intellectual
curiosity about Korea alive.
A keen awareness of Korea evolved in the Philippines as early as
the 1950s, when the country sent a military contingent to fight for South Korea
during the Korean War. But Korean Studies gained traction in the country only in
the 1970s, shortly after the establishment of the Asian Center of the University of
the Philippines in 1968. Throughout the years, the Korea program in the Asian
Center has managed to maintain a firm standing as runner-up to Japan and China
studies.
Korean goings-on are undertaken across the University, which give Korean
scholarship strength in numbers and variety, but there is a lack of scale in many
sub-fields of study that impedes collaborative research and the development of a
critical mass of Korea scholars. In general, Korean Studies in UP is still struggling
to find its place in an unsure environment.
There is one other important domestic factor that has shaped the way Korean
Studies has developed in the Philippines. It is the constitutional restriction on
permanent status for foreign academics. Since no foreigner can obtain tenure,
foreign scholars (visiting professors, research fellows) are in the minority; majority
are Filipino social scientists who have obtained graduate degrees abroad. The byproduct of this academic structure, on the one hand, is the promotion of
protectionism and the restriction of access to foreign expertise. On the other hand,
are Filipino scholars better prepared to study Korea than their Korean counterparts?
The constitutional restraint allows Filipinos to have sole ownership of permanent
status as area specialists. To be sure, this “home rule” has at least avoided
ethnocentrism. Yet, as things stand, Korean Studies in the Asian Center has to put
up with inadequacies on both grounds: too few Korean scholars, but also, not
enough Filipino Koreanists in its academic roster.
Then too, area studies in the University, and for that matter, in the entire country,
are yet to be accorded the academic respect that it deserves. The Commission on
Higher Education, the body which oversees government institutions of higher
learning, recognizes only established disciplines like sociology and anthropology
and not multidisciplinary structures like area studies in awarding “centers of
excellence” in state universities. The outcome is an identity crisis of sorts inasmuch
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as scholars and researchers find it hard to establish a sense of belongingness in area
studies or to ground their research in what is perceived as an unsolidified
intellectual domain.
In a context where the intellectual and institutional trajectories of area studies are
quite diverse and tentative, few graduate students are attracted to take up Korean
courses and become Korea majors. In the immediate future, the small market share
of Korean Studies is expected to persist.
A new architecture for area studies that is mainstreamed and entrenched in UP,
unfettered by financial shortfalls, with strong leadership from the Asian Center, is
the desired state for Korean Studies. Thus, it is imperative is to reposition Asian
Studies in general and Korean Studies in particular. That will require having
another close look at current approaches in the organization of UP’s regional
thrusts and concerns. I am glad that the current administration under President
Pascual is taking vigorous steps to make Korea Studies a major focus of UP. UP
will host KoSASA in 2016. Necessarily, the scholastic base should remain the Asian
Center.
The University must take decisive steps to ease the legal restrictions on tenure for
foreign scholars, including Korean academics, in order to generate a critical mass
that can “glocalize” area studies. With UP’s academic calendar shift (from JuneMarch to August-June), and its synchronization with global academic schedules,
better coordination with Korean universities may become a reality. There is also the
need for regular/ consistent opportunities for cultural immersion and more
intensive language training in Korea. Reciprocally, marketing the University as a
high quality destination for Korean students must be encouraged.
In the meantime, to reinvent Asian Studies organically in UP, the key is to make
scale available through the expansion of cross‐disciplinary research collaborations,
of which area studies likely to be the leading model. Across faculties and colleges, a
wider epistemic community should be established, with both UP scholars and
outside professionals joining hands to promote interdisciplinary conversation and
provide the boost necessary to take Korea studies into new intellectual heights.

Eduardo T. Gonzalez, PhD
Dean
UP Asian Center
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MESSAGE
To our distinguished guests, beloved students, ladies and
Gentlemen, I am very happy to be here at the 2014 Philippine
Korean Studies Symposium. I extend my appreciation to the
UP Department of Linguistics for organizing this event. I also
thank you for your presence.
Korea has been one of the fastest rising destinations for
foreign studies over the past years. The interest of foreigners
to take Korean studies makes me proud as a Korean. As the
director of the Korean Cultural Center in the Philippines, seeing Filipinos take the
challenge of learning about Korea made me realize that I have more responsibilities
and duties to help them in growing their interests.
It is no doubt that Hallyu or Korean wave became one of the driving factors for this
immense accomplishment. Although we thank Hallyu for making our foreign
friends, especially the Filipinos, curious about Korea, we cannot forget the
educators and scholars who cultivated this curiosity. That is why this symposium
is so meaningful and this symposium will serve as a bridge between the two
countries.
I really hope that the 3rd Philippine Korean Studies Symposium will inspire you to
know more about Korea. Whether it's about Korean language, tradition,
international relations, political affairs, and more, this is the perfect time for you to
build up your knowledge and to share your ideas. Also, I hope that you will visit
the Korean Cultural Center where you can experience Korean culture through our
classes, programs, and events. To show you a preview, we have a book exhibit
from the Korean Cultural Center's library. You may direct your inquiries about
KCC there. Lastly, I appreciate Dr. Aldrin Lee, the convenor of this symposium, Ms.
Kyungmin Bae, the project director of this symposium for their efforts!
Thank you very much! Maraming salamat po! 감사합니다!

Choong-suk Oh
Director
Korean Cultural Center in the Philippines
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THE ROLE OF LINGUISTICS IN TEACHING KOREAN
AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
I feel very honored to be invited to the 3rd Philippine Korean Studies Symposium.
I express my sincere thanks to the Department of Linguistics at the University of
the Philippines Diliman and the conference organizers, especially professor Aldrin
P. Lee and Coordinator Kyungmin Bae, for giving me this great opportunity.
I selected today’s topic as suggested by the organizers of the symposium. The
organizers indicated to me that, in the face of the growing number of Korean
language learners in the globe, including the Philippines, it is crucial to know how
we can approach foreign language teaching so that young students will benefit
from effective learning experience and how linguistics can contribute to language
teachers’ teaching efficacy.
I was trained in linguistics for my BA, MA, and PhD degrees and have been
teaching Korean language and linguistics at the University of Hawaii at Manoa
(hereafter, UHM) for 42 years now. Yet, I don’t feel I can confidently say what
specific approach or approaches are the best for foreign language teaching and
what specific roles linguistics should play in achieving the most effective teaching
and learning of Korean as a foreign language. I would, therefore, like to mainly talk
about what we have been doing at UHM in an effort to provide students with the
best possible education in Korean as a foreign language. In particular, I’d like to
point out how general and applied linguistics, especially Korean linguistics and
pedagogical approaches, have functioned in effectively teaching Korean and
building up a successful Korean language program at UHM.
Before we talk about the main topic, let me briefly touch on the current status of
Korean language teaching around the globe; an overview of linguistics; and the
evolution of methodological approaches to foreign language teaching.
1.

Korean Language Teaching around the Globe

The number of Korean language learners has rapidly risen around the globe, and
institutions offering Korean language and culture are also increasing in number.
This situation is observed most distinctly in Korea where a large number of
universities offer Korean to a growing number of foreign students. It is reported
that more than 200,000 learners of Korean took TOPIK in 2013 alone. In order to
provide an overview of Korean as a foreign language (hereafter, KFL) outside of
Korea, let me briefly dwell on the enrollment statistics in Chinese, Japanese, and
American universities, where Korean is extensively taught.
Wang Dan (2011) reports that in China, as of 2009, a total of approximately 300
colleges and universities had a Korean language department and, in the 4-year
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universities alone, 613 full-time Korean language faculty taught a total of 23,130
students.
In Japan, it is reported (e.g. ,Oh T’aeheon ,2006; Asahi Shimbun 2012) that in 1995,
144 universities (25.3%) out of the total 565 four-year universities offered Korean,
which by 2009, rose to 450 universities (64.1%). Oh (2006) points out that the
identity of Korea to the Japanese people is “a country of IT and Korean Waves
(Hallyu)” and this positive image of Korea is the major motivation that attracts
students to Korean classes.1
Although not to the same degree as in China and Japan, the United States has
observed steady growth in teaching KFL. According to the Modern Language
Association of America, the Korean enrollments in American universities from 1960
to 2009 are as in Table 1.
Table 1. Korean enrollments in American universities
Selected years: 1960 1970
Enrollments: 168 101

1980
374

1990
2,286

1995 1998
2002 2006
3,343 4,479 5,211 7,145

2009
8,511

This table shows that while the Korean enrollment has grown about 50 times
during the past fifty years, most of that growth occurred since the 1980s. At
present, Korean is taught at some 150 colleges and universities in the U.S. Up until
early 1970s, only some ten universities offered Korean classes.
As observed in Table 2, the Korean enrollment ranked 14 th in 2006 and 13th in 2009
out of some 200 foreign languages taught in American colleges and universities
(Furman, Goldberg, & Lusin, 2010). The rate of increase is the third (63.3%),
following Arabic (331.5%) and Chinese (78.5%). Note, however, that the Korean
enrollment cannot match those of Japanese, Chinese, or Arabic, let alone the most
commonly taught languages like Spanish whose enrollment is about 100 times
more than that of Korean.
Table 2: Foreign language enrollments in American Universities
% change in
Languages in descending
2002
2006
2009
7 years
order
1. Spanish
746,267
822,985
864,986
15.9%
2. French
201,979
206,426
216,419
7.1%
3. German
91,100
94,264
96,349
5.8%
4. Italian
63,899
78,368
80,752
26.4%
5. Japanese
52,238
66,605
73,434
40.6%
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I have learned that this is true in the Philippines.
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6. Chinese
7. Arabic
8. Latin
9. Russian
10. Greek, Ancient
11. Hebrew, Biblical
12. Portuguese
13. Korean

34,153
10,584
29,841
23,921
20,376
14,183
8,385
5,211

51,582
23,974
32,191
24,845
22,849
14,140
10,267
7,145

60,976
35,083
32,606
26,883
20,695
13,807
11,371
8,511

78.5%
331.5%
9.3%
12.4%
1.7%
-2.7%
35.6%
63.3%

14. Hebrew, Modern

8,619

9,612

8,245

-4.5%

This unprecedented increase of learners of Korean around the globe may be
attributed to many factors. I identified eleven interrelated factors as listed below.
Factors motivating Korean language learning
a. Global visibility of Korea and Koreans owing to Korea’s economic and
technological developments, and domestic and overseas Korean
businesses that open ample employment opportunities for foreigners
b. Greatly enhanced international relations with Korea in all areas, including
trade, calling for Korea specialists with fluency in the language and
culture
c. World-wide Korean Waves (K-drama and K-pop)
d. The Korean government’s policy and funding to globalize Korean
language, culture, and Korean studies
e. Foreign governments’ policies and funding to promote major foreign
languages and area studies, including Korean and Korean studies, to
enhance international competitiveness and friendly diplomatic and
commercial relations
f. Increased Korean immigrants and tourists stimulating locals to learn
Korean
g. Immigrant Koreans’ fervor for their children’s Korean language learning
for ethnic identity, advantage in their college work, and future job
opportunities
h. Emerging Korean studies calling for students’ advanced-level
Korean language knowledge
i. Korean language educators’ dedicated teaching, professional services,
vision, leadership, and promotion of KFL
j.
Institutional support and policies promoting selected foreign
languages, including Korean
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k.

Other factors such as institutional foreign language requirements, SAT II
Korean (in the U.S.), and TOPIK (Test of Proficiency in Korean)

The image of Korea to the people of the world is no longer that of an ex-colony of
Japan or a war-torn, divided country, but that of an affluent, more democratic,
world-widely known IT nation, as well as a country of powerful popular culture
called “Korean Waves.”
2.

An Overview of Linguistics

In order to discuss the role of linguistics in teaching KFL, a brief overview of
linguistic sciences is in order for those who are not familiar with what linguistics is
and what it does. Linguistics is a field devoted to the scientific study of natural
language. It can be either theoretical or applied in nature. Theoretical or General
Linguistics encompasses a number of sub-fields, including grammar, semantics,
pragmatics, comparative linguistics, diachronic linguistics, sociolinguistics,
cognitive linguistics, psycholinguistics, corpus linguistics, and discourse analysis.
Of these sub-fields, grammar has been the core of general linguistics since the
inception of linguistics. It is the study of the structure and forms of language,
comprising (1) Phonetics, the study of the production and perception of speech
sounds; (2) Phonology, the study of the systematic organization of speech sounds;
(3) Morphology, the study of the properties of words and word-building rules; (4)
Lexis, the study of the vocabulary; and (5) Syntax, the study of the structure and
formation of sentences and phrases.
Grammar, especially the grammar of the “target” language, is the most relevant
to foreign language teaching, but the other sub-fields of general linguistics are also
relevant in varying degrees, as implied in the following rough definitions.
Semantics is the study of the meaning of words, phrases, and sentences; Pragmatics
is the study of the ways in which context contributes to meaning; Comparative
linguistics is the study of genetic or typological relations among languages;
Diachronic linguistics is the study of the evolution of language. Sociolinguistics is
the study of the effect of various aspects of society, including socio-cultural norms
and context, on the way language is used, and the effects of language use on
society. Cognitive linguistics is the study of language by reference to an
understanding of the processes of human cognition in general. Psycholinguistics is
the study of the psychological factors that enable humans to acquire, produce, and
understand language; Corpus linguistics is the study of language as expressed in
samples (corpora) of "real world" text; and Discourse analysis is the study of the
language behaviors linked to social practices. Many other sub-fields do not concern
us here.
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There are two major approaches in general linguistics: formalist and functionalist.
Formalist approach emphasizes the autonomy of language and seeks explanations
of linguistic properties from within the linguistic system itself. Functionalist
approach is centrally concerned with the function of language, stressing the
functional relationship between linguistic and extra-linguistic phenomena.
In contrast to Theoretical or General Linguistics summarized above, Applied
Linguistics puts linguistic theories into practice in areas such as foreign language
teaching and learning, lexicography, forensics, translation, speech pathology and
therapy. Major branches of applied linguistics include language pedagogy, second
language acquisition, computer-mediated communication, language assessment,
translation,
contrastive
linguistics, sign
linguistics, lexicography, forensic
linguistics, translation, speech pathology and therapy, etc.
Korean Linguistics is the linguistic study of various linguistic aspects of the
Korean language, including grammar, semantics, pragmatics, sociolinguistics,
historical linguistics, language acquisition, and language pedagogy. Needless to
say, Korean linguistics and Korean language education are major sub-fields of
Korean Studies.
3.

General Linguistics and Methodological Approaches to Foreign
Language Teaching

The relationship between linguistics and foreign language teaching has always
been a controversial one. It is undeniable, however, that the major methodological
approaches to foreign language teaching have evolved due to the evolution of
general linguistic paradigms. The traditionally dominant “Grammar-Translation
Method” must have been influenced by traditional linguistics, which was
represented by the grammatical descriptions of ancient languages such as Panini’s
Sanskrit grammar, Arabic grammar, and Hebrew grammar, and early Modern
linguistics represented by “philology” in the 18th and 19th centuries. As indicated in
Hadley 2001 (106-8) and other authors, the Grammar-Translation Method was
originally used to teach Latin and Greek. It was widely applied to the teaching of
modern languages in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Students first learned the
rules of grammar and bilingual lists of vocabulary pertaining to the readings of the
lesson. Then students were given translation exercises based on the given
grammatical explanations. Comprehension of the grammatical rules and readings
was tested via translation. There were very few opportunities for listening and
speaking practice.2
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This was the only method followed in teaching English during my high school and college
days.
6

The Audio-Lingual Method emerged around the middle of the 20th century. It is
based on behaviorist psychology as well as structural linguistics, the most
dominant linguistic paradigm in Europe and America at the time. In this method,
the teacher drilled students in the use of grammar and vocabulary without explicit
grammar instruction but through extensive drills on sentence patterns until they
can use them spontaneously.3
General linguists and second-language acquisition theorists of the 1960s and
1970s began to reject behaviorist views of mechanical practice in language learning
in favor of Noam Chomsky's creative characteristics of the language faculty. One
dominant view, called the cognitive method, grew out of Chomsky’s generative
grammar and competence-performance distinction. This method held that learners
must understand the rules of the language to build their linguistic competence
before being asked to apply them to the creative generation of the language.
Therefore, grammar rules were overtly explained and discussed in the classroom. 4
The changes in linguistic theory in the 1970s and thereafter saw a shift away from
the study of language seen purely as a formal system towards the study of
language as communication5. This new direction of linguistics had a major impact
on language teaching, culminating to the so-called communicative language
teaching (CLT). Supporters of this approach emphasize communicative
competence, which includes the knowledge of the rules of language use, including
sociolinguistic, pragmatic, and contextual competence, in addition to grammatical
competence. According to this approach, meaning and communication are of
primary importance, and thus communicative competence is the goal of instruction,
while the new linguistic system and grammatical forms are to be learned by
struggling to communicate with others (cf. Hadley 2001).
One well-known side effect of this dominant approach was revealed in teaching
Spanish in North America. Many fluent speakers of Spanish who have learned
through the CLT approach are unable to attain a superior level of proficiency in
Spanish, because they fail to use grammatically correct expressions. Hence, many
applied linguists have proposed various modified CLT models. Others have
proposed eclectic teaching methods.
One sound approach that developed from CLT is Proficiency-oriented instruction
(POI) (Hadley 2001). The essential difference between CLT and POI is that the
former is not backed by explicit proficiency guidelines, while the latter is anchored
3

Myŏngdo's Korean by A.V. Vandesande (1968) series was based on this method. This
series was used at UHM in 1970s and 1980s.
4
An Intensive Course in Korean An Intensive Course in Korean by Chang-Hai Park (Yonsei
University Press 1968) and Beginning Korean by S.E. Martin and Y.C Lee (Yale University
Press 1969) followed this method to a great extent.
5
See Hymes (1972); Savignon (1972, 1983); Canale & Swain (1980); and Canale (1983),
among many others.
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to proficiency guidelines, namely the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines (1986, 2012) in
the U.S. (cf. Sohn 1995). Other differences include that grammar is explicitly
localized in the latter, but not in the former. Another more refined CLT approach in
the U.S. is Standard-based instruction, which is based on the government-approved
national standards for foreign language learning (2006), as well as on the
proficiency guidelines. At UHM, we essentially subscribe to the Proficiencyoriented and Standard-based instruction, as we will see shortly.
4.

Roles of Linguistics in Teaching KFL

Many linguists and language educators argue that knowledge base in linguistics
and second language acquisition is not helpful in language teaching. Nelson (2002),
for example, argues that linguistic theories pay almost no attention to language
acquisition, and second language acquisition theories do not address how students
learn and go from one level to another. Earlier, Chomsky (1966: 43) is also skeptical
about the significance of linguistics for language teaching.
On the other hand, many other linguists and language educators argue for the
relevance of linguistics to foreign language teaching. For example, van der Walt
(1992) argues that the place of both theoretical and applied linguistics is behind the
classroom teacher in determining his/her approach to language teaching; and
linguistics has a major role in the preparation of syllabuses, teaching programs,
materials and methodology, although not all the pedagogical answers are likely to
come from linguistic theory alone.
Based on a long experience as a linguist/language educator, I firmly believe that
linguistics, both general and applied, functions as the guiding light in all aspects of
foreign language teaching. Thus, the role of linguistics, specifically Korean
linguistics and language pedagogy, is crucial in all essential components of Korean
language teaching, as briefly elaborated below.
Students:
Language learning encompasses much more than mere memorization and
understanding of utterances. Learners of KFL are unable to learn Korean like a
Korean child who natively and naturally acquires Korean. The KFL learners’
exposure to natural Korean language and culture is too limited to acquire linguistic
rules and usages inductively through li mited communicative interaction. For
example, how can a student easily acquire complex sound patterns, conversion
rules between han’geul and pronunciations, function and use of scores of particles
and suffixes, and an intricate honorific system only by struggling to communicate
with others in Korean, as suggested in CLT?
Thus, students should deductively, consciously learn the typological differences
of Korean language and culture from their own, Korean phonological patterns,
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grammatical rules and expressions, and sociolinguistic and cultural conventions in
order to produce correct and acceptable utterances.
Students’ proficiency levels are determined not only by their fluency but also,
more importantly, by their linguistic accuracy in their use of the language in
various contexts. Students are required to internalize such linguistic aspects
through conscious learning, while assuming responsibility for their own learning
inside and outside the classroom.
In the Korean language program at UHM, our curriculums, textbooks, instruction,
and assessments are designed for students’ conscious learning of intricate linguistic,
sociolinguistic, and pragmatic rules and conventions from the very beginning of
language learning.
Classroom teachers:
Being a fluent speaker of Korean may be a necessary condition but native fluency
alone is far from being a sufficient condition to be a qualified teacher. A Korean
language teacher must be equipped with necessary general and Korean linguistic
knowledge and pedagogical approaches and strategies as well as sufficient
knowledge of the contents of the subject matters. Language teaching in Korean will
be much more efficient and meaningful for students if the classroom teacher knows
the ins and outs of general and applied linguistics, as well as Korean linguistics.
Such a teacher can cope with students’ diverse linguistic situations and needs,
approach students’ errors more methodically, and efficiently structure, organize,
and manage the classroom and teaching.6
It is essential for classroom teachers to be familiar with academic courses such as
Introduction to Linguistics, Second Language Acquisition and Pedagogy, Structure
of Korean, Teaching of Korean as a Second Language, Korean language and culture,
and Korean Sociolinguistics, as well as with the currently dominant teaching
approaches such as the proficiency-oriented instruction.
As we will discuss below, the Korean graduate program at UHM offers these
various courses to meet teachers’ needs. Our lecturers and teaching assistants in
Korean, who are mostly graduate students, take all such courses.
KFL teachers need to continually seek professional development by attending
domestic or overseas academic conferences and teacher training workshops. There
are two very active international-level organizations for KFL educators. One is the
Korea-based International Association for Korean Language Education (IAKLE)
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Through in-depth research on New Zealand students’ learning needs and their perspectives
on effective Korean language acquisition and instruction, Lee (2014) concludes that “in
order to better meet students’ learning needs, teachers should teach grammar deductively
and explicitly before moving to an activity and provide focused, direct, explicit feedback in
a supportive encouraging environment.”
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and the other is the U.S.-based American Association of Teachers of Korean (AATK).
These two organizations annually provide a conference for KFL educators’ paper
presentations and workshops for teacher training.
Textbook development:
Korean grammar, sociolinguistics, and applied linguistics are indispensable to
textbook development. Initiated in 1994 with the support of the Korea Foundation,
I have directed an international collaborative project to develop Korean language
textbooks for English-speaking college students. This project is operated by the
Korean Language Education & Research Center (KLEAR) for which I serve as
president. Since 2000, a total of 20 KLEAR textbooks have been developed and
published by the University of Hawaii Press. At present, about 70% of the
universities with a KFL program in English-speaking countries use the KLEAR
series.
Textbooks for language skills
Integrated Korean, Beginning I & II; Workbooks I & II
Integrated Korean, Intermediate I & II; Workbooks I & II
Integrated Korean, Advanced Intermediate I & II
Integrated Korean, Advanced I & II
Integrated Korean, High Advanced I & II
Textbooks for content training
Korean Composition
Korean Language in Culture and Society
Korean Reader for Chinese Characters
Readings in Korean Literature
Selected Readings in Korean
A Resource for Korean Grammar Instruction
In designing and developing these textbooks, we have followed the proficiencyoriented CLT approach. Thus, we adopted proficiency-oriented principles such as
situation/topic-based lessons, contextualization, learner-centeredness, use of
authentic materials, balance between skill getting and skill using, and integration of
speaking, listening, reading, writing, and culture. At the same time, in the Integrated
Korean series, grammar points are systematically introduced with simple but
adequate explanations as well as abundant examples and exercises.
For example, lesson one of the Beginning volumes of Integrated Korean opens with
a 38-page Introduction consisting of (1) the linguistic and typological characteristics
of Korean, (2) linguistic explanations of Han’geul, (3) Han’gul pronunciation rules
with practices, (4) useful classroom expressions, and (5) list of objectives of all
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lessons in the volume. Then, the Introduction is followed by model conversations,
new words and expressions, vocabulary exercises, grammar points with notes and
exercises, cultural notes, usage, and narration (reading passage). Audio files for all
Integrated Korean volumes are available at http://www.kleartextbook.com.
The textbook series for content training are provided with extensive notes and
exercises on grammatical points and usages. A dictionary of Korean grammar and
usages is being developed by KLEAR.
Assessment tool development:
Korean grammar, usages, sociolinguistics, and pragmatics constitute an integral
component in assessment tool development, as proficiency levels are determined
based on to what extent a student has learned and internalized grammatical rules,
vocabulary, and linguistic usage (e.g. collocations), and on how the student uses
them creatively and appropriately in a variety of social contexts.
In the U.S., the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages’ (ACTFL)
developed the Generic Proficiency Guidelines in 1986. The ACTFL Proficiency
Guidelines are a description of what individuals can do with language in terms of
speaking, writing, listening, and reading in real-world situations in a spontaneous
and non-rehearsed context. For each skill, these guidelines identify six proficiency
areas: (a) global tasks and functions; (b) context; (c) content; (d) sociolinguistics and
culture; (e) accuracy; and (f) text types. The guidelines also identify four major
levels of proficiency: Superior, Advanced, Intermediate, and Novice, as shown in
the slide. Advanced, Intermediate, and Novice are subdivided into High, Mid, and
Low sublevels. The levels of the ACTFL Guidelines describe the continuum of
proficiency from that of the highly articulate, well-educated language user to a
level of little or no functional ability. For example, Table 3 shows ACTFL’s
Guideline-based OPI assessment criteria for speaking proficiency (Buck, et al.
1986).

Table 3. Assessment Criteria: Speaking Proficiency
Global
Tasks/Functions
SUPERIOR
Can discuss
extensively by
supporting
opinions,
abstracting and
hypothesizing

Context
Most formal
and
informal
settings

Content
Wide range of
general interest
topics and some
special fields of
interest and
expertise;
concrete, abstract
and unfamiliar
topics

Accuracy
Errors virtually
never interfere
with
communication or
disturb the native
speaker

Text Type
Extended
discourse
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ADVANCED
Can describe
and narrate in
major
time/aspect
frames
INTERMEDIAT
E
Can maintain
simple face-toface
conversation by
asking and
responding to
simple questions
NOVICE
Can produce
only formulaic
utterances, lists
and
enumerations

Most formal
and
informal
settings

Concrete and
factual topics of
personal and
public interest

Can be
understood
without difficulty
by speakers
unaccustomed to
non-native
speakers

Paragraph
discourse

Some
informal
settings and
a limited
number of
transactional
situations

Topics related
primarily to self
and immediate
environment

Can be
understood, with
some repetition,
by speakers
accustomed to
non-native
speakers

Discrete
sentences
and
strings of
sentences

Highly
predictable
common
daily
settings

Common discrete
elements of daily
life

May be difficult to
understand, even
for those
accustomed to
non-native
speakers

Discrete
words and
phrases

Accuracy assessment of each level covers fluency, grammar, pragmatic
competence, pronunciation, sociolinguistic and cultural competence, and
vocabulary, all of which, as well as the context and text type criteria, are matters of
linguistic concern. Thus, test tool developers for KFL are required to be well versed
not only with Korean linguistics but also know how to match their levels of
grammatical, sociolinguistic, and pragmatic complexity to the proficiency levels.
The Korean language faculty at UHM are required to be familiar with the ACTFL
proficiency guidelines and use the assessment criteria in curriculum, instruction,
and test tool development. Three of our teaching faculty are ACTFL-certified OPI
testers.
Curriculum and syllabus development
Linguistics, especially Korean linguistics, is crucial in curriculum and syllabus
development as well, in that KFL educators can plan their communicative and
cognitive curricula and syllabuses more systematically by incorporating Korean
grammar, sociolinguistics, pragmatics, and other linguistic and pedagogical studies.
KFL curriculum and syllabus developers must remain keen to students’
development of their proficiency levels from novice to superior levels.
In the U.S., the curricular goals of all foreign language programs are mandated
(elementary and secondary schools) or recommended (post-secondary schools) to
follow the National Standards for Foreign Language Learning. The Standards are
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organized through the five goal areas in learning and teaching a foreign language.
The five goal areas, often called 5 C’s, are: (1) Communication, requiring students
to engage, understand, and present in the target language; (2) Cultures, requiring
students to gain knowledge of and understand the target cultural perspectives,
practices, and products; (3) Connections, requiring students to connect to other
disciplines through the target language and culture; (4) Comparison, requiring
students to develop insight into the nature of one’s own language and culture by
comparing with the target language and culture; and (5) Communities, requiring
students to participate and become a life-long learner in the target community at
home and abroad.
The Korean program at UHM currently offers the undergraduate courses given in
Table 4. The contents of the courses are designed to reflect the proficiency levels
described in ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines and the 5 C’s defined in the National
Standards.
Table 4. Undergraduate course offerings in Korean (as of AY 2013-14)
Course
number
KOR 101-102
KOR 105

# of
credits
4-4
8

# of
sections
6-3
1

Frequency
of offering
fall & spring
fall

Elementary
conversational
Korean 1-2
Intermediate Korean 1-2

3-3

1-1

Fall-Spring

4-4

4-2

fall & spring

8

1

Spring

3-3

2-2

Fall-Spring

3-3

1-1

Fall-Spring

3

1

KOR 399

Accelerated
Intermediate
Korean
Advanced intermediate Korean
1-2
Readings in Chinese characters
1-2
Korean proficiency through TV
drama
Directed readings

variable

1

fall
&/or
spring
spring & fall

KOR 401-402

Advanced Korean 1-2

3-3

1-1

Fall-Spring

KOR 403-404
KOR 420

High-advanced Korean 1-2
Korean composition

3-3
3

2-2
1

KOR 421-422

Media analysis in Korean 1-2

3-3

2-2

Fall-Spring
spring &/or
fall
Fall-Spring

KOR 425
KOR 451

Selected readings in Korean
Structure of Korean 1

3
3

2
1

fall & spring
Fall

KOR 452

Structure of Korean 2

3

1

Spring

KOR 470

Language and culture of Korea

3

1

fall
&/or
spring

KOR 111-112
KOR 201-202
KOR 205
KOR 301-302
KOR 307-308
KOR 380

Course title
Elementary Korean 1-2
Accelerated Elementary Korean
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KOR 480

Korean proficiency through film

3

1

KOR 485K

Korean for career professionals

3

1

fall
&/or
spring
Fall

KOR 486K

Korean for academic purposes

3

1

Spring

KOR 493

Intro. to traditional Korean
literature
Introduction to modern Korean
literature
Korean abroad

3

1

Fall

3

1

Spring

variable

1

fall & spring

Directed readings in advanced
Korean

variable

2

fall & spring

KOR 494
KOR 496
KOR 499

All the courses offered involve different levels of Korean linguistic complexity.
Note that advanced learners of Korean and BA students are required to take KOR
451 (Structure of Korean 1) which covers history, dialects, sound systems, lexicon,
morphology and 452 (Structure of Korean 2) which covers Korean grammar. They
are also required to take KOR 470 (Language and Culture of Korea) which covers
sociolinguistic and cultural aspects.
Program building:
Korean linguistics is an indispensable part of building academic degree programs
in KFL, as the disciplinary locus of KFL is Korean linguistics. Academic degree or
certificate programs are needed to cultivate qualified language teachers, Korea
specialists in their respective disciplinary fields, and teacher/scholars in Korean
language and linguistics.
When I joined the Korean program at UHM as an assistant professor in 1972, the
program had one full-time instructor in language and one professor in literature
besides me (cf. Sohn 2013). The curriculum offered four language courses, one
Structure of Korean course, and a couple of literature courses. The goal of the
program was simply to provide language and literature instruction to students in
other disciplines. We had no degree or certificate program, unlike the Japanese and
Chinese programs which had BA and MA programs. Annual course enrollments
were deplorably low as a result, as seen in Table 5.
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Table 5. Course Enrollments from Fall 1972 to Spring 2014
AY total

7273

7778

8283

8788

9293

9798

0203

0708

1213

1314

KOR
AY total
JPN
AY total

26

67

79

96

213

234

343

757

1057

1060

2739

2893

1971

2213

2594

2570

2305

2687

2430

2333

CHN
AY total

774

432

503

442

523

584

580

663

894

813

This situation improved slowly over some 15 years and then rapidly after 1987
when we introduced Korean MA and PhD programs in Korean language and
linguistics by adding many graduate and undergraduate courses. Both the
introduction of advanced degree programs and the 1988 Seoul 0lympics apparently
succeeded in attracting many students to Korean classes. In 1995, we added the BA
in Korean program, along with the minor and certificate programs. In addition,
with the support of the U.S. federal government, we established separate tracks of
MA (in 2007) and BA (in 2008) in Korean for professionals (Flagship programs) to
produce Korea specialists with a superior level of proficiency in Korean language
and culture. UHM is the only institution which has a federally-funded Korean
Flagship program. All these endeavors have contributed to the enrollment increase
to the extent that they exceeded the Chinese program since AY 2007-08.
Table 6 summarizes the current academic programs of Korean at UHM, which are
the most comprehensive in the U.S.
Table 6. Academic programs of EALL Korean section (as of 2014)
Program
Regular Programs
Flagship Programs
BA
BA in Korean
BA in Korean for Professionals
Minor
Certificate
MA

PhD

Minor in Korean
Certificate in Korean
MA in Korean Language &
Linguistics
MA in Korean Literature
PhD in Korean Language &
Linguistics
PhD in Korean Literature

--Certificate in Korean for
Professionals
MA in Korean for Professionals

---

The undergraduate course offerings were shown in SLIDE 12. The course
offerings for the MA and PhD programs in Korean language and linguistics (not
including literature) are shown in Table 7. All PhD and some MA students teach
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lower-level language courses, while taking graduate courses.
Table 7. Graduate course offerings (as of AY 2004-5)
Course
number

Course title

#
of
credits

#
of
sections

Frequency
of offering

KOR 621

Media Research in Korean

3

1

Fall

KOR 622

Comparative South and North Korean
speeches

3

1

spring

KOR 623

Interdisciplinary research in Korean

3

1

Fall

KOR 624

Analysis of Korean academic discourse

3

1

spring

KOR 631

History and dialects of Korean language

3

1

as needed

KOR 632

Korean phonology and morphology

3

1

as needed

KOR 633

Korean syntax and semantics

3

1

as needed

KOR 634

Korean sociolinguistics

3

1

as needed

KOR 635

Pedagogy of teaching Korean as a second
language

3

1

as needed

KOR 636

Korean conversation analysis

3

1

as needed

KOR 645

Research in Korean languages acquisition

3

1

as needed

KOR 655

Practicum: Teaching Korean as a second
language

3

1

as needed

KOR 699

Directed research

variable

1

as needed

KOR 730

Research seminar in Korean language

3

2

fall
spring

EALL 601

Current issues in East Asian languages

3

1

as needed

EALL 602

Introduction to East Asian linguistics

3

1

as needed

EALL
603K

Bibliographical
methodology

3

1

as needed

EALL 700

Thesis research

variab
le

1

as needed

EALL 800

Dissertation research

1

1

as needed

and

research

&

As observed in the Table, Korean linguistics courses form the backbone of the
graduate programs, whose students are encouraged to take general linguistics and
applied linguistics courses from the UHM Departments of Linguistics and Second
Languages Studies. At present (Fall 2014), the Korean Section has 127 BA majors, 37
more than the Chinese Section, as observed in Table 8.
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Table 8. BA degree students in EALL, Fall 2013 - Fall 2014
Semesters

Japanese

Fall 2013
Spring 2014
Fall 2014

202
222
205

Chinese
73
97
90

Korean

Total

85 (37 regular; 48 flagship)
91 (39 regular; 52 flagship)
127 (69 regular; 58 flagship)

360
410
422

The number of current graduate students is given in Table 9 in comparison with
the Japanese and Chinese programs. Notice that Korean has more
language/linguistics students than Japanese or Chinese.
Table 9. Graduate students enrolled in EALL as of Fall 2014
Degree

Japanese

Chinese

Total

Korean

Lang/
Ling

Literature

Lang
/Ling

Literature

Lang/
Ling

Literature

MA

17

3

4

4

15

2

45

PhD

13

7

9

3

18

2

52

Total

30

10

13

7

33

4

97

5.

Conclusion

As has been argued, the role of general and applied linguistics, especially Korean
linguistics and language pedagogy, are indeed of fundamental importance in all
components and levels of teaching KFL. Linguistic theories, however, may have
little to contribute to students’ practical learning of Korean, unless they are made
accessible to language teachers and learners. Those who claim that linguistics has
little to contribute to foreign language teaching base their arguments on the
dominant formal linguistic theories. Abstract linguistic concepts, competing views,
and highly technical terms are hardly acceptable to KFL educators, let alone
students. General and applied linguistic theories can usefully be put to practice in
language teaching only when they are rewritten or adjusted for pedagogical
purposes. Such a principle is fully reflected in the two American documents,
ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines and the National Standards for Foreign Language
Learning, which are common yardsticks in foreign language education in the U.S.
These two documents were developed by a group of theoretical and applied
linguists and foreign language faculty. In these documents, all general and applied
linguistic theories, concepts, and terms have been completely changed into
pedagogical terms in order to ensure the contents may easily be understood. By
following such a model that bridges linguistic research and language teaching,
pedagogically adjusted, learner-friendly linguistics, Korean linguistics, and applied
linguistics can play a most useful role in teaching KFL.
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Besides, not all linguistic theories and perspectives are equally relevant to
language teaching. It is the responsibility of KFL educators to apply the most
relevant aspects of linguistics to KFL teaching, rather than the aspects that are most
theoretically current.
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WAR AND PEACE IN THE YELLOW SEA
Fernand Braudel’s masterpiece, The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in
the Age of Philip II, opened a new era for historical structuralism and remains one of
the most influential historical writings of the previous century. Braudel situated the
late 16th century political history (histoire événementielle) of the Spanish empire in the
context of the “quasi-immobile” time of Mediterranean geography and “long term”
(longue durée) socio-economic structures. He flooded the historiographical stage,
which had been built for the modern nation-state, with a sea. Using that shift in
vantage point, Braudel, writing in a Nazi prison during World War II, help to
liberate 20th century historical studies from the tyranny of its origins as
handmaiden to the 19th century nation-state.
Like mid-20th century Europe, early 21st century Northeast Asia is dominated by
strong states, and historiography is often distorted by the backward projections of
modern nation-states. Because of this, taking the perspective of the Yellow Sea has
a kind of liberating effect, and opens up new ways to understand not only SinoKorean history, but also the contemporary security dilemmas faced by the two
Koreas and by their respective “great power” patrons, the United States of America
and People’s Republic of China.
Command of the Yellow Sea has played a decisive factor in military contests for
dominance over Northeast Asia since the early modern period, and even in
peacetime the Sea was often plagued by violence—from 16th century piracy to 21st
century poaching. Today, the Yellow Sea remains a perilous security faultline at the
heart of Northeast Asia, a place where local conflict could escalate rapidly. Armed
conflict between the two Koreas along their disputed maritime border could
potentially entangle their respective defense treaty allies, China and the US.
Yet despite its strategic importance and security risk, rarely is the Yellow Sea
itself put front and center as the unit of analysis. Even with the recent focus on
maritime conflict in littoral East Asia, the South China Seas and East China Sea
have received much more attention than the Yellow Sea. The historical and security
literature on Northeast Asia, meanwhile, tends to be state-centric and only brings
in the Yellow Sea as part of the scenery to historical conflicts or the current security
dilemma.
This paper puts the Yellow Sea front and center. The ultimate objective is to
gain a new perspective on current security tensions between the two Koreas, the
US and China by placing them in a long-term historical framework of Yellow Sea
war. Braudel’s model of combining levels of time, his insights into two kinds of
war (official and unofficial), and his underlying concept of maritime frontier guide
this effort to take a long-term view of contemporary inter-Korean maritime conflict.
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The first section considers geographic time, outlining key features of the Yellow
Sea. The next section looks sequentially at the three major “official” Yellow Sea
wars of the modern era—the Imjin War of 1592-1598, the Sino-Japanese War of
1894-1895, and the Korean War of 1950-1953. In rethinking the military and political
significance of these conflicts, primary emphasis is placed on the Yellow Sea factor,
as well as the ways in which “unofficial” war carried out by non-state actors
impacted the “official” war fought among sovereign states. The penultimate section
addresses the contemporary security dilemma of the inter-Korean West Sea border
in the context of militarization—official and unofficial—of the Yellow Sea and the
cloud of great power rivalry looming in the background. The concluding section
resurrects the Braudelian paradigm of the frontier in order to suggest an agenda for
future work—academic and diplomatic—on the Yellow Sea guided by the frontier
spirit of sustaining a prosperous and peaceable zone of interaction, despite ongoing
differences over ultimate questions of sovereign borders.
GEOGRAPHIC TIME ON THE SHALLOW SEA
Twenty thousand years ago, in the heart of what we call Northeast Asia,
geography began forming a puddle that grew into the Yellow Sea, and a separation
that allowed for the emergence of “China” and “Korea” as distinct places.
The Yellow Sea gets its name from the silt carried by the Yellow River from
China’s loess plateau in the arid north out its mouth at the Shandong Peninsula,
and deposited into the Yellow Sea. It is an unusually shallow sea, one of the biggest
shallow seas in the world, with an average depth of only 44 meters (144 feet) and
maximum depth of 152 meters. The seabed is shaped like a valley with a slow
descent from the China coast stretching two-thirds of the distance across, beyond
which rises an eastern slope formed by a lighter coating of runoff from Korea’s
rivers.
It is also a stagnant sea, despite the China coastal current jogging southward
from Bohai and the narrow current running, in places sprinting, along the Korea
coast. Between them, the Yellow Sea warm current carries warm salt water from
the East China Sea northward. These currents are the exceptions to the rule of still
waters, and poor circulation exacerbates the current environmental crisis created
by massive discharge of pollutants from upriver industry and agriculture along the
Yellow, Liao, and Hai rivers. The Sea is also especially sensitive to another
environmental crisis, of global climate change. The combination of warmer,
polluted waters may explain one of the most dramatic recent changes in the Yellow
Sea—massive macroalgal blooms that turn large swaths of its western coastal
waters bright green. The Yellow Sea’s changing ecology serves as reminder that
seas experience historical change just like all temporal phenomena, contrary to a
long tradition of human civilizations imagining the sea as a place without a past. 1
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Shallow and stagnant, the Yellow Sea is paradoxically most infamous for
roaring currents along the Korea coast—the secret weapon used by Admiral Yi
Sun-shin to breathtaking advantage in the Battle of Myeongnyang Straits, but also a
contributing factor in the horrific tragedy of the Sewol ferry disaster earlier this
year. The other outstanding hydrographic feature of the Yellow Sea is the usually
wide tidal range on Korea’s west coast, which reaches eight meters at Incheon—a
hazard that General Douglas Macarthur exploited to decisive strategic advantage
in the amphibious landing of 1950. The military history of Northeast Asia is
intimately connected to the geography of the Yellow Sea.
The border of the Yellow Sea is somewhat ill defined at its northern and
southern extremities. To the northwest, the Bohai sea is carved out by the
Shandong Peninsula and Liaodong Peninsula, on the other side of which lies Korea
Bay where the Yalu River empties into the Yellow Sea. Bohai is usually classified as
a gulf or bay within the Yellow Sea, but some Chinese sources treat it as a separate
sea. To the south, there is no certain boundary where the Yellow Sea stops and East
China Sea begins. Indeed, how do you draw a line through open waters? The most
common boundary runs from the upper lip of the mouth of the Yangtze River (just
above Shanghai), northeast across to Jeju Island, and from Jeju up to Jeolla province
on the Korean Peninsula. East of the Jeju-Jeolla line lie the Korea Straits/ Tsushima
Straits, which empty into the East Sea/ Sea of Japan.
Since ancient times, ships crossed from the Shandong Peninsula directly to
Korea. But pre-modern travelers avoided open seas if possible—even from
Shandong, it was common to cross by boat to Liaodong and then continue overland
into northern Korea.72 Thus mariners looked as much to the land as to the sea. The
topography of the rim of the Yellow Sea changes dramatically if one hugs the coast
traveling clockwise from Shanghai to Mokpo. The Chinese coast is sandy from
Shanghai up to Lianyungang, without many inviting landings in between. The
coast then turns rocky around the Shandong Peninsula, with good ports on the
south side at Jiaozhou Bay (occupied in 1898 by the Germans, who built up
Tsingtao) and north side at Weihaiwei (a major Qing naval base, nabbed by the
British in 1898). The Bohai coast is low-lying, with the most important port located
at Tanggu, near Tianjin, gateway to Beijing. The tip of the Liaodong Peninsula has a
natural port at Dalian, where Port Arthur served as headquarters of the Qing
Northern Fleet until Japanese attacked in 1895. Russians managed to seize the port
after the controversial Triple Intervention, but Japanese wrested it back with their
victory over Russia in 1905.
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The landscape of the Korean coast is an entirely different world from the China
side. Korea presents a thousand kilometers of jagged coast, splayed with offshore
islands like a shattered vase. All told, there are 3,418 islands in the Yellow Sea, the
lion’s share on the Korean side (300 of them inhabited).83 North Korea’s key port is
Nampo, the gateway to Pyongyang via the Taedong River. South Korea’s main port
is Incheon, portal to Seoul and itself the third largest city in the country.
In terms of human settlement and economic trade, the Yellow Sea rim boasts
roughly 600 million inhabitants, and China’s four ports rank in the top 20 busiest in
the world.94 In terms of political center of gravity, the Chinese and Korean states
have long preferred to stay close to the Yellow Sea, albeit not on the coast itself.
China’s metropolitan axis of power traditionally ran from Beijing and Nanjing in
late imperial times, and today it runs between the political capital in Beijing and the
economic center in Shanghai. Modern Korea’s two political centers of gravity,
Pyongyang and Seoul, are similarly located just upriver from the Yellow Sea.
THE YELLOW SEA WARS
Since the early modern period, the Yellow Sea was the site of three large-scale
military conflicts—in the 1590s, 1890s, and 1950s. These were massive “official
wars”, as Braudel termed it, fought on land, sea and, in the third case, air.
Aggressive states mobilized destructive forces in pursuit of sovereign gains—
territorial, economic, geostrategic and symbolic—while defensive states met force
with counter-force in order to safeguard their own self-interests and survival. Each
war is well studied both in terms of military history and broader impact. The
purpose here is not to provide new documentation, but rather to offer a fresh
perspective by focusing on the role of the Yellow Sea in each conflict, and explore
the interaction between Braudel’s two levels of warfare in each case.
IMJIN WAR
Naval strategy is anchored in the concepts of sea command, control and
denial.105 The Imjin War could be considered a case study in the decisive power of
sea denial. Despite losing badly to Japanese ground troops in the initial advance,
Korean naval forces, on their own and with Chinese aid, successfully denied
Japanese invaders a Yellow Sea supply line, thereby preventing an invasion from
northern Korea into China proper. Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s ships could not get past
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Admiral Yi Sun-shin’s turtleboats, and Japan’s planned invasion of the Ming
Empire foundered without a maritime supply line to his frontline troops in north
Korea.
The “official” war between Ming China, Choson Korea, and Hideyoshi’s Japan
had its roots in a long-running “unofficial” war from the Yellow and to the South
China Sea, better known as “piracy,” the scourge of Yellow Sea states in the 16 th
century. Ming rulers oscillated between contempt and ambivalence toward
seaborne commerce and diplomacy, although there was often a faction arguing in
favor of opening up sea trade, at least in targeted ways.116 Trade with Japan, for
example, was permitted via a restrictive “Ningbo system” from the late 14 th century
until the mid 16th century, when violent feuding between rival Japanese traders in
Ningbo, and frustration with increasing piracy, led the Ming to institute a coastal
trade ban in 1548. 127 Choson Korea shared their elder brother’s mixed feelings
toward the maritime world, and created the Tsushima system in the 15 th century to
manage and limit the flow of trade from Japan, although like the Ningbo system it
started to break down under the pressures of increasing trade and piracy in the
1500s.
Piracy had been a growing problem that reached crisis proportions after the
Ming’s mid-16th century trade ban. Chinese defined pirates as Japanese (wokou 倭
寇), although Ming officials were aware piracy was a multinational endeavor
involving equal numbers of Chinese and Koreans.138 Japan was undoubtedly part
of the problem—the violence and dislocation of the hundred years of “warring
states” created a spillover effect in maritime East Asia. The Ming ban only made
the problem worse by criminalizing trade. Pressure abated somewhat when Ming
reopened the coast in 1567, but Japan remained frustrated at their commercial
marginalization within the tributary system. Hideyoshi had multiple reasons for
launching his invasion of Korea, but economic interests were certainly among
them.149 As Kenneth Swope points out, Hideyoshi’s plan to “retire” to Ningbo, after
placing a Japanese ruler on the throne in Beijing, hints at his desire to run the East
Asian trading nexus from the coastal city that would presumably be its new
center.1510 Hideyoshi’s soldiers and merchants were to replace “Japanese” pirates.
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“Official war” would implicitly end the “unofficial” warfare in the Yellow Sea—
such was the plan at least.
Although both Beijing and Seoul had received warnings of an invasion force
amassing across the straits, Hideyoshi’s 158,000 troops landed virtually unopposed
at Pusan in May 1592, and fought their way north reaching Seoul in three weeks
time. Japanese forces marched onward to Pyongyang, capturing it in July, as
another contingent worked its way far up Korea’s northeast coast to the
Manchurian border. Choson’s King Seonjo fled north in advance of the enemy,
ending up a refugee in the border town of Uiju. Japanese troops were now poised
to advance on their real target: Beijing.
There was just one snag. Hideyoshi’s war plans assumed a Yellow Sea supply
line to the frontline troops, using Taedong River access to resupply troops in
Pyongyang and Yalu River access to do the same once they engaged Ming forces. 11
The Korean navy, however, denied Japanese access to the Yellow Sea in a series of
victories. Exploiting advantages in local knowledge, tactical formation, morale and
discipline, and naval technology, Admiral Yi Sun-shin blocked Japan’s advance
despite their dominance on land. Korea’s naval stand prevented Japan from
realizing their war aim of marching on Beijing—it was a dramatic instantiation of
the old proverb that Korean “lips” protected Chinese “teeth”. Yi’s fleet also bought
time until Ming forces finally arrived in significant numbers at the end of 1592 and
reversed the tide of the ground war, winning back Pyongyang in January and Seoul
in April 1593. The Ming, like Japan, struggled with how to maintain long supply
lines, but once again, control of the Yellow Sea enabled Ming to supplement
overland transport by ferrying weapons, supplies, and rations to Sino-Korean
forces on the peninsula.12
After four years of stalemate, with inconclusive peace negotiations and Japanese
forces hanging on to a perimeter around Pusan, Hideyoshi brashly staged a second
massive invasion in the spring of 1597. He landed 140,000 troops in Pusan, but this
time around sent enhanced naval power with them. Absent Admiral Yi Sun-shin,
who had been on the losing side of factional struggles in the Choson court, the
Korean navy was decimated in their initial engagements with Japan. The door to
the Yellow Sea looked open to Hideyoshi. But Admiral Yi, who had spent his time
in disfavor by traveling the west coast plotting defensive strategy, was recalled to
high command.1613 In the dramatic Battle of the Myeongnyang Straits, Yi managed
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with only a dozen ships to stop a Japanese fleet of more than 100 vessels by
trapping them in the narrow channel between Jindo and the peninsula, and using
the powerful currents in that part of the Yellow Sea against the unsuspecting
Japanese. Ming naval reinforcements finally arrived in May 1598, and the
combined forces once again denied Japan access to the Yellow Sea.14 Hideyoshi’s
second invasion may have been more punitive than strategic to begin with; in any
case, with his death in September, Japanese leaders made for the door and the last
troops left Korea in December 1598.
JIAWU WAR
Three centuries later after the Imjin War, the same parties found themselves
once again entangled in a Yellow Sea war in the “jiawu” year of 1894. At the outset,
the Qing navy was widely considered the biggest and best in Asia, and its defeat
against Japan in 1895 marked a watershed in the power transition from the
established continental empire of China to the expansive maritime power of Japan.
The Sino-Japanese war over Korea once again demonstrated the critical role of
Yellow Sea control over Northeast Asian mastery.
Qing China’s defeat in 1860 to combined Anglo-French forces, who stormed
past defenses at Fort Taku on the Bohai gulf, and from there drove straight to the
outskirts of the capital where the burned the Summer Palace, was a profound
trauma. A few years later, French and American warships probed Korea’s Yellow
Sea soft underbelly and tested Korean defenses on Ganghwa island, revealing
Choson’s susceptibility to a similar calamity. The Qing gradually began a naval
build-up, with Li Hongzhang overseeing the effort to create a Northern Fleet
(Beiyang Navy) in the 1870s. Japanese warships made their presence felt in 1875,
following the French lead by provoking hostilities at Ganghwa, and forced Seoul to
negotiate Choson’s first “modern” treaty as a result. Watching Japan’s growing
strength, but even more concerned about Russian aggression from the East Sea all
the way to Xinjiang, Li Hongzhang tried to open up the Yellow Sea to increased
Sino-Korea trade as well as treaties with commercially-oriented Western powers,
starting with the United States.15 Meanwhile, China and Japan invested heavily in
naval modernization, buying ships directly from Europe as well as building their
own first modern shipyards and arsenals. The Qing hoped to cling onto their
hegemonic position as the traditional center of the East Asia order. Meanwhile,
militarists in Meiji Japan, a rapidly rising maritime power with territorial ambitions
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on the Korean Peninsula and the Manchurian heartland of the Qing dynastic
founders, were going back to Hideyoshi’s playbook, and readying to challenge
China for dominance over Northeast Asia.
In so far as the Jiawu war was a re-enactment of the Imjin war, the most
dramatic contrast in the early stages of the conflict was Li Hongzhang’s decision to
cede much of the Yellow Sea to Japan, before either side had even formally
declared war. In the summer of 1895, responding to a domestic political crisis in
Seoul, Japan and China both rushed additional troops to the peninsula. Li ordered
eight transport ships at Fort Taku to cross the Yellow Sea, but on July 25 th, Japanese
warships, including the fastest ship in the world, the British-built Yoshino,
intercepted and severely damaged not just some of the transports but also
accompanying battleships.1716 At this point, Li and his commander Admiral Ding
Ruchang decided to pull back to a line between the Qing base on the Shandong
Peninsula and Qing-Choson border at the Yalu River.17 After Japanese naval
bombardment of Qing bases in Shandong and Liaodong, Li pulled the defense
perimeter further back to Bohai.18 With control of the eastern Yellow Sea, Japan
acquired the supply lines they had lacked in the Imjin War, as the army marched its
way up the Peninsula toward Pyongyang, the Yalu, and into Manchuria.
In mid-September, Japan’s squadron engaged the Qing Northern Fleet on a
reinforcement run at what became known as the Battle of the Yalu. U.S. Naval
Academy graduate Philo McGiffin, who served with the Qing navy in the SinoFrench War in 1885 and then taught at Li Hongzhang’s naval college in Tianjin,
recorded his first-hand observation of the battle. In McGiffin’s assessment, the
engagement was not a total route, and the Qing showed some flashes of ability. But
Japan clearly won, and could have wrought even greater devastation had they
known the Qing were close to running out of ammunition when Japan brought the
engagement to an end by withdrawing their ships. “Why did the Japanese win?”
McGiffin asks. “I reply, because the Japanese had better ships, more of them, better
and larger supplies of ammunition, better officers, and as good men. As to the
practice, it was on both sides bad; but, as the Japanese have admitted, the Chinese
excelled.”19
The great naval strategist, A.T. Mahan, made a careful study of the Battle of the
Yalu, which he saw as proof that “the rapid-fire gun of moderate caliber has just
now fairly established its position as the greatest offensive power in naval
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warfare.”20 He explained the principle upon which this advantage is born, attacking
sailors instead of ships (the “motive power”). The Japanese used lighter guns in a
constant barrage of fire that killed or paralyzed crewmembers; the Chinese used
heavy guns in fewer shots to try to demobilize the Japanese ships. Like McGiffin,
Mahan concluded from his study of Yalu that it was closer to a draw, rather than a
complete victory for Meiji. But once again, the Qing made a massive strategic
blunder out of a limited tactical defeat. “The subsequent demoralization of the
Chinese left to their enemies the control of the sea, which was decisive of the war,
but which the Yalu fight alone would not have conferred.”21
With free run of the Yellow Sea, the Japanese made their next big push in late
October. American war reporter James Creelman, embedded with Japanese troops
on the march to Port Arthur (a Japanese public relations stratagem to promote their
version of the war), vividly describes the scene as “the whole Japanese force—men,
horses, ammunition, food, and cannons—was carried to the land in little flat
skiffs…. All along the coast could be seen the steamers from which the main
Japanese army, commanded by Field-marshal Count Oyama, had just landed, and
the great fleet of warships which had conveyed the invaders across the Yellow
Sea.” 22 The fleet, under Admiral Itō Sukeyuki, shadowed the ground force,
“constantly exchanging communications” with Oyama as they converged on Port
Arthur.23 Li Hongzhang’s northern navy never showed up for the fight, having
withdrawal to Weihaiwei. With the loss of Port Arthur, the Qing’s best ships were
jeopardized, since they could only be serviced at the dry docks on the Liaodong
Peninsula. It only remained for Japan to bring the war to the terminus of Li’s
original perimeter, the main base at Weihaiwei. In a bold late winter amphibious
assault, Japan landed troops east of the Qing fortifications, and then after capturing
the Chinese position turned their guns on their own ships while sinking others
with torpedoes. Everything left floating was remanded into service for Japan.
In April 1895, Li Hongzhang was compelled to travel to Japan to negotiate and
sign the humiliating Treaty of Shimonoseki, which marked a fundamental shift in
the balance of power in the region. By forfeiting the Yellow Sea, China lost
Northeast Asia, and Korea lost its independence. The war had profound effects in
all three countries. The Qing’s defeat spelled the beginning of the end of the 300
year-old Manchu dynasty, and gave birth to the first generation of modern
nationalists—reformist and revolutionary—who would emerge in its wake. Japan’s
victory rallied the people to new heights of collective nationalist zeal, and launched
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the military down a path that would eventually lead to the dead-end of the Pacific
War. 24 For Korea, 1895 was the first step toward a long, painful period of
colonization under Japanese rule.
KOREAN WAR
A half-century after Japan’s romp through Korea from south to north, North
Korea’s surprise invasion across the 38th parallel in June 1950 started as a romp
from north to south. Kim Il Sung’s troops pushed resistance down to the Pusan
perimeter, where South Korean and US troops were soon hanging on by a thread.
The Soviet bloc looked poised to win the first “official war” of the Cold War.
But Yellow Sea access once again proved decisive in reversing the course of war.
The North Koreans had no navy to speak of, nor had they secured Russian or
Chinese naval support (Chinese naval capabilities were quite limited to begin with).
Focused on breaking through the Pusan perimeter, Kim Il Sung also failed to take
precautions against possible rear-guard coastal landings. On September 15, 1950,
General Douglas MacArthur did just that, with a spectacular surprise landing at
Incheon, widely considered one of the greatest amphibious landings in military
history. Unable to deny MacArthur access to the Yellow Sea, North Korea was
unable to press its advantage to “final victory” and reunification of Korea.
MacArthur’s naval “envelopment” strategy turned the tide of the war and
pushed North Korean forces all the way back to the China border. But the massive
influx of Chinese reinforcements in October reversed the course of the war once
again. However, combined PRC-DPRK forces lacked any capacity to dislodge the
US Navy or deny access to the Yellow Sea. As the land war ground to a standstill
back near the original line of division around the 38 th parallel, the US Navy
employed a full panoply of naval stratagems from the relative safety of their ships
floating in the Yellow and East Sea—seaborne artillery bombardment, aircraft
carrier bombing raids, siege warfare, shipping blockade, and partisan infiltration. 25
The partisan infiltration effort is a particularly interesting example of how
Braudel’s two levels of war—official and unofficial—interacted in curious ways
during the fighting of the Korean War. Ben Malcom was a lieutenant in the U.S.
Army tasked with directing partisan guerilla warfare from a secret base on
Baengnyeong island in the Yellow Sea. He considered the geography of the Korean
coast to be ideal for inserting “unofficial” warriors behind the “official” front.
Operating from a convenient island base, only 12 kilometers from the Northern
coast yet easy to defend and resupply from the South, he described the
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geographical opportunity for infiltrations and covert aid from the Ongjin peninsula
all the way up to the Yalu River.
“The Yellow Sea in this region is relatively shallow with a large number of
offshore islands. The tidal surges are extreme, in some places reaching up to
thirty feet. At low tide, land bridges two or three miles long can form
between the islands and the mainland, making some islands vulnerable to a
land assault… for a hundred miles of the coastline was pocked with inlets,
rocky headlands, and spits of land. Beaches were small and narrow, often cut
off east and west by cliffs and to the north by steep coastal hills rising sharply
from the beach. But it was relatively easy for amphibious raiders to steal
ashore unnoticed on the south side of the cape because of the difficult
terrain… Defending the entire western coast of North Korea was a physical
impossibility for the NKPA. That made it easier for partisan commanders to
find a spot to land and get their troops ashore, as long as they did so at night
with the tides in their favor.”26
Guerilla warfare typically exploits the zone grise between soldier and civilian,
and Yellow Sea partisan war was no exception, as both communist and anticommunist guerillas disguised themselves as fishermen, while fishermen found
themselves trapped in the war between north and south. Malcolm describes how
“thousands of these [Chinese] junks were used by Korean fishermen and it was not
unusual to see fleets of them plying the coastal waters in search of red snapper,
yellow corbina, mackerel, cuttlefish, and abalone. Partisan junks looked just like
regular fishing junks, so the NKPA coastal observation posts had trouble
distinguishing which were legitimate fishing craft and which were carrying raiding
parties.”27 The deception went both ways, as North Korea commandos and spies
donned fishermen’s clothes to penetrate the south. Not surprisingly, genuine
fishermen got caught in the crossfire, as on the day when British naval patrols
warned Lieutenant Malcolm that an invasion fleet of 20 fishing junks was headed
toward Baengnyeong island. A British task force intercepted the “fleet” and sunk
half the ships, only to discover they were local fishermen forced on an alternate
route home by a storm. “The British did not recognize the boats and the captains of
the small fishing vessels did not heed any of the warnings to stop. When the boats
tried to make a run for the safety of their harbor the British blew them out of the
water.”28
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In the fluid security environment of the Yellow Sea, where official and unofficial
war overlapped and intertwined, mistaken identity and unintended conflict posed
a constant danger. On one operation in May 1952, poor intelligence sharing
between a Navy-embedded air force unit and the Army partisan operation led to
fatal friendly fire. “An air force intelligence unit operating from a cabin cruiser in
the Yellow Sea saw a fishing junk picking up some armed men on the mainland.
Thinking it was an NKPA raiding party, an air strike was called in on it. The boat
was hit and sunk, killing two of the men on board and wounding three.
Unfortunately, it was one of our partisan fishing junks.”29
Partisan activities and battles over control of coastal islands continued right up
to the Armistice, with some tiny islands changing hands numerous times.30 Overall,
America’s virtually uncontested naval supremacy could inflict pain on the Chinese
and North Koreans, but could not break the Sino-Korean line at the 38th parallel. On
the other hand, it was thanks to Yellow Sea access and the dramatic landing at
Incheon that North Korea had been unable to win in the first place. Yellow Sea
command was a necessary but not sufficient condition for dominating the
peninsula.
YELLOW SEA BORDER RISK
The Korean War never properly ended, of course. The Armistice Agreement of
1953 pushed the pause, not the stop button. Throughout the Cold War, the DMZ
was one of the most dangerous security faultlines in the world. War almost broke
out over the “tree-cutting incident” in 1976, and Bill Clinton was not being
hyperbolic when he called it “the scariest place on earth” on his 1993 visit.
The DMZ may be the most heavily fortified border in the world, but at least its
lines and protocols were based on formal, mutual agreement. The military cordons
on either side are virtually impenetrable—a “successful” instance of mutual
deterrence. And perhaps most importantly, there are almost no independent actors
or organic elements who might add a spark that could light a fire. The villagers in
“Freedom Village” on the south and “Propaganda Village” on the north in reality
signify the absence of human activity outside of state/military control at the DMZ.
One rare exception is South Korean human rights and anti-DPRK groups that loft
propaganda balloons across the parallel, and it is no accident that balloon launches
were the trigger of a rare case of live firing at the DMZ. The past month has also
witnessed unusual cases where South Korean soldiers fired warning shots toward
the North to protest what they claimed were unusual troop movements.
Nonetheless, overall the land border has been quite stable for decades—tours of
Panmunjom from the South refer constantly to the 1976 tree-cutting incident
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because it was the last time there was a serious confrontation there. Indeed, the
DMZ has become an important tourism site, for the North as well as the South.
Since the end of the Cold War, the locus of maximum risk of conflict between
the two Koreas shifted from land to sea, as the disputed West Sea maritime line
emerged as the new primary zone of conflict in the 1990s. Sea boundaries are
inherently less stable than land borders. Water is always moving, and we are
always moving when we are on water. This ineluctable reality influences
international relations. The Westphalian system of territorial sovereignty always
worked better on land than at sea, and the international law of the seas and
principles of maritime sovereignty remains a work in progress. As far as the two
Koreas are concerned, they have never agreed to a demarcation in the West Sea,
and in the past two decades, tensions have steadily intensified.
The South asserts a de facto boundary, the so-called Northern Limit Line, which
was drawn on the basis of US naval dominance in the Yellow Sea at the time of the
Armistice in 1953.31 The NLL bears out Owen Lattimore’s insight (writing about the
Great Wall of China) that “an imperial boundary… serves not only to keep the
outsiders from getting in but to prevent the insiders from getting out.” 32 UN/US
command was imposing a northern “limit” over South Koreans, who were barred
from venturing beyond the line lest they trigger renewed hostilities.
North Korea first openly challenged the legitimacy of the NLL in 1973, the same
year that the new 12 nautical mile standard of territorial waters was gaining
currency at the UN Conference on the Law of the Sea. Korean People’s Navy ships
on their own or escorting fishing vessels began gingerly testing South Korean
resolve to defend the line. In the 1990s the North’s West Sea challenge grew much
bolder, leading to the first major naval engagement in June 1999 known as the first
battle of Yeonpyeong. Since then, both Koreas have fortified their positions to the
point that the West Sea is among the most militarized sea borders in the world.
Integrated naval-amphibious-artillery forces face off along the West Sea border,
while the Yellow Sea swims with naval assets not only of the two Koreas but also
China and the United States.
The Korean People’s Navy (KPN) is roughly split in two between the East and
West Sea. The West Sea Fleet’s strong-suit is a large contingent of attack, coastal,
and midget submarines, as well as hovercraft and amphibious landing craft that
rotate between the West and East Sea.33 Despite sanctions and spending constraints,
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KPN naval technology and weaponry continues to develop, as evident in the recent
identification of new helicopter frigates.34 Along the NLL, the KPN’s naval assets
are supplemented in formidable ways by KPA coastal artillery batteries extending
all along the Ongjin Peninsula, directed against the South-controlled Northwest
Islands. North Korea’s shelling of Yeonpyeong island and alleged sinking of the
ROK Cheonan corvette in 2010 were tragic demonstrations of their capabilities to
inflict pain in the West Sea theater.
Two of the ROK Navy’s three fleets are based at Yellow Sea ports (Pyongtaek
and Mokpo). Although the ROK army receives disproportionate share of the South
Korean armed forces budget, the navy is growing, and for the first time the
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff is an admiral. West Sea exercises and patrols
are a core operational area for the Navy, which benefits from its close relationship
with the most powerful and sophisticated navy in the world of its ally the United
States. The ROK has leveraged the tactical advantage of the NLL and NW islands
to the hilt, effectively penning in the Hwanghae province coast and maintaining a
buffer against potential North Korean threats to the critical Incheon-Seoul corridor.
The five NW islands have been fortified consistently for decades, a process that
intensifies in the wake of each NLL conflict, and also contributes to provoking the
next one. K-9 firing exercises by ROK Marines stationed on Yeonpyeong, for
example, partly triggered the disproportionate North Korean response of shelling
the island.35 Subsequently, the ROK military strengthened island defenses, such as
last year’s acquisition of as an Israeli-built advanced missile system.36
South Korean naval presence in the Yellow Sea is enhanced significantly by the
US-ROK security alliance. The US Seventh Fleet participates in the Key
Resolve/Foal Eagle spring exercises—in mid-April of this year, for example, the
Bonhomme Richard Amphibious Ready Group carried out exercises in the Yellow
Sea. US ships often appear again during the early summer—the nuclear powered
USS George Washington Carrier Strike Group conducted joint exercises in the
Yellow Sea in July 2014, as it had in June 2013. The largest simulated war games in
the world, the Ulchi Freedom Guardian exercises, take place every August and
include Yellow Sea theater contingencies. The ROK stages its own large-scale
Hoguk exercise in the fall—this year’s were billed as the largest ever—and the US
Navy occasionally sends assets to the Yellow Sea, such as when the USS George
Washington made a tour in November 2010 and October 2009. There are also one34
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offs, like the anti-submarine warfare exercises held in September 2010 as a response
to the Cheonan incident.37
China’s People’s Liberation Navy (PLN) allocates roughly one-third of its total
strength to the Yellow Sea. The PLN North Fleet naval base at Qingdao is home to
around 20 destroyers and frigates and roughly the same number of submarines,
including three nuclear attack subs, along with various amphibious ships, landing
ships, and missile patrol craft.38 China’s first aircraft carrier, still a training ship,
was retrofitted at Dalian and regularly docks at Qingdao—such as when U.S.
Defense Secretary Hagel was given a tour of the Liaoning in April of this year. The
PLN stages regular exercises in the Yellow Sea, sometimes in conjunction with PLA
drills or naval exercises in the East China Sea. At the same time, Beijing bristles at
military and surveillance activities by the US and ROK in the sea on their
“backdoor”.
The PLN, KPN and ROKN are not alone as they patrol and practice in the
Yellow Sea. A messy confection of Chinese and Korean fishermen has long
competed over the rich, but shrinking, resources of the shallow sea. In the 1950s,
the big catch was little yellow croaker. As stocks ran out in the 1970s, fishermen
moved on to large yellow croaker. After depleting those stocks in the 1980s, crab
became the most valued catch, as it remains today.39 The richest fishing grounds
were in the “golden site” around two of South Korea’s NW Islands—Yeonpyeong
and Udo—where South Korean fishermen once frequently violated the “fishery
control line” meant to keep them safely south of the NLL. 40 Over time, it became
more common for North Korean fishermen to be the ones crossing into South
Korean controlled waters in search of catch.
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In recent years, Chinese fishermen are increasingly the ones crossing lines,
stirring up conflicts that drag in military and state actors. They purchase fishing
rights from KPN units, and then “poach” in waters near and even south of the NLL.
A number of the recent clashes between North and South Korean patrols along the
NLL have involved Chinese vessels—something openly acknowledged in North
Korean state media reports. In the wake of the Sewol ferry sinking, with the ROK
Coast Guard working overtime on recovery, South Korean media reported with
dismay that hundreds of Chinese fishing vessels were “illegally working overnight
in waters only around 300 m off Korea's Yeonpyeong Island. They were so close to
the Korean shore that their conversations could be heard by anglers there.” 41
Chinese fishermen sometimes come to blows with South Korean patrols, and
among the hundreds of incidents each year a few have resulted in fatalities. Just
this month, in fact, a South Korean coast guard officer shot and killed a Chinese
fishing boat captain who violently resisted seizure.42 Even North Korea complains
of Chinese poaching in their waters. For two years running, during high crab
season in late May 2012 and 2013, North Korean ships seized Chinese fisherman
ostensibly for crossing into the DPRK exclusive economic zone. The Chinese ship
companies called it hostage taking, and in the end had to pay to have their ships
and crew released. A similar seizure occurred again last month.43
This competition among fishermen, poachers and subcontractors, combined
with the lack of mutually accepted boundaries or protocols for shared use of
resources, taking place in an ü ber-militarized maritime space, makes for an
unstable and dangerous environment. In a politically charged atmosphere like the
inter-Korean war of words of spring 2013, conflict could erupt from miscalculation
or misidentification. 44 Field commanders with standing orders to aggressively
counter-attack if hit, and political leaders afraid of appearing weak to domestic
constituencies, could find themselves locked in an escalatory cycle neither side
necessarily wanted in the first place.
Depending on the status of US-China relations, inter-Korean maritime conflict
could entangle Washington and Beijing in exactly the kind of “new type of great
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power relationship” both sides presumably hope to avoid. The West Sea annus
horribilis of 2010 serves as cautionary example of how inter-Korean animosity can
put severe stress on US-China relations. In the months after the sinking of the
Cheonan, Washington became increasingly outraged at Beijing for shielding
Pyongyang from criticism. Chinese meanwhile objected vehemently to the idea of
US-ROK military exercises in the Yellow Sea, which they perceived as directed
against the PRC as much as the DPRK. It was a return to “gunboat diplomacy”, and
talk of a “neo-Cold War” was widespread in Beijing.45 In the next decade or two,
the risk of another Yellow Sea war should not be taken too lightly.
YELLOW SEA FRONTIER SOLUTIONS
The Yellow Sea today combines a dangerous cocktail of a six-decade long
“official war” between the two Koreas held precariously on pause, low-grade
“unofficial war” fought on a seasonal basis by Chinese, North Koreans and South
Koreans who depend on the sea for their livelihood, and, in the background,
growing “power transition” rivalry between the established hegemon and an
aspiring “great power.” Militarized states sometimes use non-state actors as
pretexts to advance security interests. But there is also a danger of the states being
dragged by small profit conflict into great power confrontation.
There are never easy answers on the Korean Peninsula. But perhaps exploring
alternate paradigms for how to think about the maritime problem can offer some
floor lighting towards an exit out of the security dilemma. By way of constructive
conclusion, the concept of frontier is put forward as a potential area for further
academic study and policy planning.
What do we mean by “frontier”? Historians use the concept of frontier to refer
to an encounter zone. Whereas a border denotes a discrete line separating sovereign
territory A from sovereign territory B, a frontier is a region, usually with blurred
edges, in which people from A and B—and usually a hybrid or anomalous entity
C—interact. Where borders are poorly delineated, frontier societies flourish. Even
the demarcation of a clear border does not necessarily close the frontier zone—as
Peter Sahlins pointed out in his influential study of the 17th century Pyrenees, “the
zonal character of the frontier persists after the delimitation of a boundary line.”46
In a frontier zone, people trade, fight, make contracts, exchange property, steal,
raise families, form communities—often beyond the reach of the state and arm of
the law. Seen from the metropolitan core, the frontier periphery is considered a
place of lawlessness or unlawful justice (“vigilantism”). It is the hideout of law
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breakers, tax evaders, draft dodgers. But frontiersmen themselves often take pride
in those very same practices as a higher form of justice and a freer form of
community—Braudel described the Mediterranean hills as the “refuge of liberty,
democracy, and peasant ‘republics,’” and James Scott found much the same thing
in the “flight zone” of the vast Southeast Asian highland frontier. 47
As a historiographical paradigm, frontier is inseparable from the study of the
American West, and traces back to the seminal 1893 essay by Frederick Jackson
Turner on “The Significance of the Frontier in American History.” In 1940, Owen
Lattimore injected the language of frontier into Northeast Asian historiography
with his landmark study on The Inner Asian Frontiers of China. In the past decade, a
Borderlands History movement seems to be emerging in the study of late imperial
China. Most of these works focus on China’s “inner” or land frontiers, but the
“outer” or maritime sphere is also starting to benefit from the trend.48 Maritime
frontier research thus far has focused on the South China Sea, where new work by
historians of China intersects with the extensive maritime frontier literature
pioneered for decades by historians of Southeast Asia.
The Yellow Sea has functioned for centuries as a Sino-Korean and Northeast
Asian frontier. Pirates and refugees, merchants and fishermen, diplomats and
soldiers, have crisscrossed the shallow sea. Most were Korean and Chinese, but
Japanese, Ryukyu islanders, Manchus, Russians, West Europeans and Americans
add a multicultural coloring to the Yellow Sea. Rulers in China traditionally
preferred to conduct Korean diplomacy and trade via the land route, and for long
periods tried to ban free use of the seas. But there was no way to close the Yellow
Sea frontier. It was a perennial zone of Sino-Korean and Northeast Asian encounter,
and demarcation lines within the Sea were never clearly drawn. Today, the lack of
an accepted maritime border between North and South Korea is a chronic source of
conflict, and the different definitions of “economic zone” add fuel to the fire.
Despite this, there is no major English-language historical study focused on the
history of the Yellow Sea as a maritime frontier zone. This paper has endeavored to
reconstruct aspects of the Yellow Sea frontier by exploring episodes in the history
of armed conflict—the three major “official wars” of the modern period. A frontier
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paradigm for maritime cooperation might also have contemporary practical value
as a way to reduce risks of confrontation between the two Koreas, and two great
powers behind them.
Frontier modes of cooperation might be available to Koreans, Chinese, and
Americans in the interest of bringing peace to the Yellow Sea. If the four parties
with a stake in the Yellow Sea shifted their focus from advancing their security
interests to promoting the livelihood of those who use the sea, new patterns of
contact and practices of shared use could be established. A prospering frontier is
more likely to be a peaceful one, and equitable methods to sustainably share the
wealth of the Yellow Sea would reduce a major risk factor in unintended conflict—
desperate fishermen willing to cross any line and even risk their lives for the catch.
On his visit to China in 2013, ROK Admiral Choi Yoon-hee requested the PLN
to stop illegal fishing, and on President Xi Jinping’s summit visit to Seoul earlier
this year, he and Park Geun-hye announced plans for maritime delimitation
negotiations in 2015.49 This is a good bilateral start, but the DPRK also needs to be
brought to the table. And rather than focus on “delimitation” from a top-down
official perspective, political leaders should consider the practical concerns of those
who actually use the sea, and think as much as possible in terms of shared,
sustainable, peaceable use.
The two Koreas have recently resumed high-level talks on reducing tensions
and preventing conflict in the West Sea. At “emergency” talks called by Pyongyang
and held on October 14, 2014 in Panmunjom, the DPRK delegation made a fivepoint proposal:50







Both sides shall take measures not to trespass on the sensitive waters and
line in the southwestern part of the West Sea of Korea under any
circumstances.
Both sides shall not preempt firing unless the other side perpetrates a
deliberate hostile act.
Both sides shall modify their present belligerency rules which may trigger
off a clash.
Both sides shall settle unexpected and complicated situation through
dialogue and contact.
Warships of both sides sailing to "intercept illegal fishing boats" should
display promised markings to prevent accidental firing beforehand.
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Although in the short-run the talks spurred yet another round of mutual
recrimination, more high-level inter-Korean talks seem likely, and the North has
put a very sensible set of proposals on the table as a basis for avoiding and
mitigating border clashes.
Should the militaries agree to more conservative and deliberate rules of
engagement, increasing lines of communication with adversaries, and, at a future
stage, recognizing the inherently provocative nature of military exercises, a process
of demilitarizing the West Sea could gain traction. Demilitarization would open up
space for an inter-Korean “frontier” initiative predicated on improving the welfare
of everyone who lives off the bounty of the Yellow Sea. The two Koreas began
moving in that direction at the 2007 inter-Korean presidential summit, when West
Sea peace and cooperation was a top agenda item. But the two Koreas cannot and
should not go this alone. China has a critical role to play in joining the frontier
initiative. The United States too could play a constructive role in the process of
building a peaceable Yellow Sea frontier. The US Navy could invite China—and
even North Korea—to join humanitarian exercises such as disaster relief or search
and rescue missions. North Pacific Coast Guards—bringing in Japan and Russia as
well—could consider a similar process of enhanced communication and practical
cooperation. Turning the West Sea border into the Yellow Sea frontier might reduce
risks of conflict at the heart of Northeast Asia, for the benefit of all.
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REVIEWING THE IMPLICATION OF
NEW TEST OF PROFICIENCY IN KOREAN (TOPIK)
IN THE KOREAN LANGUAGE EDUCATION POLICY PERSPECTIVE

1. Introduction
The National Test of Proficiency in Korean supervised by the Korean
government first began in 1997 and it was called KPT (Korean Proficiency Test).
The name, KPT, was later changed to TOPIK in 2005 and since July of this year, it is
practically known as New TOPIK, although the official name is still TOPIK.
There are many reasons in the reformation of TOPKI, including the need to
supplement the existing problems of TOPIK and the changes of the environment of
enforcing TOPIK.
Below is an introduction of the outline of New TOPIK and a review of the
background of the reformation of TOPIK.
2. Outline of the Reformation of the TOPIK System
(1) Dualization of Test
Below is an outline of New TOPIK. New TOPIK is differentiated in that the test
of proficiency in Korean has been dualized into TOPIK I and TOPIK II. TOPIK I is
targeted at entry-level and elementary-level learners of Korean, which has mainly
considered the regions of Korean education and the increase in learners based on
the Korean wave. The result of surveys conducted on TOPIK applicants has
displayed 40%, which is the largest group of applicants to apply to this type. In
contrast, TOPIK II is targeted at intermediate-level and advanced-level learners
who have continually learned the Korean language. This second test has been
devised for a suitable evaluation of Korean language skills tested through TOPIK
and the suitable use of TOPIK results for advancement in education and
employment.
(2) Adjustment of a Sub-Evaluation Section
In comparison to existing TOPIK, TOPIK I excludes vocabulary, grammar, and
writing, and TOPIK II excludes vocabulary and grammar.
Excluding writing from TOPIK I is in concern of the properties of elementary-level
learners. It is highly likely that the addition of a writing test will naturally feel as a
burden and result in a poor mark for elementary-level learners. By excluding a writing
test, it is expected that motivation to learn the Korean language will be reinforced and
allow elementary-level learners to gain a positive attitude toward learning the Korean
language.
Excluding vocabulary and grammar from TOPIK I and TOPIK II are due to the fact
that proficiency in Korean is evaluated through communication skills. Vocabulary and
44

grammar, which are merely knowledge about a language, are internal elements that
comprise communication skills, and are not communication skills in themselves. The
recent generalized abolition of vocabulary and grammar in other foreign language tests
is known to have taken a noteworthy effect.
However, vocabulary and grammar have not been completely abolished from New
TOPIK. Certain questions in the reading section are proposed to set vocabulary and
grammar as core evaluation elements. This is regarded as being caused by the
expectation that vocabulary and grammar education, which is emphasized in local
education, to continue in consideration of the effect of TOPIK on the Korean language
education site. The evaluation sectors of reformed TOPIK finalized and enforced
through this process are as follows.
(3) Adjustment of the Number of Questions and Time of the Test
The calculation of the number of questions and time of the reformed Test of
Proficiency in Korean have been determined as in the table below through the
procedural experience of enforced TOPIK, number of questions and time of prominent
foreign language skill tests, and calculation basis of the actual time of test through mock
tests.
(4) Adjustment of the Cut Score System
Reformed TOPIK has a cut score system unlike the existing TOPIK. Before
reformation, TOPIK had a uniform cut score that recognized the sub-ranks within
elementary-level, intermediate-level, and advanced-level, and classified upper and
lower ranks. This proposed the lower rank of 40 points in average out of 100 points and
the upper rank of 70 points in average. However, reformed TOPIK, particularly TOPIK
II has set the cut score that recognizes 5 levels, including fail, level 3, level 4, level 5, and
level 6 with one test, which has become an important issue.
Through many studies, the cut score for TOPIK I includes 80 points (out of 200
points) and 140 points (out of 200 points). This is the same cut score as the existing
TOPIK. However, the cut score has greatly changed for TOPIK II. The cut score for
TOPIK II classifies each step of the cut score as 80, 110, 150, 190, and 230 points out of
300 points.
(5) Abolition of a Failing Score
The existing TOPIK failed the applicant when the applicant’s score did not
reach the minimum passing point of any one of the four lower ranks, even if the
score reached the passing limit of each rank. However, the reformed TOPIK has not
proposed a minimum score for each section. This is known to work as a better
decision in realizing an advantage for the applicant, rather than a disadvantage in a
situation where the validity of the unrecognized rank policy based on the
difference between sections in foreign language skill tests has not been sufficiently
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obtained. This is also known to have taken effect based on the important reason
that setting of the lowest score in each section does not provide a reasonable
scientific basis.
3. Significance of the Reformed TOPIK from the Viewpoint of the Korean
Language Education Policy
Below is a review of the significance of the reformation of TOPIK. TOPIK can be
considered to have a nature of an educational aspect that objectively evaluates the
Korean language skill of foreigners or overseas Koreans who do not speak Korean as
the mother tongue. However, it also has a strong political personality. The Korean
language skills of foreigners or overseas Koreans act as an important variable in
national policies or social systems targeted at foreigners or overseas Koreans, because
TOPIK is the only test evaluating the proficiency of Korean language enforced by the
Korean government. Specifically, the Korean language skill of foreigners of overseas
Koreans is becoming an important factor in policies or activities targeted at foreigners
or overseas Koreans in the national or social site. For instance, a certain level of Korean
language skill is demanded in foreigners and overseas Koreans in determining
educational advancement, employment, and change in rights to obtain a visa, in which,
it becomes an important variable in how that level is proposed and what test can
objectively evaluate this level. Since TOPIK performs this function, it performs a
nationally and socially important role.
In the background of reforming TOPIK lies the large increase in Korean language
learners. Overseas students within Korea, foreigners residing in Korea, Korean
language lectures in overseas universities, and Korean language educational
organizations in the standard overseas society have all rapidly increased.
Then, what is the background of the increase in Korean language learners?
First, the cause of such change includes the change in human history to an era of
internationalization, informatization, and culture. The following 8 aspects are categories
of such change.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Promoted Korean image in the international society after the 2002 KoreaJapan World Cup
Expansion of the Korean wave
Progress of the multi-cultural society in Korea
Enforcement of an employment permit system of TOPIK
Enhanced relationship between Korea and low-development countries,
such as China, based on economic growth
Active enforcement of policies related to Korean language education by the
Korean government
Expansion of educational cooperation between countries
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8.

Active enforcement of the Korean government’s policies toward overseas
Koreans

With such increase in Korean language learners, the number of applicants for
TOPIK has also largely increased. Just over 2000 TOPIK applicants applied in the first
TOPIK in 1997, and in 2013, when the reformed research was conducted, 150,000
applicants applied. This year, the number grew even further to surpass 200,000
applicants. With the rapid increase, a demand in the change of the TOPIK system
appeared.
If so, there is a need to examine the background of how such demand for the
reformation of TOPIK has appeared. The background of the demand for the
reformation of TOPIK largely includes the following three elements.
1.
2.
3.

Need for a change in the test system based on the change of the group of
applicants
② Need for a new system that allows the increase national and social function
of TOPIK to perform its given role
③ Efficient management of the test based on the continued increase in the
number of applicants

The main details of such demand and the direction of reformation are
summarized in the table below.
[Table 1] Key elements in the TOPIK change background
Background

Main Details of the
Background of and Demand
for Reformation

Direction of Reformation

Changes in
the
environment
of enforcing
TOPIK

√ Rapid expansion to the entire
world
√ Increase in the number of
applicants and diversification
of applicants
√ Continually high ratio of
elementary-level applicants
among all applicants
√ Highest ratio of applicants
apply for the purpose of
evaluating own Korean
language skill

√ Need to differentiate test
types between elementary,
intermediate, and advancedlevels to secure a center for
consumers
√ Flexibility (readjustment of
evaluated sections, etc.) of test
so that applicants applying for
the purpose of evaluating own
Korean language skills can
freely apply to the test with no
burden
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Expansion of
the National
and Social
Function of
TOPIK and
the Change
in the Site
Demands

Promoted
efficiency of
enforcing
and
managing
TOPIK

√ TOPIK performs many
national and social functions,
in addition to educational
functions
√ Sites that require those with
verified Korean language skills
based on TOPIK have various
demands
√ There is a great difficulty in
managing a writing test in a
situation wherein applicants
are continually increasing and
demand is expanding to the
entire world
√ The need to introduce a
questions bank, and to prepare
computer-based testing and
internet-based testing methods

√ There is a need to readjust
the evaluation section and to
reinforce its practical function
through the addition of a
speaking test
√ The evaluation level of each
rank must be reevaluated in
consideration of the demands
of the field of social activities
of those with verified Korean
language skills
√ Selective choice of writing tests in
the setting of the sub-evaluation
sections of the elementary,
intermediate, and advanced levels
√ A change in the type and
marking method of writing
tests

4. Conclusion
The main details and the background of reformation of TOPIK have been
reviewed from the viewpoint of the Korean language education policy. Being
globally expanding rapidly, the recent reformation of the system, although
somewhat late, can be regarded as a decisive action that suitably accommodates the
recent environmental changes. In comparison to 1997, when TOPIK was first
enforced, it is commonly recognized that there have been significant environmental
changes as of 2013, when the reformation was officially initiated. There is no
specific data as to how the industry is responding since the reformation, but a large
confusion is not yet observed after six-months of the enforcement of the reformed
system. It is known that Korean language education sites and learners are making
various efforts to adapt to the reformed TOPIK. Although it was a fundamental
reformation, this signifies that the reformed TOPIK is rapidly stabilizing.
Since the national proficiency test has been reformed in correspondence to the
environmental changes and the political changes of the country, various functions
of the test must suitably enforced in a stable state. Initiating an extensive system
reformation based on environmental changes is not limited to TOPIK. TOEFL has
evolved from PBT to CBT, and then to iBT, which changed the fundamental
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method of the test. Korea’s neighbors, Japan also reformed their language
proficiency test with the name New JLPT, and China is also enforcing a new test
system called New HSK. Reputed as having a complex system, the French
language test has also been integrated to incorporate a simplified system.
With the increased national status of Korea in the international society, the
global expansion of Korean language education sites, and large increase in the scale
of learners, it is only natural that the national and social function of TOPIK
naturally becomes more significant.
The reformation of TOPIK can be positively acknowledged in that it has actively
responded to such environmental changes.
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STUDY ON PRACTICE OF TRANSLATION OF KOREAN LITERATURE AND
DEVELOPMENT OF KOREAN STUDIES IN VIETNAM.
(베트남 내 한국문학 번역 실제와 한국학 발전에 대한 연구)
Abstract
Korea and Vietnam have established literature exchange from long time ago. This
paper is to review translation of Korean literature in Vietnam for the past 20 years
since 1994 around when official diplomatic relation of Vietnam and Korea was
established in 1992.
In general, after the war was over in Vietnam, two countries’ literature exchange
entered a new period and more and more developed. From 1994, Korea’s famous
literature works have been translated and introduced to Vietnam readers. Almost
all kinds of literature, such as novel, poetry, short stories, history novel were
translated into Vietnamese.
In the presentation translators, contents of translated works, and how
Vietnamese readers received Korea literature will be explained and the
contribution of the translated works will be looked into in terms of development of
exchange literature between two countries.
Korean studies program begun at first in the Universities, which also opened
education of Korean language from 1993. Nowadays, there are 15 Vietnamese
universities that offer Korean language courses.
The presentation is based on author’s experiences in the fields of translation of
Korea literatures and Korean studies. It aims to provide readers with knowledge on
literature exchanges between Vietnam and Korea, and also wide development of
Korean studies in Vietnam universities.
머리말
한국과 베트남은 지리적으로 보면 하나는 동남아시아에 자리잡고 있고
하나는 동북아시아에 있다. 국민들이 상호 교류할 기회는 그리 많지 않았다.
실제적으로 한국어도 베트남 사람에게 1992 년 양국이 정식 수교를 맺은 후에
알려졌다. 그렇지만 양국 관계가 발전할수록 서로 빨리 이해하고 문화에서
유사성, 역사에서 공통성을 많이 발견하게 되었다. 따라서 양국의 문학에 대한
이해가 아직 제한적이기는 하지만 오래 전부터 시작했다고 볼 수 있다.
문헌에 의하면 16 세기경 베트남어를 아는 한국 사람과 한국어를 아는
베트남인이 거의 전무하여 두 언어 사이 통-번역에 대한 개념이 아직 없었지만,
그때에는 베트남과 한국에서 중국 한자를 사용하였기 때문에 베트남 사신과
한국 사신들이 중국 북경에서 서로 만나 필담으로 의사를 소통하며 한자로 쓴
시를 서로 교환했다고 한다. 베트남전쟁이 끝난 후부터 1992 년부터 한국 문학
작품과 베트남 문학 작품 교류 사업은 한 걸음 더 발전해 나아가고 있다.
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그동안 문학 작품 번역도 이루어지고, 대학교에서 양국 문학 과목을 강의도
하고 문학 연구 사업도 점차적으로 진행되고 있다.
한국학 교육과 연구는 1993 년부터 21 년동안 활발히 발전해 왔다. 그때부터
한국학 교육 대학교와 연구 기관 설립, 연구 지원 등 각 분야에서 급격한
발전이 이루어지고 있다. 1993 년 하노이인문사회과학대학교가 설립된 이후로
전국 15 개의 대학교에서 한국학 교육을 진행하고 있는데 대학생 수가 3,200 명
이상으로 추산된다.
한국문학의 베트남어 번역 결과과 문제점
번역 결과
양국의 정식 수교 관계가 수립된 지 22 년이 되었지만 다른 분야보다 문학
교류 분야가 아직 많지 않고 베트남 독자에게 소개된 한국 문학 작품이 많지
않은 실정이다. 현재까지 번역된 한국문학의 분류는 다음 표와 같다.
[표 1] 베트남어로 번역 한국 문학 작품 분류
No.
분류
수량
1
소설
17
2
단편소설
10
3
시집
9
4
역사문학
2
5
고전/옛날 이야기
9
6
문화
1
문학 종류에 따르면 번역된 작품은 한국의 고전문학도 있고 현대 문학도
있다. 고전 문학은 “옛날 이야기”, “춘향전”, "금오신화” 등 대부분이
한자로 된 고전 문학이고, 현대문학 작품은 장편소설, 단편소설뿐만 아니라 시
역시 활발히 번역되엇다. 시 작품의 대부분은한국의 현대시에 속하는 신체시
작품이다. 역사에 대한 문학 작품은 “이용상 황숙” 하나뿐이며, 한국
문학사를 내용으로 한 책은 2 권 (한국고전 문학, 20 세기 한국문학의 이해)이
번역되었다.
번역된 작품의 내용은 반침략, 조국의 자유와 독립을 위한 애국심이
나타나는 작품인 “님의 침묵”, “옛 우물", "불의 강", “삼대”, “만세전”
등이 있고, 전쟁의 슬픔과 반전의 정신을 다룬 내용으로 “한국현대단편소설”,
“랍스터를 먹는 시간”이 있고, 남녀간의 사랑과, 자연 사랑에 대한 내용은
“춘향전”과 주로 시 작품인 “진달래꽃", "모란이 피기까지는"과 같은 한국
현대시에 들어 있다. 요즘 현대 생활에서의 가족, 젊은이들의 사고방식,
한국의 산업화 영향을 반영하는 작품이 많아지고 있다 (예 “Quiz Show 놀이",
“ 엄마 부탁해”, “누군가를 위하여”, “내일의 노래” 등).
번역의 질이 날이 갈수록 향상하고 있으며 베트남어로 표현한 문학적인
기법도 잘 어울러지고 있다. 번역 작품의 내용 역시 다양해지고 있는데,
기존에 단편 소설이나 전래동화만 번역되었다면 최근에는 다양한 작품들이
번역되는 양상을 보인다.
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한국문학 번역자
한국문학 번역자는 두 그룹으로 나눌 수 있다. 초창기에는 한국어를 아는
번역자가 부재하여 영어나 다른 언어로부터 베트남어로 번역했는데 이 양이
많지는 않았다 (대표적인 역자인 Nguyen Quang Thieu 시인은 영어로 번역된
한국 시를 베트남말로 번역했다). 1992 년 후에는 베트남어를 아는 한국 학자와
한국어를 아는 베트남 학자가 증가하여 한국문학 작품 번역은 주로 이 학자들에
의해 진행되었다. 그렇지만 대부분의 번역자는 문학 분야에서의 소설가나
시인이 아니라 언어 (한국어)를 공부하고 현재 한국어 (베트남어) 교육
분야에서 근무하고 있는 강사나 교수들이었다. 예를 들면, 안경환, 배양수,
전혜경, 하재홍, 조재현, 김기태 등 교수와 Ha Minh Thanh, Le Dang Hoan,
Hoang Hai Van, Nguyen Thi Hien, Dao My Khanh, Ly Xuan Chung 등의 대학
교수들이 초기 문학 번역에 참여를 하였다
한국 문학 작품의 독자와 출판업계
베트남 독자들은 최근 들어 한국문학에 대한 높은 관심을 보이고 있다.
인터넷상에서도 베트남어로 번역된 한국 시나 한국 작품에 대한 소개와
평론이 많이 발견된다. 그러나 한국 드라마나 영화의 인기를 따라가기에는
아직 역부족으로 보인다. 베트남에서는 동남아시아나 동북아시아 문학 (예를
들어 태국，인도네시아, 일본 등) 작품도 찾기가 쉽지 않고 많이 읽힌
작품도 아직 없다고 볼 수 있다.
그러나 분명한
사실은 현재까지
번역된 한국 문학 작품의 보급성이 아직 낮고, 읽은 독자층이
일반인보다는 학자 층이 많다는 사실은 부인할 수 없다. 그러나 2010 년부터
“Quiz Show 놀이", "내일의 노래”，“Vegetarian", “엄마를 부탁해”와
같은 작품이 베트남 독자의 관심을 끌고 있는데, 이는 이러한 작품들이
베트남 사람의 실제 생활과 유사한 점이 많기 때문으로 보인다. 특히
고은 시인의 시선집 “내일의 노래”는 베트남 문학 작가들뿐
아니라
독자들에게서도 높은 평가를 받고 있다.
베트남에서 문학
작품을 많이 출판하고 있는
출판사는
“베트남문학출판사”와 “베트남문인회출판사”이다. 책 발행（소개，판매
등）에 대해서는 출판사 외에 책 발행 기관이 따로 있다. 때로는 책
판매가 보장된 경우 책 발행 회사가 출판사와 계약해서 출판－발행한다.
번역된 한국문학 작품은 지금까지 출판사에 의뢰하여 출판과 발행을 하는
상황이다．
한국문학 번역 지원 기관
이상 번역된 한국문학 작품 대부분은 한국에 있는 “한국문학번역원”과
“한국대산문화 재단”의 지원을 받아서 진행되었다. 이 기관들은 번역뿐만
아니라 출판까지 지원을 한다. 2010 년부터 한국문학 번역원이 지정한 책
목록에따라 신청해 야 한다. 일반적으로 1 년 동안 신청하고 모든 번역 사업은
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엄격한 심사 과정을 거쳐서 선정된다. 1991 년부터 2014 년까지 이 상 두 기관의
지원으로 베트남말로 번역 문학 작품 수는 표 2 에 표시된다.

[표 2] 한국문학번역원과 한국대산문화 재단의 지원으로 번역된 문학 작품
(1991년부터 2014년까지) (각 나라별)
국가
작품 수(권)
국가
작품 수(권)
KLTI
DEASAN
KLTI
DEASAN
영국
100
35
인도네시아
1
불란스
77
42
몽골
7
1
독일
78
45
베트남
24
6
스페인
57
18
볼가리아
5
7
중국
55
16
스웨덴
13
1
일본
30
20
이탈리아
14
4
러시아
32
7
체코
16
1

한국문학 번역에서의 문제점과 발전 방향:
출판과 책 홍보에 문제가 있다. 적극적인 홍보보다는 일반 도서관이나
한국학 기관, 대학교에 배포를 하는 데 그치고 만다. 특히 출판 경비를
한국에서 지원해서 재정 회수 책임이 없는 상황이라 이는 더 심각하다.
번역가와 출판사 간의 출판 계약이 있는 경우에 책 유통에대한 관심이 많은
데도 불구하고 판매 부수는 그리 많지 않은 편이다. 한국문학 번역 작품
선정에도 문제가 있다. 대다수 번역작품이 한국문학번역 원의 지정한 작품 중
선정을 하게 되어 있어 번역가 자의에 따라 선정한 작품이 그리 많지 않다.
이 상황에 근거해서 앞으로 이 분야에서 더욱더 활발하게 발전하기 위해서
다음과 같은 의견을 내놓는다. 첫째, 한국문학을 베트남어로 번역할 수 있는
번역팀을 구성해야 하고, 이 번역팀은 번역 이론 등 번역 전문 지식을 가져야
한다. 현재 베트남에는 한국어를 잘 아는 인력이 늘어나고 있고 번역
능력이 출중한 사람도 적지 않다. 따라서 잠재력 있는 인물들에게 한국문학
번역에 대한 소양을 길러주고 번역능력 향상을 위한 연수를 제공해야 할
것이다.
둘째, 한국－베트남 번역가들을
바탕으로 한국－베트남 문학번역회
(Korea-Vietnam Literature Translation Group)를 조직할 수 있으면 한다. 이
조직은 1) 정기적으로 한국문학 번역 관련 베트남-한국 전문가의 만남, 교류를
조직해서
번역 기술과 경험을 서로
나누고
번역
사업을 소개하고
공동사업을 추진하거나 두 나라 문학 교류 사업 발전 내용 대책을 토론, 2)
한국과 베트남에서 문학 조직과 밀접한 관계를 가지고 번역 프로그램을
구성해서
번역
사업을
진행할
수
있다.
현재
베트남문인회에는
“문학번역센터”가 설립되었고 한국문학번역원과 이 센터와 협력해서 두 나라
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문학 작품 번역 교류에 도움이 된다고 한다. 이런 조직을 형성해서 서로
교류하면 양국 문학 교류 발전에 큰 기여를 할 수 있다고 생각한다.

베트남에서의 한국학 발전
개관적으로 보면 지난 22년 동안 한국학 관련 활동은 다음과 같이 진행되어
왔다.
-

대학교에서 한국어-한국학교육
한국학에관련한 내용에대한 세미나 조직
한국학에대한 연구와 연구 결과 발표
한국문학과 사회, 문화에관련한 책, 재료 번역 사업 등
한국-베트남 간의문화교류활동

베트남에서의 한국어-한국학 교육:
베트남에서는 1993 년 하노이종합대학교에 (현재 국립하노이대학교
인문사회과학대학) 어문학과에 한국어 과정이 개설된 후 현재까지 15 개
대학교에 한국어-한국학 학사 과정이 개설되었다. 그뿐 아니라 2 년제 대학,
한국어를 제 2 외국어로 교육기관, 전문대학교, 세종학당 등을 포함하면 대략
25
개의 한국어
교육기관이
있다고 볼
수 있다.
2003
년부터
하노이인문사회과학대학교에 있는 동방학부에서 한국학 석사 과정이 신설되었다.
15 개 대학교의 한국어/학 전공생 수와 설립년도는 아래 표 3 에 제시된다.
[표 3] 2013-2014 각 대학교 전공생 상황
전공생 (명)
대학교
설립년
(2013-2014)
Hanoi 인문사회과학대학교
1994
110
Hanoi 국립대, 외국어대
1996
307
Hanoi 대학교
1997
415
베트남-한국 전문대
2007
180
Danang 외국어 대
2004
277
Hue 외국어대
2007
176
Hochiminh 인문사회과학대학교
1994
366
Hochiminh city 외국어-통신대
1995
314
Hong bang 대
2003
125
Dalat 대
2003
321
Lac Hong 대
176
Van Hien 대
2007
94
Nguyen Tat Thanh 전문대
2012
73
Thu Duc 전문대
2011
150

교육제도
(년)
4 년제
4 년제
4 년제
3 년제
4 년제
4 년제
4 년제
4 년제
4 년제
4 년제
4 년제
3 년제
3 년제
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Sai Gon 문화-예술-관광대
Hochiminh 대 세종학당
한국문화원 세종학당
Hanoi 외대 세종학당
총

2007

120

4 년제

3,204

베트남에서 한국어/학을 전공하는 학생들의 목표는 5 가지로 분석된다.
1) 한국학 학위를 받아서 졸업한 후 연구원, 강사로 취직할 수 있다. 추후
한국 대학원으로 석사나 박사과정을 지원하기도 한다.
2) 베트남 내 한국 기업 취직
3) 한국인과의 혼인 혹은 송출 인력 프그램에 지원
4) 관광안내원으로 취직
5) 단순히 한류의 영향으로 한국어를 공부
세미나 조직:
1993년부터 한국학 교육을 시작하면서 그와 관련하여 베트남 내에서나
국제적으로 (한국과 동남아시아 국가에서) 세미나를 지속적으로 조직하고
참석한다. 세미나에 참석자는 주로 한국어-한국학 강사들, 연구자들 그리고
대학생들이 대부분이며, 조직자는 대학교, 한국학 연구원, 한국학 연구회
등이다. 그외에
한국에
있는 국제한국어교육협회, 한국국제교류재단,
한국학중앙연구원, 국립국어연구원 등 이 있다.
한국학 연구 활동
연구 사업
한국학 연구는 한국어, 한글 연구, 한국역사, 한국 문화, 한국 문학,
한국학 교육, 한국과 베트남의 문화, 언어 비교 연구, 문학 작품, 문화, 사회에
대한 문헌 번역 등을 포함한다. 연구 결과는 교재 개발, 연구 보고서 작성,
한국학 서적 출판으로 이어지며 유수의 한국학 세미나에서 발표도 하게 된다.
연구기관은 기본적으로 한국학과가 있는 대학교들, 한국연구센터, 아세아연구
센터 등이며 연구자는 한국학 학자와 교수들이다.
교과서 작성사업
한국학 전공생들에게 한국 언어를 포함한 한국학을 가르치기 위해서
한국에서 출판한 교과서를 이용해서 교육을 할 뿐만아니라 베트남에서 베트남
대학생의 사고 방식과 수준에 맞는 베트남어 교과서를 개발하여 출판한다.
현재까지 수십 권의 교과서 (한국어, 한국 문화, 역사, 경제 등)를 개발했는데,
그 중에서 한국어 교재가 가장 많다. 한국국제교류재단과 국민은행의 지원으로
한국국제한국어교육학회과 베트남에서 한국학 학회 교수들이 협력해서
“한국어종합교과서” 초급, 중급, 고급 6권을 개발하여 각 대학교에서
사용하고 있다. 한국어 교과서뿐 아니라 한국문화, 문학, 역사 교과서도
베트남어로 개발되어 대학교에서 사용하고 있다.
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한국과 베트남 문화 교류
문화는 한국학의 중요한 내용으로 이 분야에서 양국 관계는 날이 갈수록 더
긴밀해지고 있다. 1992 년 후부터 한국과 베트남 정부는 양국간 문화 협력을
위한 노력을 해오고 있으며, 1994 년 8 월 30 일 한-베 문화 협정을 체결했다.
그후 양국의 문화는 더욱 활발히 교류하기 시작하여 양국에 여러 문화 기관이
설립되고 다양한 문화가 교류되어오고 있다. 그 중에서는 양국 예술단 교류,
문화에대한 학술 세미나나 토론회, 라디오, 영화, 텔레비전 등 대중매체간
협력이 적극적으로 이루어지고 있다.
이 사업에는 한국국제교류재단, 한국학중앙연구원, 한국문학번역원,
한국주재베트남대사관과 베트남주재한국대사관, KOICA, 그외 NGO 들의 역할이
매우 크다고 볼 수 있다.
앞으로의 한국학 발전 방향
한국학 교육, 연구와 보급에 대한 지속적인 활동이 필요
전국적으로 한국학학회를 설립해서 이 학회를 중심으로 전국 한국학 활동을
활발하게 진행하면 한다. 2006 년 10 월에 하노이인문사회과학대학교에서
한국어교육과 한국학 교육을 발전시키기 위한 모임이 있었다. 이 모임에서는
베트남 전국에서 한국어교육과 한국학을 더 발전시키고 서로 협력하기 위한
“베트남 한국어교육과 한국학학회”를 설립했다. 그후 이 학회를 기초로
2011 년에 베트남 정부에서 “베트남한국학연구회”가 설립하였다.
이 학회에서 현재 진행 중인 활동들은 기본적으로 베트남에서의
한국어교육과 한국학 연구기관들의 더욱더 활발히 교류하고 성과를 이루기
위함이며, 특히 한국에 있는 한국학과 한국어 교육 협회들과의 교류를 지원하기
위한 노력을 하고 있다. 그뿐만 아니라 대학교에서도 한국학센터 설립 추세가
점점 증가하고 있으므로 이와 같은 조직의 움직임을 볼 때 한국학이 베트남에서
발전할 전망이 크다고 본다.
한국학 교육과 연구의 수준 향상
앞으로 한국학 전문가와 교수들을 더욱 많이 양성해야 하며 한국학
연구자들의 한국 대학에서의 석박사 과정을 지원해야 할 것이다. 2002 년부터
한국국제 교류재단이 하노이인문사회과학대학교의 한국어-한국학 교수들과
졸업생에게 한국 대학의 박사과정의 학비를 지원해주고 있다. 이런 지원으로
한국에서 박사 학위를 취득한 베트남 학자들이 고국으로 돌아와 후학을
양성하는 데 적극적인 역할을 하고 있다.
재정지원
마지막으로는 한국학과 한국어 교육에 관련이 있는 한국과 베트남 대학교
및 연구소간의 협력을 더욱 강화하고, KOICA, KF 의 재정 지원을 얻어내
베트남에서의 한국학 또는 한국어 연구자들과 교수들이 의욕적으로 연구에
헌신할 수 있는 효과를 가져올 수 있다고 본다.
맺음말
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베트남과 한국 역사는 과거와 현재 공통점을 많이 보인다. 외국 침략에
항거해서 독립하였고, 냉전의 영향으로 남북으로 분단이 되었다. 베트남은 그후
통일을 하여 자원과 인력이 풍부한 나라로서 개방정책을 도입해 경제, 문화,
사회 발전을 위해서 노력하고 있는 이 시점에, 한국과의 협력은 그 어느 때보다
중요하다.
본고에서는 베트남에서 한국문학 번역과 한국학 연구 실적을 살펴보고
정부와 민간 수준에서 어떤 연구와 활동이 이루어지고 있는지를 분석해 보았다.
한국의 다양한 기관들이 (한국국제교류재단, 한국국제협력단, 한국학중앙연구원,
한국문학번역원, 대산문화재단 등) 효과적으로 여러 학문적 활동을 지원해
왔으며, 이로 인해 베트남 내 한국어와 한국학 교육의 위상도 나날이 높아지고
있다.
앞으로 한국과 베트남이 전략적 동반자로서 행보를 지속해 나가고 문화와
학문 교류가 활발히 이루어지기를 바란다.
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FROM DICTATORSHIP TO DEMOCRACY (1980s-2014): TRACING THE
CHANGING CONTOURS OF SOUTH KOREAN POLITICAL LANDSCAPE

Abstract: This study is a historical presentation and analysis of South Korea’s shift
from dictatorship to democracy from the 1980s to 2014. The various sectors of
society that contributed to the democratic development process of South Korea
were identified and analyzed including their importance and roles in democratic
consolidation. These sectors of South Korea include the civil society (i.e. student,
labor, religious and women’s movements) and political elites including their
targets of reform the Chaebols (economic elites) and military. The different sectors
of society were very significant in paving the way for South Korea toward the path
of democratic transition and consolidation. South Korea’s shift from dictatorship to
democracy from the 1980s to 2014 was viewed within the global and regional trend
toward democratization. In studying South Korea’s democratic development
process, Sun Hyuk Kim’s “Third Democratic Juncture” was adapted as a historical
framework for analysis in terms of the stages of Korean democratization from 1980
to 2014. The study showed that one sector of society cannot be solely responsible
for the path toward democracy. It is through the influence of all these various
sectors of society that brought about the shift from dictatorship to democracy.
Furthermore, these sectors were influenced by the global and regional wave of
democratization leading to South Korean democracy.
Global Wave of Democratization
Democracy and democratization have been the twin aspirations of many people
in different places. With the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 and the opening of
the People’s Republic of China to a market-based economy, the light of democracy
in the world seems to glow brighter in the coming years. The most important
political development of the twentieth century was the transition of some thirty
countries from non-democratic to democratic systems. (Huntington, 1991) This
global phenomenon came into the spotlight since the 1970s. In 1975, at least 68
percent of countries throughout the world were authoritarian; by the end of 1995,
only about 26 percent were authoritarian, all the rest having held some sort of
competitive elections and adopted at least formal guarantees of political and civil
rights. (Potter, 1997)
The unprecedented democratization of nations in the world began in Europe in
the 1970s, South America and Asia in the 1980s, in parts of Africa, Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union in the 1990s. Recent trends have also led to democratic
transitions in various parts of the world. These include the resignation of President
Ben Ali of Tunisia in January 14, 2011; the toppling down of the government of
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President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt in February 11, 2011 and the brutal down fall of
Colonel Muammar Gaddafi on October 20, 2011 in Libya.
Figure I: Evidence of Democratization, 1975 and 1995
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Regional Trend towards Democratization
Of the regions in Asia, Northeast and Southeast Asia have been marked with
the growing trend of democratization. Democratic transition in the Philippines
occurred in 1986 when Mrs. Corazon Aquino was catapulted by a popular revolt to
the seat of power ousting the Philippine dictator Ferdinand Marcos. In Indonesia,
the authoritarian regime remained firmly established in the 1980’s until President
Suharto decided to step down in 1998 because of the mounting opposition against
his dictatorial rule.
Taiwan exhibited a strong authoritarian regime under President Chiang Kai
Shek and the KMT (Koumintang or Nationalist Party.) In the 1970’s opposition
against the KMT emerged after the People’s Republic of China was legitimately
considered the sole governing entity for the entire Chinese people. However, the
lifting of martial law in 1987, after more than 40 years, marked the beginning of
democratic reforms in Taiwan.
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Of the global wave of democratization from Europe to South America, from
Africa to Asia, South Korea was one of countries involved in this rapid political
transformation. Dean Leem Kyoung-hoon (2006) said:
We didn’t have any experience in democracy. At the time of the foundation of
(our) nation after 1945, Japan occupied the Korean peninsula for 35 years then the
United States army occupied the southern part of the peninsula… there is no
democratic experience at all... Korean people had no chance to train in a democratic
life that we needed some time to develop democracy.
Until 1948 Korean politics had been anything but democratic although populist,
protodemocratic teachings spread among the peasantry for a brief period. (Oh,
1999) The Japanese domination from 1910 to 1945 further curtailed the birth of
democracy in South Korea. Finally, when Korea was freed from the Japanese
colonial domination in 1945, the southern portion of Korea yearned to establish
democracy through American influence and in the promulgation of the South
Korean Constitution on July 17, 1948, mandating the new Republic to adopt
democracy as its founding ideology. The American government desired to make
South Korea a “showcase of democracy” (Nahm, 1993)
Nonetheless, the path toward democratization had always been marred with
selfish political ambitions of leaders, military juntas, civil disturbances and riggings
of election results. It was not until 1987, that South Korea showed a significant
political development by an attempt to introduce “democratic reform” in the midst
of South Korea’s authoritarian rule. (Young, 2005) In 1993, South Korea became
one of the nations in the world that underwent rapid transformation from military
rule to civilian administration.
Few places in the world can match South Korea for the speed and depth of
political and social changes in recent decades. Unlike the previous democratic
breakthroughs that ended the autocratic rule of Syngman Rhee in 1960 and Park
Chung Hee in 1979 – only to be followed by authoritarian regimes, the democratic
breakthroughs of 1980’s showed strong signs of permanence. (Armstrong, 2002)
Several studies were made to explain the democratic breakthroughs of 1980’s.
Sunhyuk Kim (2000) argues that Korean democratization had been consistently
initiated and promoted by civil society groups. On the other hand, Jung-kwan Cho
(2000) explains that the path of Korea’s democratization was run by the elite
interaction. Democratic development process is therefore brought upon by the
interaction of the authoritarian government and the skillful leadership
commanding the opposition political party.
Framework for Analysis
In studying the development of South Korea’s shift from dictatorship to
democracy, the researcher adapted the “Third Democratic Juncture” by Sunhyuk
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Kim in analyzing the stages of Korean democratization from 1980 to 2014. The
primary aim of Sunhyuk Kim is to develop and refine a civil society paradigm to
analyze and explain the politics of democratization in Korea better. He focused on
how and why the pro-democracy alliance of civil society groups became more
extensive, more organized, and more powerful in three selected periods.
Sunhyuk Kim divided South Korean political history into three different
periods since 1948, calling it “democratic juncture” or period of significant change
in democratization.
According to Kim, the first democratic juncture (from 1956 to 1961), Syngman
Rhee’s authoritarian regime was overthrown by a series of massive student protest
across the country in 1960 with the April uprising. However, Park Chung Hee’s
military coup on May 16, 1961 ended this democratic breakthrough. The second
democratic juncture (from 1973 to 1980) saw the presence of anti-government
struggles by the civil society and the assassination of President Park Chung-hee in
1979. This democratic breakthrough ended with the military takeover by General
Chun Doo Hwan on December 12, 1979.
In the third democratic juncture (from 1984 to 1987), a succession of massive
and violent pro-democracy demonstrations and protests pressured President Chun
Doo Hwan’s authoritarian regime to agree in revising the constitution, adopt a
direct presidential election system, and promised democratic reforms. A new
democratic government emerged through the founding election in 1987. From 1988
to the present, various democratic reforms have been drafted and implemented.
It is in the “third democratic juncture” that the researcher adapted Kim’s
chronology of South Korean democratization. The researcher will then analyze the
democratic development process in South Korea based on influence of the various
sectors of Korean society namely civil society, (i.e. student, labor, religious and
women’s movement) political elites including their targets of reform the Chaebols
(economic elites) and military within the backdrop of the global and regional trend
toward democratization.
The indicators of democratic consolidation such as: political liberalization,
democratic reforms, civilian government, anti-corruption measures, purging the
military, economic reforms, women empowerment, subservient role of the military
and impeachment proceedings will be used to determine the success of South
Korean democracy.
Figure II shows a schematic diagram of the researcher’s framework describing
the historical development of democratization in South Korea with focus on the
“Third Democratic Juncture” stage and how various sectors of society contributed
in the promotion of democratization. The global wave of democratization in the
early 1970s to 1990s and the regional trend towards democratization in selected
Asian countries in the mid 1980s will serve as the backdrop of South Korea’s shift
from dictatorship to democracy from 1980s to 2014.
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Figure II

Political History of South Korea
South Korea has undergone a transformation from dictatorship to democracy in
the turn of events starting in the mid-1980s. Democracy was introduced by the
Americans in a predominantly Confucian setting of South Korea wherein a high
respect for authority and patriarchal rule are evident.
Upon assuming independence in 1948, South Korea immediately targeted to
beef up its military forces to serve as a defense rampart against the possibility of a
North Korean aggression. The inevitable happened on June 25, 1950 when the
North Korean forces blatantly attacked South Korea precipitating in the three-year
Korean War.
With American assistance and a highly fortified army, the South Koreans
valiantly resisted the North Korean counterpart with which millions of Koreans
lost their lives in this fratricidal war ending in a technical suspension in 1953.
Thus, the strong military presence in the government affairs can be traced from
the time of independence and henceforth, became integrated as part of governance
in South Korea. Since the United States wanted to make South Korea a showcase of
democracy, the July 17, 1948 Constitution adopted a democratic, republican form of
government.
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Be that as it may, South Korea remained democratic in form but not in
substance. The government became repressive of the rights of the people;
manipulation of the National Assembly became rampant; personal ambitions to
perpetuate in power was manifested; and authoritarian type of leadership became
the emerging pattern of governance.
However, attempts to democratize became apparent in 1960 and 1980
respectively. When Syngman Rhee became president immediately following the
1948 declaration of independence, the hopes of a democratic government perished
with his constant manipulation of the National Assembly to change the
Constitution for perpetuity in power. Eventually, his widespread suppression of
human rights and personal ambition led to his downfall in 1960 when the students
and civil society joined hands in ousting him.
The brief interlude in 1960 to 1961 was conducive to create a genuine
democratic environment for South Korea. Through constitutional amendment and
lifting of restrictions to fundamental rights, the possibility of continuing personal
ambitions over the will of the people has been temporarily prevented.
The short period of democratic breakthrough was supplanted by a successful
military takeover of General Park Chung-hee on May 16, 1961 to make a mockery
of the reforms implemented by the newly installed Chang Myon government. The
Park authoritarian regime lasted for 18 years with the thrust of finding legitimacy
through restoration of order and economic development.
Thwarted Democratic Transition in South Korea
The October 26, 1979 assassination of President Park Chung-hee gave fresh
hopes for the South Korean that finally, the dawn of democracy would shine upon
them. The swift and well-orchestrated military takeover on December 12, 1979
obliterated the path to democracy as the people power staged by the Kwangju
residents on May 1980 was met by repression. This time the mastermind was
General Chun Doo-hwan.
The fair elections and fundamental rights were supposedly granted in the
Constitution but under the strict supervision of the military government. The Chun
Doo-hwan era was another authoritarian government that suppressed human
rights and civil society groups. Within the period of 1980 to 1983 saw the greatest
commission of arbitrary arrests, incarceration of opposition leaders, expulsion of
anti-government students in universities, suppression of labor movements and
curtailment of religious rights.
However, with the global and regional wave of democratization in the mid
1980s, certain liberalizing policies were immediately put into full implementation
by the Chun Doo-hwan presidency. Civil society and opposition parties were
influenced by the People Power I Revolution in the Philippines, toppling the
Marcos dictatorship on February 1986. The 1988 Seoul Olympic Games was also a
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catalyst of change to implement lesser restriction to the opposition and creation of
sweeping democratic reforms through the June 29, 1987 Declaration.
The Chun Doo-hwan government rode on the crest of democratic reform to
show the world that South Korea was an epitome of political and economic
stability. In 1984 to 1987, the repressive measures of the Chun government were
lifted in various sectors. The civil society including the student movement, labor
movement and religious movement were given freedom to stage their protests.
Thousands of political dissidents, including labor organizers, student activists,
religious leaders and political opposition in the National Assembly were given
pardon.
In late 1980s, the South Korean student movement was considered one of the
most important political actors in Korean society second only to the military. (Lee,
2002) The first step in unifying the students throughout South Korea following the
liberalizing measures imposed by the Chun Doo-hwan government became
apparent in 1984.
As an opening salvo in the political liberalization imposed in latter part of 1983,
student activism was resurrected through the creation of the Youth Coalition for
Democracy Movement (YCDM, Minch’ongnyon) in 1983. This organization
primarily composed of former student activists who were now engaged in labor
and social movement, served as a forum to connect and unite the older and
younger generations of student activists. (Kim, 2000) The YCDM served as a
medium for opening the discussion about democracy and various theories of
democratization in preparing South Korea toward the path of change.
The labor movements which became prominent in the early 1980s were mostly
subjected under intense persecution of the early years of the Chun Doo-hwan
leadership. The lack of systematic organization and the impulsive action of the
laborers became a reason for the early dismantlement of the labor movements as a
catalyst of democratic reform.
Most of the sentiments of the labor sector were focused on improving the
working conditions, low wages and unfair labor practices. The labor movement’s
lack of cohesion and unsystematic leadership led to its early demise in the opening
of the year 1980. The character of the worker’s struggles during this period was
highly emotional, violent, unorganized, and short lived. (Koo, 2001)
Virtually all labor conflicts and unionization struggles were confined to
individual firms, and the labor activists of the time paid little attention to
developing effective industry-level or regional-level labor organizations. (Koo, 2001)
Thus, the early phase of the labor movement in the opening salvo of 1980s became
submissive to the repressive regime of President Chun Doo-hwan. In the midst of
this repressive measures and political domination of the Chun Doo-hwan
dictatorship, the labor movements focused on their weaknesses and the step-by-
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step measures to put into success, the future of labor sector in ending the repressive
government.
The role of the Catholic Church became palpable with the death of the student
Park Chong-chol. Park, a junior student of Seoul National University was tortured
to death during police interrogations on January 14, 1987. (Korea Newsreview, 1987)
The injustice committed to a student rallying behind the cause of democracy
inflamed the sense of nationalism and urged the Koreans and the Catholic clergy to
act immediately to protest the blatant act of brutality committed by the police. The
Park Chong-chol incident proved an unexpected disaster for the Chun Doo-hwan
regime. (Cho, 2000)
The Catholic influence was voiced out on February 7, 1987 in Myongdong
Cathedral located in downtown Seoul because of the Park Chung-chol incident. A
mass attended by about 800 clergymen and laymen, was held at the cathedral at 2
p.m. to mourn the death of Park Chung-chol. (Korea Newsreview, 1987) Though
the police sealed off Myongdong Cathedral to foil the massive memorial rally,
downpour of support continued to come and the downfall of the Chun Doo-hwan
regime was close at hand.
The Korean National Council of Churches spearheaded the advocacy of
democracy and social justice in the 1970s and 1980s respectively. Be that as it may,
the organization did not represent all the Protestant groups. The central organ of
the Protestant churches, the Korean National Council of Churches, was a loosely
organized council of six denominations representing the Christ Presbyterian
Assembly in the Republic of Korea, the Jesus Presbyterian Church of Korea, the
Salvation Army in Korea, the Methodist Church, the Anglican Church, and the
Christ Evangelical Church of Korea (a small evangelical group) among some one
hundred denominations and sects. (Park, 2003) However, the Protestant’s growing
influence toward democratization became evident in the latter part of 1980s.

Birth of Democratic Transition and Consolidation in South Korea
Roh Tae-woo Leadership (1988-1992): Sowing the Seeds of Democratic
Consolidation
Anti-government sentiments began to swell in 1987 in an attempt to oust the
military dictatorship of President Chun Doo-hwan. In the case of South Korea, the
mounting opposition of the civil society was not the only reason for the democratic
transition of 1987. It was at the same time an influence of the political elites. It all
began when the opposition political party in the National Assembly became the
dominant political party in 1985. With this situation, the Chun Doo-hwan
administration began to feel its power being challenged at the plenary hall of the
National Assembly.
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Interestingly, the Korean political situation exhibited a different kind of
democratic transition. If Ferdinand Marcos was toppled down in a peaceful people
power revolt in the Philippines in 1986, President Chun Doo-hwan was forced by
the influence of the civil society and political elites (including the government
leaders and opposition party) to comply with the demands of a constitutional
revision.
Nineteen eighty eight became a significant year for South Korea by hosting the
Seoul Olympic Games. The year was also the first time that South Korea had
elected a president through a direct presidential election. The elected president Roh
Tae-woo however, bore the stigma of coming from the military being a former
general and a classmate of President Chun Doo-hwan. This was another setback for
the democratic gains achieved in the sweeping reforms of 1987.
The collapse of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and the Soviet demise in 1991 served as a
turning point in South Korean international relations. South Korea began opening
diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union in 1990 and People’s Republic of China
in 1992. In an unprecedented move, South Korea would like to reach for its nemesis
North Korea to create an atmosphere of peace and unity in the Korean peninsula.
These served as a move to strengthen the democratic consolidation gained in 1988.
Kim Young-sam Presidency: Advent of the First Civilian (Munmin) Government
(1993-1997)
The year of the great reform culminated in 1993 when for the first time in the
South Korea’s path toward democratization, South Korea chose a civilian president
after 32 years of military dictatorship. Without fear or favor, the Kim Young-sam
presidency initiated the greatest test of accountability in his government. Corrupt
generals, political opportunists and giant business magnates were put behind bars.
The main theme of Kim Young-sam’s administration carried the slogan “clean
government” and “political reforms”. According to Professor Hyug Baeg Im
(Diamond, 2000):
Democracy encompasses much more than elections and democratic
consolidation involves the establishment of a responsive, accountable civilian
political regime that has full control over the military and guarantees basic
civil rights.
In the view of Professor Yong Whan Kihl (2000):
The Kim Young-sam administration was able to launch a set of far-reaching
and wide-ranging reforms aimed at bringing about ‘reform all way down’
and transforming Korean society overnight.
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The effects of this far-reaching reform resulted into the purging of corrupt
public officials, traditional politicians, opportunistic businessmen including the
highest echelons of the military hierarchy which used to remain as untouchables in
Korean society. These reforms became the initial catalyst in achieving deeper
democratic consolidation under a civilian government.
Putting the house in order through liberal reforms became the initial stage of
Kim Young-sam’s political legacy. Thus, to the assessment of Zakaria Fareed (2003):
Order plus liberty. These two forces will, in the long-run produce legitimate
government, prosperity, and liberal democracy.
The Chaebols, which showed manifestation of undemocratic practice, were the
target of reform in the Kim Young-sam administration. He was successful in
fostering financial transparency during his reign of governance by removing
fictitious names in bank accounts.
Purging the military is a formidable task in the hands of President Kim Youngsam as the people were zeroing on the administration of justice to military officials
who committed corruption, influence-peddling and grave acts of abuses.
One of the issues in democratization is what to do about military coups and
abuses committed by the military under the previous authoritarian regimes.
(Diamond, 1997) The public clamored for military reforms and lesser participations
of men in uniforms were getting stronger during the initial phase of the Kim
Young-sam administration.
The “Political Fund Law” legislated on March 4, 1994 expanded the previous
laws to prevent the use of personal money of candidates in the elections. The
political fund law was revised so that subsidies from the state coffers to political
parties could also be increased, from 600 won per eligible voter a year to 800 won.
(Diamond, 1997) This would then prevent private individuals, businessmen and
other contributors in giving hefty amounts of money.
The Kim Young-sam presidency continued its political reform to eradicate the
practice of corruption maligning the legitimacy of his government. Kim Yong-sam,
in line with his first few weeks of leading South Korea claims (Korea Newsreview,
1993): There cannot and will not be any sanctuary for those who oppose the fight
against corruption.
In his promise of sustaining transparency in governmental and business
transaction, the president used his emergency powers on August 12, 1993 that in
the following day anonymous financial transaction would no longer be allowed.
One of the pillars of South Korean democratic consolidation was to rectify past
mistakes. This was done through the trial of the century. The trial of the century
began on December 8, 1995 to August 26, 1996. The prosecution presented charges
of plotting a coup d’état, ill-gotten wealth, abuse of authority, murder and
institutionalized corruption. The once powerful leaders of South Korea stood side
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by side in the bar of justice. No special privilege was granted and honorific titles
were omitted in the summons of the three civilian judges trying former President
Chun Doo-hwan and Roh Tae-woo.
Kim Dae-jung Regime (1998-2003) Pursuing the Road toward Democratic
Consolidation
The halfway reform of the Kim Young-sam leadership was continued by the
Kim Dae-jung administration in 1998 when the first civilian opposition president
was elected in power. The South Koreans elected a long-time dissident and made
the transfer of power from the ruling party to an opposition party for the first time
in 50 years of modern South Korean political history. Opposition leader Kim Daejung was sworn in as the nation’s 8th president on February 25, 1998.
President Kim Dae-jung reiterated that the “Government of the People” would
empower the common masses so that the national administration would become
transparent and irregularities and corruption will be eradicated. President Kim
Dae-jung further claimed (Korea Newsreview, 1998):
Politically, the new government will achieve national reconciliation and unity
for our people. Only the united power of the people founded on genuine
democracy can overcome our national crisis. In that sense, we will establish a
“participatory democracy” – a government in which the people participate
together in the governance of the country.
New Status of Women: Expanding Roles in South Korean Democratic
Consolidation
In 1998, the path to democratization was strengthened when the opposition
gained momentum in government as the first opposition president was elected in
the person of Kim Dae-jung. Women empowerment was a hallmark of the Kim
Dae-jung leadership. The attempt to equalize the roles of men and women was a
great vision for Kim Dae-jung.
Kim Dae-jung’s election as chief executive in 1997 became a milestone for
women empowerment in South Korea. In the midst of the financial crisis, Kim Daejung’s election campaign pledge promises to be “a prepared president”, “a people’s
president” and “a women-friendly president”. (Moon, 2002)
As mentioned earlier, the patriarchal society based on Confucian ideology made
the Korean society male-dominated. When women were given the rights to vote in
1948, they were marginalized in the political sector. Little attention was given to
women during election period as it was assumed that women’s decision would
follow the husband’s idea.
According to Bong-scuk Sohn,(1992) Director of the Center for Korean Women
and Politics:
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Male dominated, authoritarian, under-the-table politics have so far kept
women out of politics. Under democracy, the type of politics that relies
heavily on the informal, private, favor-exchanging and exclusive networking
politics will disappear, eventually widening the scope of women’s political
participation.
Therefore, in 1997, democratic consolidation in South Korea was further
strengthened when women participation in election became evident as women
accounted for half of the voters. It was an unprecedented election that showed
women’s consciousness change as women’s active political participation gave a
significant opportunity to establish their social significance in society. (Research
Institute of Asian Women, 1997)
President Kim Dae-jung’s political platform for women became pronounced
during the campaign as a sign that women would shape the course of the 1997
presidential election. His campaign explicitly stressed that he would be a “womenfriendly” president and pledged to fill 30 percent of cabinet positions with women.
(Moon, 2002)
President Kim Dae-jung carried on his promise to alleviate gender
discrimination by creating a more comprehensive agency. One is the establishment
of the Presidential Special Commission on Gender Equality of 1999, which was
later raised to the level of the Ministry of Gender Equality in January 2001. (Cho,
2005)
On January 29, 2001, the Ministry of Gender Equality (Yosungbu) was
established with Han Myong-suk as its first Minister. The Ministry of Gender
Equality envisions planning/compilation of women's policies and prevention and
relief of gender discrimination. The establishment of the ministry would expand
the roles of women in various sectors and contribute directly to the maturity of
democracy.
Roh Moo Hyun Era (2002-2008) Consolidating Democracy through Participatory
Government
When Roh Moo-yun was elected president in 2002, the political landscape of
South Korea changed dramatically. The presidential election of 2002 did not exhibit
a strong sense of regionalism. Maturity of the South Korean electorate was evident
in this election as people preferred to vote based on the party platform and not
based on regional preference. This can be a good sign of fortifying the democratic
consolidation of South Korea.
The role of the military in the political affairs was not present in the Roh Moohyun administration. Perhaps because of the purging of the military and the
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relentless people empowerment of the Kim Dae-jung administration, the last
military influence in civil affairs ended during the Roh Tae-woo regime.
In an attempt to impeach a duly elected president in 2004, the people in South
Korea came out to show the traditional politicians in the National Assembly that
they were just serving at the pleasure of their constituency – the minjung (masses).
The political muscles exerted by the conservative opposition in the National
Assembly led to the leave of absence of President Roh Moo-hyun from the Cheong
Wa Dae. The Korean people were agitated to the political manipulation in Congress
that precipitated the support of the civil society to their embattled president.
Once again, the voice of the people was heard. In the April 2004 National
Assembly elections, the conservatives were wiped off as the majority party as the
progressive won majority seats. President Roh Moo-hyun was acquitted two
months after the impeachment and continued to function as president of the
Republic of Korea.
Lee Myung Bak Administration: Economics and Foreign Policy gearing toward
Strong Democratic Consolidation
The Lee Myung-bak or MB’s administration’s rise to power in February 25,
2008, together with the landslide victory by the ruling Grand National Party in the
April 9, 2008 general election, opened a new era of conservative dominance while
ending a decade of progressive rule. But the triumphant mood did not last long, as
the MB government encountered a series of political, economic, and social crises as
well as setbacks in its foreign and inter-Korean relations. Explicit nepotistic bias in
personnel appointments and lifting the ban on imports of American beef, imposed
in 2003 resulted on June 10, 2008 of almost one million people gathered in the heart
of Seoul City for a candlelight vigil, shouting “Renegotiate!” and “MB (i.e. Lee
Myung-bak) Out.” (Moon, 2009)
The "Korea 7•4•7" plan was a program of Lee Myung Bak that focused on the
strengthening of South Korean economy. The plan was actually to put South Korea
on a 7% economic growth during his term, raise Korea's per capita income to
US$40,000, and make Korea the world's seventh largest economy. Lee Myung Bak’s
vision is the creation of strong state with its people affluent and a society which is
prosperous. To this end, he planned to follow a pragmatic, market-friendly strategy:
smart market economy, empirical pragmatism, and democratic activism. (Koehler,
2008) This eventually led to the strengthening of the economy and an
unprecedented $40 billion deal established by a Korean consortium to build nuclear
power plants in the United Arab Emirates.
In terms of foreign policy, Lee Myung Bak initiated a tougher policy for North
Korea. He strengthened and fortify the defense of South Korea particularly in the
38th parallel to protect the nation against intrusion and the possibility of North
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Korean aggression. This he did to protect the strengthening democratic
consolidation of the Republic of Korea. The Korean People's Army called for
dealing "merciless deadly blows at the enemies till they are wiped out to the last
man." (Korea Central News Agency, 2011) His direct and tough policy towards
North Korea promoted a negative image of him throughout North Korea.
Humanity, Co-prosperity, and Integration: Equality and Prosperity for all under
the first woman President Park Geun hye
Park Geun hye is the first woman to be elected as President in South Korea and
the first woman head of state in the modern history of East Asia. She is also the
11th and incumbent President of the Republic of Korea. This sends a strong
political message that the stigma associated in being a woman was already
removed with her ascendancy to power as the highest leader in a predominantly
patriarchal Korean society.
The goal of the newly launched Park Geun-hye administration for governing
state affairs is to open "a new era of hope and prosperity for all the people". Park
Geun hye redirected South Korea’s thrust by breaking away from its focused
around the nation as its long-pursued development model. Instead, she centered
on government administration from the state to individual citizens. It follows that
through co-prosperity and equality, the ordinary individual will be satisfied and
thus produced development for the entire nation. Park's government vision
revolves around the basic ideas for governing the nation through the economy,
society, welfare, diplomacy, and unification.
Assessment and Prospects of South Korean Democracy
Democratic consolidation in South Korea is a very optimistic process since there
is continuity from the start of the democratic transition in 1987 up to the present.
These were based from the indicators of democracy on the political and economic
reforms in South Korea. The influence of different sectors such as civil society, (i.e.
student, labor, religious and women’s movement) political elites including their
targets of reform the Chaebols (economic elites) and military. From 1980 when
Chun Doo-hwan was elected interim president by the National Conference for
Unification until 1987 when democratic transition took place in South Korea, the
students, labor, religious movements and political elites were the most influential
catalyst for democratization.
The democratic consolidation from 1988 until 2014 was marked with strong
influence coming from the reformed Chaebols and military, political elites and
women. The indicators of democratic consolidation such as: political liberalization,
democratic reforms, civilian government, anti-corruption measures, purging the
military, economic reforms, women empowerment, subservient role of the military
and impeachment proceedings were brought upon by these sectors.
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The 1987 democratic reforms in South Korea took place within the backdrop of
the regional trend toward democratization. Indonesia entered democratic transition
with the resignation of President Suharto in 1998 amidst people power, Taiwan
lifted its long-standing martial law in 1987 because of the series of political
liberalization and the Philippines ousted the Marcos dictatorship in 1986 and
started a new dawn for democracy. The global wave of democratization was also
surging in various parts of the world from the 1970s to the 1990s and even up to the
present.
From the onset of South Korean independence in 1948, democracy has been the
battle cry of the people who have not experienced it from the start of their history.
Since authoritarian rule had been a common practice in the predominantly
Confucian based society of South Korea from the earliest foundation of its history,
the succeeding leaders of South Korea exhibited dictatorial rule. Since respect for
authority and hierarchy is very pronounced in South Korea, military rule became
an alternative at the time of national crisis to maintain security and stability for the
country. The authoritarian rule of Syngman Rhee, Park Chung-hee and Chun Doohwan continued to violate and undermine the civil society.
The authoritarian crisis from 1980 to 1983 resulted in the purging of the civil
society. However, the political relaxation of 1984 to 1987 resulted in the growth of
civil society and reform oriented political elites to come in a united call for the
ouster of President Chun Doo-hwan. This event was precipitated by the steady
economic growth achieved in the first three years of the Chun Doo-hwan
administration compounded with the pressure from external event like the 1988
Seoul Olympic Games.
The student’s movement increased in number with the formation of
organizations that directly challenged the Chun Doo-hwan dictatorship. Student
activism became a catalyst for democratic reform and served as an eye opener for
the abuses committed by the Americans in South Korea through the anti-American
sentiments hurled by the students.
The labor movement became active and visible during the political relaxation of
1984 to 1987. Labor unions and disputes increased as a result of the intense
mobilization of the students in awakening the labor sector regarding the rampant
abuses of the Chun Doo-hwan dictatorship.
The religious sector particularly the influence of the Catholic Church and
Protestant churches collaborated with the student and labor sector to be the
vanguard of freedom and democracy. The role of the political elites was also a
major factor in the path toward democracy. Both the leaders of the government and
the opposition played vital roles in the democratic transition of 1987. The pressures
from the opposition and the civil society forced the leaders of the government to
compromise for a democratic reform package which included a new constitution
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and a direct presidential election in 1987. This led to the June to December 1987
democratic transition of South Korea.
Evidently, the influence of the different sectors of society including student,
labor, religious movement and political elites contributed positively to the
achievement of democratic transition. This was done within the backdrop of the
trend toward regional democratization of Taiwan, Philippines and Indonesia.
During the democratic consolidation from 1988 to 2014, the political elites which
include the new leaders of the government initiated and implemented reforms and
foreign policies that help strengthen democratic consolidation.
The opening of the 1988 Seoul Olympic Games contributed to the strengthening
of democratic consolidation in South Korea. Roh Tae-woo shifted South Korea’s
foreign policy from confrontation to cooperation. The Nordpolitik created harmony
with communist nations as a start of reconciliation with the North Korea. This led
to peace and stability to the Korean peninsula as a result of South Korea’s open ties
with the communist nations including former U.S.S.R., People’s Republic of China
and Eastern European countries.
The election of President Kim Young-sam, a civilian president in 1992 and the
first opposition president Kim Dae-jung in 1997 became a milestone in the rocky
but successful path from authoritarian to democratic rule. The political and
economic reforms became the major indicators of a strengthening democratic
consolidation.
Under the Kim Young-sam presidency, civilian rule immediately took the
cudgels of governance as he implemented various waves of reform to pave the way
for further democratic consolidation. As a litmus test of the deepening democratic
consolidation, unrelenting government programs were created like anti corruption
measures, purging of the military, political reform bills, real name system, and the
unprecedented trial of the century which cleansed remaining influence of
dictatorship in the first civilian government.
The Chaebols or economic elites were reformed to contribute in the
democratization of the business sector of South Korea. These economic reforms
were geared to strengthen accountability, auditing and transparency of the
financial statements of the conglomerates. Since the Chaebols were the building
blocks of South Korean economy, laying the groundwork for democratizing the
business sector was inevitable under the civilian government. Since strong family
control and paternalistic leadership were the salient characteristics of the Chaebols
or conglomerate, the task of democratizing the business sector met heavy resistance
at first. Nonetheless, the tough challenge of financial transparency and breaking the
tight grip of the founding family’s management became the central goal of the Kim
Young-sam presidency.
When Kim Dae-jung assumed the presidency in 1997, the central role of women
was given emphasis. Since gender equality is a practice that is not well accepted in
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the predominantly Confucian society of South Korea, increasing women
participation in society became the main thrust of the first opposition president in
South Korea. Women participation in all sectors of society were promoted and
encouraged to facilitate democratic consolidation of South Korea. As women play a
major role in the destiny of South Korean democracy, the protection of women’s
rights and the development of their abilities should be prioritized in a
consolidating democracy. Removing the walls of sexual discrimination in society
was the bulwark of a strong democracy in South Korea. As a result of these reforms,
the Ministry of Gender Equality was created on January 29, 2001.
The role of the military was also crucial for a strong democratic consolidation.
The military has often played instrumental in the formation of dictatorship in
South Korea. The main function of the military under a democratic society is to
serve as vanguard of defense against internal and external threat as well as to be
subservient under a civilian authority. Erosion of military professionalism,
factionalism and corporate interest to perpetuate military domination resulted in
the authoritarian governments in South Korea led by military generals from 1961
until 1988. Military influence was still evident until the Roh Tae-woo
administration opened South Korea for democratic reforms in 1987 until the end of
his administration in 1992. However, the purging of the military and the trial of
two ex-military strongmen of South Korea namely Chun Doo-hwan and Roh Taewoo sent strong signal to the military that they are not above the law and are
accountable to the wheel of justice. The reforms initiated by the Kim Young-sam
administration created an apolitical military during the Kim Dae-jung and Roh
Moo-hyun administration becoming subservient to the civilian authorities. The key
roles of the military in South Korean democratic consolidation remained as
protector of national security against military threat from North Korea, thwarting
global terrorism, and serving as protector of the people.
Under the Roh Moo-hyun administration, the road toward democratic
consolidation continue to progress. Maturity in South Korean elections was evident
as regionalism becomes less and less pronounced in elections. Under the check and
balance mechanism of the South Korean Constitution, the National Assembly used
its legislative power to have the president impeached in 2004. Nonetheless, the
abuse of authority among legislators in impeaching the president resulted in the
people’s power in removing the traces of politically motivated National Assembly
members after the acquittal of President Roh Moo-hyun by the Constitutional
Court in 2004.
Lee Myung-bak’s administration in 2008 met several political challenges. In one
instance, the Lee government agitated the Buddhist community of South Korea for
what they felt was a blatant discrimination against Buddhism relative to his
personal Christian faith. In another misstep, his government stirred controversy by
championing a conservative movement to revise national textbooks that were
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deemed to liberally skew the interpretation of various events and figures in Korean
history. (Moon, 2009)
Finally, in order to implement law and order, Lee’s government resorted to the
legal and security apparatus in penalizing not only those who actively participated
in the candlelight protests but also progressive forces sympathetic to North Korea.
In spite of all this political setbacks, however, the Lee Myung-bak government
initiated series of public policies meant to assist common people, including a
special bank loan program for the poor, tax incentives, new jobs creation, and
efforts to reduce the burden of private education costs.
Under Park Geun hye’s administration, strengthening of women empowerment
is the best legacy of her leadership as she became the first woman president in a
male dominated political arena. Furthermore, she empowered the individual
citizen.
Indeed, the influence of civil society (i.e. student, labor and religious movement)
and the political elites as sectors of society was a turning point in South Korean
political history from 1980 to 1987. The united front of all these sectors contributed
to each other’s awareness of the abuses of the Chun Doo-hwan regime. In turn, the
mobilization of these factors resulted in the democratic transition of 1987 paving
the way for democratic consolidation of 1988.
Under the democratic consolidation, the political elites who became the leaders
of the new democratic government initiated political, economic and social reforms
that became the indicators of the road toward a strong democratic consolidation.
The unprecedented move to create gender-equal society and the protection of
women rights is central in making democratic consolidation work for South Korea.
Lastly, the role of the military becomes less and less pronounced in civilian affairs.
The military has not intervened in the civil affairs from the Kim Young-sam to the
Roh Moo-hyun administration as the civilian president exercises strong authority
in South Korea.
Each sector of society contributed in the opening of South Korean democracy
from 1980s to 2014. The civil society, (i.e. student, labor, religious and women’s
movement) political elites, including their targets of reform the Chaebols (economic
elites) and military influenced the democratic development process of South Korea.
Furthermore, to enhance a strong democratic consolidation, economic plans were
created to boost job opportunities and create an era of co-prosperity were every
individual would contribute and reap to the fruits of a stable democratic
consolidation. The democratic transition and consolidation of South Korea were
brought upon by the influence of the different sectors of South Korean society.
Moreover, these sectors in turn were influenced by the global and regional trend
toward democratization.
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The indicators of South Korean democratic consolidation such as: political
liberalization, democratic reforms, civilian government, anti-corruption measures,
purging the military, economic reforms, women empowerment, subservient role of
the military, and the impeachment proceedings contributed to the strengthening of
South Korean democracy. South Korean democratic consolidation since 1988 until
the present remained strong and consistent as there is an upward trend toward
democracy. Therefore, it is apparent that democracy and democratic consolidation
in South Korean political landscape continue to prosper.
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CREATING A NEW TRADITION:
WOMEN’S VOICES IN A SAMPLING OF CONTEMPORARY
SOUTH KOREAN LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION

Abstract
In the 2013 Global Gender Gap Report, South Korea ranked 20 out of the 24
countries in the Asia and Pacific Global Gender Gap Index, and ranked 111 in the
overall ranking where 136 countries were studied. These figures are alarming and
raise a string of questions that boil down to why a highly-industrialized country
like South Korea is still finding it challenging to close the gender gap in its society.
This paper attempts to piece together reflections on the society and social dynamics
faced by contemporary South Korean women by their literary counterparts to help
us, non-South Koreans, to understand contemporary South Korea a little better.
This paper argues that literary works indeed tell us about what is hidden in the
construction of gender, identity and reality; and that fiction in fact carries truth in
it. Works that would be analyzed in this paper are Kyung-Sook Shin's “Please
look after mom” (Ommarul put'akhae) [2008], Kim In-suk “That Woman's
Autobiography” [trans. 2007] and Bae Suah's “Highway with Green Apples”
(Soseolgwasasang [1994]).
Introduction
The World Economic Forum (WEF), in its Global Gender Gap Report 2013
reflected what outsiders observing South Korea notice to be true ---that the practice
of gender equality in South Korea still has a lot of things to be desired. For a
country that has stunned the world with its Miracle of the Han River that created
impressive economic achievements of which the likes the world has not yet seen, it
is quite both a mystery and cause of alarm as to why the Republic of Korea ranked
111th out of 136 countries in the 2013 rankings. In this year's 2014 WEF's Global
Gender Gap Report which was released in October, South Korea's standing slid by
six places, it ranked 117th out of 142 countries (See “S. Korea ranks low on Global
Gender Gap Index” and Cho). Joining Korea in the lower rungs of the ranking are
Japan at 104th and countries from the African continent. Also notable is the fact that
since 2006, Nigeria and the United Arab Emirates have surpassed South Korea in
the WEF's report. In Asia, the Philippines scored the highest in ninth place (from
sixth), while China is in 87th place and the US is at 20th place.
The WEF quantified gender gap in the categories of Economic Participation and
Opportunity, Educational Attainment, Health and Survival, and Political
Empowerment. It appears that the reason behind the low ranking lies in South
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Korea’s low female labour force participation rate and lack of women’s
representation in decision-making positions; even with South Korea being under
the leadership of its eleventh president and first woman president at that,
President Park Geun-hye.
Historically, female employment grew rapidly from the period of 1963-94, with
women in their 20s-40s going to urban areas to work. The study by Kim Y.O., et.al.
shows that within this period gender discrimation was taking place and took effect
in instances such as with women earning much less than their male counterparts.
Women were also under-utilized, with job openings for them mostly is sales,
services and production work (ibid.).Today, it is still reported that women have to
give up their careers once they start a family, a far cry from what South Korea's
1948 constitution envisioned-- that the state ban discrimination by sex, religion, or
social status in political, economic, social, or cultural activities; and what the 1989
Family Laws states--that the status of men and women in the family are equal.
Thus, breaking the Confucian-based, patriarchal system that has ensconced the
country in more than millenia is expected to help sustain economic growth as
South Korea faces problems that most industrialized nations face—an aging society
and low-fertility rate.
The ball now is clearly in the government's side in creating and enforcing the
policies that would improve women's status especially in education and in the
workplace. Sincere action from the government is much awaited, as Lee and Lee's
findings in their 2013 study on the women's movement in South Korea show that
Korean women's groups believe that “[t]hey have the ability to express their
opinions and promote their interests [yet], they do not perceive all agencies of the
government as being positively responsive to them.”
Given the battle that South Korea's people have to contend with in closing the
gender gap, it may be beneficial to locate deeper expressions of reflection on the
reality that gender inequality has created. For this we turn to South Korea's
contemporary literature. Particularly, for the purpose of this study we will focus on
three fictional works by contemporary South Korean women's writers. Human
history can attest that much truth can be found in fiction. Revolutions have been
fought, emancipation has been reached and lives have changed through the power
of literary works such as fiction—that is novels and short stories. The writings of
Victor Hugo, Jose Rizal, Pramoedya Ananta Toer are just some of these fictional
works that have shaken the foundations of their societies to create a better future
for its people. Now as we turn to a sampling of three contemporary Korean
women's writing we aim to distill from the voices in these works that describe and
address the reality that women living in South Korea must contend with. With this
we will listen not only to the obvious frustrations but the hope that they envision
for themselves.
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Fiction as Vessels of Social Reality
In our age where internationally budget cuts must be made in the education
sector, as these times have pushed us to invest more in the study of the sciences
and social sciences with their apparently clearer methods of study and more
practical applications, studies focused on the humanities are climbing an uphill
battle. Although this is not the venue to get on the details of such a decline, it is
notable that a backlash of the diminishing interest in serious literary studies may be
a loss to deep for human civilization, because there is just too much to lose in the
shallow treatment of literature. For literary works are not merely forms of
entertainment and business products. Literary works speak for us clearly when we
are too desensitized to speak for ourselves.
In an article by Sikiru Adeyemi Ogundokun on Nigerian writing she states that:
“literature is not just a social construct which is rooted in mere ideas, imaginations
or imaginary situations. Instead, it is a social institution; a form of tradition, which
has existed for a long time and is accepted as a vital component of a given society
to perform certain functions” (167). Literary works when engaged in seriously, are
powerful tools that can help create social transformation. One type of literary work,
the novel, for instance, has helped create space for modern, middle-class individals
in the industrialized world. For societies that still need to emancipate itself from the
imprint of colonialism and its tentacles, the novel has focused on the stories of
individuals that fight the unjust system. Quoting from Morris Dickstein:
Novels mediate between subject and object, the perceiver and the things
perceived, the hard facts of the world and the contigencies of the language
we use to describe them. Novels show us that the real world, far from being
simple and always available, can also be elusive and problematic. They create
identifications that channel the quicksilver flow of our inner experience and
redirect our social sympathies. They can be powerful tools of indoctrination.
They can excite us sexually or inflame us politically. They are not simply
mirrors that reflect the world but prisms that refract it, break it down. Yet
they envelop us in a milieu that can seem more credible than the world we
know. Novels somehow finesse the philosophical conflict between objective
truth and the plurality of perspectives; they renew the world by refreshing
our perception of it (2005 14).
Translator and Professor of Korean Literature, Bruce Fulton believes that “[t]he
most noteworthy trend in Korean literature at the end of the twentieth century was
the prominence achieved by women fiction writers” (32). Following Dickstein, this
paper aims to “refresh our perception” of Korean society through the
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contemporary fiction produced by its women. This study then will focus on three
works of fiction: a novel, Kyung-Sook Shin's “Please look after mom” (Ommarul
put'akhae) [2008]; a short story, Kim In-suk's “That Woman's Autobiography”
[trans. 2007] and
a novella, Bae Suah's “Highway with Green Apples”
(Soseolgwasasang[1994]). All of these writers were born in the 1960s and became
acclaimed between the 1980s and 1990s. In the introduction of this paper it was
argued that social transformation needs to occur in South Korea to close the gender
gap. This discussion was followed by a short explanation as to why fictions are
tools for social transformation. Thus, from these two points it can be seen why
women's literary writing is crucial to its contemporary state.
A“Frighteningly strong” Mother: Shin Kyung-sook's Please Look after Mom
Shin Kyung-sook (1963-) was already an established author with a string of
literary prizes when Chi-Young Kim's English translation of her novel, Ommarul
put'akhae was published by Alfred A. Knopf in 2011. Please Look After Mom is Shin's
first book in English translation. The novel garnered such worldwide recognition
that it was translated into a total of 31 languages (“Shin Kyoung-sook;” Zitwer). It
has become a mainstream favorite in the U.S. especially when it became endorsed
in Oprah Winfrey's O magazine's book recommendation in 2011 (“The
Irresistibles”). That same year the novel won the prestigious Man Asian Prize,
making Shin Kyung-sook its first woman recipient (The Man Asian Literary
Prize,“South Korean Novelist Announced as First Woman to Win Man Asian
Literary Prize”). Thus, Please Look After Mom joins the ranks of a select few novels
that enjoy the privilege of being awarded a literary prize while also being in the
international bestseller list.
The novel's plot revolves around a South Korean family's attempt to locate their
aging mother after she disappeared in the busy Seoul Station one afternoon. The
attempt to locate the mother has triggered a psychological introspection for her
family about what has the mother been to their social unit. The introspection
provides as necessary bittersweet moments of recollection that effectively tugs at
the readers' heartstrings and yet the plotline does not limit itself to the predictable.
The novel is told in four narrative voices, the daughter's, the son's, the
husband's and finally the mother herself. The daughter and the father's narration
are uniquely woven with a second person's point of view, the son's narration is
filtered by an omniscient narrator while the mother's is made with a first person
viewpoint. The first part is addressed to Chi-hon, the eldest daughter who became
a succesful novelist. She has a complicated relationship with her mother because of
her independent streak. Her narration is full of remorse for having not been there
enough for her mother thus creating a rift in their relationship to the point that she
felt that when she became an adult her mom treated her as a visitor to their own
house. In the narration she realizes how much sacrifice her mom had to make in
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order for their poor family to be able to afford her schooling. Thus, her success as
an adult, she realizes is not through her talent alone, but was made possible
through her mother (who ironically remained illiterate her entire life). The second
part involved the eldest son, Hyong-chol's recollection of his mother which had a
different tone from his sister. To him, his mother was all fortitude and strength. His
mother saw in him the potential to be a great man, and encouraged him to no end.
And yet in his adult life he was only able to reach the average person's ability. Like
his sister, he is filled with remorse, this time over not having met his mother's
expectations. The third part of the novel is addressed to the husband who in his
fifty years of marriage finally realizes that he has come to deeply love his wife. In
their times together he was a distant stranger who went about his own life while
the burden of having his family of four children subsist fell solely on his wife. He
was the type of husband who was nowhere to be found as his wife gave birth. He
was also an additional chore to his wife, she having served him hand foot over the
years. Her disappearance was able to highlight to him his unfair treatment of her,
while suggesting that he would live all of his remaining days in a state of grief for
not having had the opportunity of having made his wife felt loved. The fourth
chapter has the tone of the fantastic; this chapter might in fact be narrated by the
spirit of Park Son-yo. This chapter is valuable because it talks about mom's inner
life. We will talk more about this section later.The last chapter once again features
Chi-hon, this time she is overseas in Rome, a place that her own mother alluded to
in one of their conversations. In the past, mom wanted to find out what the smallest
country in the world is. Nine months after she disappeared, Chi-hon finds herself
in Rome before the statue of Mary asking her to look after her mother.
The changing viewpoints in the narration add depth to the already multilayered construction of the central character of the novel. This is because each of
the characters' narrative made up of a montage of memories about mother already
creates a strong character sketch of her. While it is easy to dismiss the novel as a
typical realist novel; moreover, dismiss the mother as a flat character, close reading
the novel leaves one with a vivid impression of the woman called mother: Park Sonyo. While she fits certain characteristics of the mother stereotype, specifically an
Asian mother stereotype: a homemaker par excellance, a docile and submissive
wife, a sacrificing, soft-spoken mother; it is apparent that she is so much more. She
is an individual who has lived a “frighteningly strong” life (This quote taken from
her own narration from page 193 fits her own life well: “Life is sometimes
amazingly fragile, but some lives are frighteningly strong.”) Mother is a child of
her age afterall: she was born in a Korea that was devasted by the Second World
War, she was married early via matchmaking to be able to protect herself from
Japanese soldiers, she received no education being born in a war-torn Korea-- she
was a woman who had to blend in in those times for survival. However, her
“blending in” did not dissipate her own desires as a person. Upon submerging
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oneself in the novel, the image of mother as her own woman would form piece-bypiece from the memories of her family. The image that emerges from the memory
montage of mother is that of an individual who tried to make the most of her
situation, an individual also with a “private” self that only surfaced after her
disappearance.
Some of mother's secrets that surfaced were how she is reality sick and tired of
kitchen work, how she donated a chunk of her monthly allowance to the local
orphanage, how she believed in the power of educating women and then there's
more. In the section where mother narrates she shares with the reader her
experience of giving birth, how traumatized she felt after giving birth to a still-born,
how she deeply loved her first daughter Chi-hon. In her she was able to live her
inner desire to be educated and to travel. This section also mentioned about a
mysterious man called Lee Eun-gyu, who perhaps (the narration only suggests it)
became her lover. What is outstanding in the section that talks about the mystery
man is the deep friendship that the two shared in the years to pass-- even when life
is at its most unbearable. As the section on mother's narration comes to an end, we
readers realize that mother's memory has horribly deteriorated—at the end of the
section all she can recall was her memory as a three year-old. This section also
suggests that mother's life is coming to a close or has already ended. Thus,
reconciliation with her family appears to be impossible. The narration ends with
mother's consciousness drifting to her own reconciliation with her long-dead
mother. And this scene is the most moving of all---here, the woman who attended
to society's expectations of her as a mother, while well-guarding her inner life, gets
reunited with the woman who perhaps was the only one who understood her, her
own mother. As Jung Yeo-ul states:
Some critics contended that the book, and Korean society in general, goes
too far in turning the mother into a sacred or mythical presence. If everyone
in the family relies on the mother, who does she turn to when she is in need?
Please reminds readers that there is another, unseen side to the the mothers
who devote their lives to the family, awakening them to the simple truth that
mothers need mothers too—that they are people, women, who need the
absolute love of another ( Jung Yeo-ul).
Abelmann and Shin (2012) classify the novel beyond the typical realist. They say
that it is a “a very particular kind of culture-drenched product—although not of the
“traditional” mother-child story variety. In their article they argue that the
character of mother, as well as the novel itself exhibit what they refer to as a
“cosmopolitan striving.” Although the mother never traveled far from her
hometown in her lifetime she has secured education for her daughter and
encouraged her in many instances of her life to travel:
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[w]e suggest that vivid in Please Look After Mom is the post-IMF, neoliberal
South Korea in which so many observers have weighed in so many ways in
which people are stranded as they go to herculean efforts to fortify
themselves for increasingly indeterminate futures (414).
Indeed, the novel is as much about contemporary Korea and it's women as it is
about mom. If her daughter Chi-Hon represents the new woman, that which has
come to enjoy the fruits of democracy and a globalized Korea. Mom represents a
Korea that has transitioned, she is a product of her the post-war and yet has gone
beyond former limitations of her country to allow her children (and herself albeit
vicariously) a vista of the possible. Mom does not break from society's role for
women like her—the mothers which are in the receiving side of social expectations,
but she nurtures a rich inner life, a life that was willing to break free from secrecy
(as suggested by her conversations with her daughter) if only society is ready for
the likes of her.
Voluntarily Single: The Single Woman in Bae Suah's Highway with Green
Apples
Bae Suah (1965-) worked as a government employee at Gimpo Airport in
Incheon before she began to take her hobby of writing fiction seriously. She was
twenty-eight years old when she first published. Having graduated with a
Chemistry degree from Ewha Women's University, Bae had no formal background
in fiction writing. Since the year 2000, there has been a shift in her writing style as
she now experiments more with language and form (Smith interview). The novella
Highway with Green Apples which was first published in Korean in 1994, only got
translated into English in 2014. This work exemplifies the traditional realist mode
that is characteristic of Bae's early writing. What emanates from the text, Highway
with Green Apples is Bae's characteristic sardonic attitude towards the world which
we take in through her protagonist's first-person narration.
Written (and translated) in a vivid sensory language to capture the
development in the life of a woman in her late twenties living in contemporary
Korea’s urban center, the novella resonates well with contemporary Asian women
who are creating their identities in the deceptively modern, yet über-traditional
Asian mega-cities. The title is taken from a detail in a countryside drive that the
then twenty-five year old, unanamed protagonist had with a former boyfriend. In
the dusty countryside highway an old woman sells green apples to tourists. Soon
after their trip during her birthday he man phones her to break-up with her
because of another woman he claimed to have fallen in love with. As if adding
insult to injury, the now ex-boyfriend states:
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“I wish you were a different type of girl...The type who cries and refuses to
let go when a guy breaks up with her. The type who says, 'How dare you see
another woman, I won't stand for it.' If you were that type, you would never
gotten this call from me. But, we were good in the beginning! You said so
yourself.”
Clearly the man expected her to treat him as the center of her universe. He
wanted to feel valued above all else she possessed which is to say he wanted fullcontrol of her emotions.
In that last phone conversation between her and her ex-boyfriend, the
protagonist asked him to recall the green apples that they purchased from an old
woman along the highway. The man thought it was ridiculous that she should
bring that up, she went on and said that she thaought when she saw several of
these old women selling green apples that she had a premonition that she would
end up being just like them. That she would stand along the highway with
uncertainty if she would be able to sell her apples.
What kind of life is available to a single woman who gets dumped in a society
where marriage is used as a mesure of legitimizing a woman's existence? In this
story, the narrator asks herself the now classic question that women ask
themselves—“What do I want?” Clearly it is not the life in a loveless marriage that
the narrator’s mother found herself in; nor is it the “cute as a button” life that her
sister Eun-gyeong has made for herself either. Neither is it the life of her cousin in a
seemingly picture-perfect marriage, nor perhaps is it the escape route to death that
her friend So-yeong took (although the glum ending of the story does not
completely cancel this option). Bae Suah’s narrator’s conflict in life is compounded
by her situation of living in a society whose very fiber for modernization, its
Confucian backbone, is the very thing that impedes her development as a woman
of this age. She clearly wants to find a partner in life, yet it is greatly difficult to find
someone who would treat her as an equal and have no illusory demands on her.
The story’s narrator clearly would still continue to date and perhaps love men;
however in the course of two years, after she faced heartbreak by being left by a
guy for another woman, she realized that love and marriage can never fill the void
of not knowing what one wants in life. Towards the end of the story she discloses
in her narration that she “is not thrilled by sex, and...is not moved by love.”
Her first biggest act of courage in her life was when she ran away from an
unloving home; however, soon after she had moments of losing her courage along
the way especially when she met a man she fell in love with. Clearly the
relationship was doomed for he wanted a woman who is housewife material. She
could have kept the relationship if only she conformed—yet she did not and
experienced the taste of one among the many “green apples” that life’s highway
led her to. Yet her battle against society’s drive for conformity was far from being
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won. Peppered in the story are indicators of things she would have wanted to
pursue if only she had the courage to do so—she wanted to give up her life in the
city for a life in the countryside, she wanted to be an artist and she wanted to find
someone who would love and accept her (don’t we all!). At the end of the story, she
decides to let go of the pursuit of life-long happiness, for a happiness that does not
promise forever yet is guaranteed to never let her lose sight of who she is.
Authoring Herstory: Kim Insuk's “That Woman's Autobiography”
The Yi Sang, Dong-in and Daesan are some of the literary prizes that the
nationally acclaimed writer, Kin Insuk (1964-), received. She began writing
professionally at the age of twenty and in the course of her writing career she has
lived overseas in Australia, China and Indonesia. From her oversesas experience a
good number of her recent works deal with the Korean expatriate experience (“Kim
Insuk writes on Korean expatriate experience”).
The text for our consideration is one of her short stories entitled “That Woman's
Autobiography.” The story is narrated from the perspective of an unnamed woman
who works as a replacement-ghostwriter who was tasked to write the
autobiography of a fifty two year old client named named Yi Ho Gap who was “...a
wealthy man who hoped to enter the world of politics.” The documents presented
to her for this writing project were orderly and already worked on the client's
vision of presenting himself as a self-made man. The only problematic part was to
down-play his two failed marriages. The client also wanted for her to highlight his
contributions to society in uplifting democracy in the nation; he had political
ambitions afterall.
The ghostwriter took in the job understably because of the money, yet she
herself views her decision to take the project with disgust. She took over the job
from an older male friend who had to give it up for personal reasons. She accepted
the job, believing that with the money she will earn she can finally work on what
she wanted without worrying about making ends meet duing that duration.
The narrator is clearly aware that by taking this project, her personal vision
must be placed aside. She is merely a tool for the man who commissioned her to
write: “[s]o far as our relationship was concerned, if there was a need to
understand and investigate, it lay on his side...” And yet she hoped that the
business partnership they had would spark an interest in her from him she wanted
that he have “..a wish to get to know [her].” The short story barely touched on the
autobiography that the ghostwriter was writing but delved into the facets of the
ghostwriter's life. That is to say, the act of writing someone else's autobiography
made her also focus on her life so far. Details about her writing life are divulged
such as she can only work when some music playing and that recently the music
has been substituted by the sound of t.v. home shopping advertising which later
on also got her hooked in purchasing gizmos from it. This detail grounds the story
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in a specific historical period—the age of late-capitalism—at the same time it
highlights the fact that her ghostwriting someone's autobiography is as much a
product as the useless products on television.
Writing the autobiography late at night did allow her mind to wander into her
childhood and recent past. As she wrote the client's autobiography it was clear that
the job provoked her to get in touch with the self she had to keep low-key while her
work ensued. She recalled how in her youth how her father kept a book collection
which he kept in a pristine state to be passed on to her brother. Her father was not
much of a reader but avidly collected books. Even in her youth, she wanted to
become a writer and hoped that her work would find its way into the collection.
Later on she realized that she actually wanted to become not just a writer but a
book herself--”I believed that my life would be saliva-stained, creased, increasingly
tattered, but made glorious by all kinds of splendid incidents.” When she told her
father of her desire to become a writer, she received the reaction deemed usual for
middle-class families that had a patriarchal bent. Her father told her: “I said you
should get married. Writing? How could you choose such a harsh fate... a job
where you will earn nothing, what will become of you...”
Her brother, perhaps because he grew up in an already industrializing Korean
society, was more broad-minded about taking in her ambition.He supported her
entire university tuition fees after their father died and secured a place for her to
live in after graduation. The ghostwriter's reverie also brought her to other
thoughts, clearly autobiographical in tone and at the same time fictive—she
mentioned about her failed relationship in her early adult life, and as if an
afterthought she narrates about her abortion of her five-month old baby.
What stands out in the storytelling is Kim's use of the woman's job that of a
ghostwriter to discuss her life and society's treatment of her. While the client's
marital history may be cleaned-up in the autobiographical text to be acceptable to
the public, the life of the the unnamed, substitute ghostwriter is not material for the
public's interest because she is perceived as unsuccesful both in her career and
personal life.
As we read the short story we see how important the writing process is for the
ghostwriter who only finds release of her life's troubles and anxieties through the
act of writing. The public may never know who she is but in that moment of
writing she begins to sort out her life for at the most important reader she has as of
that time—herself. From her father to general society, their view of her is that of
one who steps beyond what is permissable. Her father clearly pointed out that she
would have a better life if she married. And yet she took the path that was
supposed to be off-limits for her and in doing so she carved a life that was filled
with loneliness. Does the protagonist regret her choice? She clearly does not; and
her current sacrifice she hopes would lead her to a time wherein she can write
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using her own voice in a project of her own choosing. In such she can lend her own
voice to her own story.
Conclusion
The three sample texts show how contemporray women have to hurdle age-old
obstacles of Confucian-based patriarchy in their societies. Although not a single
protagonist from the sample text was able to reach, or reach yet her life's ambition,
it is clear that all three fictional women never wavered from living a life they can
claim to be authentic. It must be made clear that an authentic life here does not
mean giving up on one's traditional duties. Mother, for instance, carried on her role
with much self-sacrifice. Bae Suah's protagonist has not given up on the possibility
of re-integration into society either through marriage or revitalizing existing family
relationships, Kim Insuk's ghostwriter protagonist would still want to achieve
literary success to make her father proud. Thus, the contemporary women as
portrayed in the texts have not turned their backs on tradition. The new new angle
being pursued by their writing is the introduction of the woman as authentic
individuals amid the backdrop of traditional relationships. This is the challenge
that all societal units should look into. The new world that women would like to
achieve through their writing is not so much as one that goes against tradition but
one that follows the Korean core virtue of harmony amid the on-slaught of sped-up
change. Today, the ability to create physical spaces for women to dissolve their
anxieties of allowing their inner selves to come-out in a society whose practices
favor men should be the top agenda of its government for in doing so society's
consciousness of what a woman can and should be would also transform.
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“WE ARE KOPINO”:
A CASE STUDY OF HALF-KOREAN FILIPINO CHILDREN IN THE PHILIPPINES

ABSTRACT
‘Kopino’ is a coined term which refers children who are born of Korean and
Filipino parents. However, it is not yet as simple as this to define because,
frequently, they are regarded as the children who are born out of wedlock between
Korean and Filipino, or who are stigmatized not to be legitimately raised by
parents due to complex reasons such as separation, divorce, abandonment, and so
on. The term has been recently popular through Korean media coverages which
oftentimes show the downside of the phenomenon in the Philippines and
sensationalize the issue among the public in Korea. In the Philippines, upon the
influx of Korean visitors and immigrants, it was significantly spotlighted how
Kopino children among other foreign-blooded Filipino children in the country have
increased and became to carry negative connotation, particularly in connection
with Korean community which principally cares a ‘good breed’ of Korean mono
race.
In this regard, the study will attempt to understand the characteristics and
identity development of Kopino children in the Philippines. The study adopts a
qualitative case study in order to effectively capture construction of their ethnic
and social identity how it is influenced by external factors such as communal living
environment, education, and so on. In conclusion, the study aims to seek a better
understanding about Kopino children’s social location and identity development.
Keywords: Kopino, biracial Filipino, half-Korean, interracial marriage, identity
formationKorea

INTRODUCTION
Mixed-ethnicity or biracial population is oftentimes judged by double standards:
If they are born with a parent from relatively high socioeconomic countries, they
are privileged with many opportunities as an individual of mixed-race511. Whereas,
those with a parent, in more cases with a mother, from lower socioeconomic
countries, they are frequently discriminated, marginalized, and not given proper
1

In Thailand and Vietnam, mixed-race celebrities are gaining popularity and it even
influences to change in the standard of beauty in the country
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opportunities in the society. In other word, the plight of mixed-race is associated
with fatherless and illegitimacy in Asian society (McClain, 1994). Besides, despite
the fact that it is case by case, it is frequently associated with military camps,
entertainment, or sex industry, and thus, it is rather prevalent that biracial children
in many Asian countries are exposed to social stigma and may not as well gain
respect from the society. It is particularly found in countries where wars broke out
and US army was stationed, such as Vietnam, Korea, Cambodia, and surely the
Philippines is not an exception.
Influx of Korean visitors and immigrants to the Philippines has been evident in
the past few years. Fortunately, Korea has gained favourable image and welcomed
by locals for its internationally established corporations and recent popular culture
trends. Number of Korean soap operas has been constantly increasing on major
Philippine TV stations and shaped images of aspiration to Korea and Korean
people.
[Table 1] Korean soap operas aired in the Philippine major TV stations
TV
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013 2014
Station
GMA
11
10
12
5
4
7
5
10
9
ABSCBN

10

5

3

1

3

8

7

14

6

TV5

-

-

2

-

7

4

8

2

2

However, Korea is not always viewed through rose-coloured spectacles.
According to the Bureau of Immigration Philippines records in 2013, Korean
criminals and fugitives, among them 659 hiding in the country, topped the list for a
total of 34 arrested, whose cases range from forgery, drug-related crimes to heinous
acts such as murder522. It is also reported that Korean tourists were found to have
been involved in sex traffic which reached 250 in 20133. It is the popular accounts
that Korean male tourists have become notorious for sex trafficking and now
considered as one of the major ‘clients’ in the Philippine prostitution industry.
Here goes the problem. As Korean criminals and sex traffickers in the
Philippines are rapidly growing, it is also allegedly reported by Korean media that
the number of half-Korean children born of Korean men is increasing, and the
consequence is abandoning the children. Although not all the cases involve
2

Camille Diola, “Foreign criminals nabbed Philippines rise”, Philstar, January 16, 2014,
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2014/01/16/1279532/foreign-criminals-nabbedphilippines-rise-659
3
Seong-yun Won, “필리핀 한국인 살인사건 급증 이유는? (What’s the reason behind
increasing Korean murder cases in the Philippines?”) Huffington Post Korea, April 9,
2014,http://www.huffingtonpost.kr/2014/04/09/story_n_5116303.html
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criminals or prostitution as Korean media in a sensational manner, this has been
stigmatically correlated with the recent issue of many half-Korean children in the
Philippines. As a result, many cases project children as a social conundrum that is
illegitimately and unfortunately born between a sex worker and Korean man. It has
led several Korean-run NGOs or Christian missionaries to be involved in activities
to support children’s education and mother’s livelihood.
It should be noted that, however, it is not the first time the issue of social stigma
on half-Korean children is addressed outside of Korea. There were previously
similar issues in some parts of the world, particularly Southeast Asia and South
America, due to socio-economic-historic factors such as war, more trade and
business overseas, emerging marriage migration, and so on534. What is complex and
significant with the recent Kopino issues is that it is not considered in historic or
diplomatic context, but its focus lays in blaming a personal irresponsibility of
Korean citizens. Unlike in Vietnam where Korean citizens publicly apologized for
the past events in relation with the Vietnam War and half-Korean children who
were left by their Korean fathers, recent Kopino issue is not as seriously
approached: many Kopino cases are rather closely related to lower socio-economic
status and some Filipino women indeed engage in the industry where Korean
clientele are dominantly served (e.g. leisure & recreation, entertainment, language
tutorial). Therefore, social dynamics should be more thoroughly considered in the
Philippines context.
Compared to Korea, the Philippines is relatively generous to multi-ethnicity
and it is even witnessed that the public open-heartedly accept the biracial,
particularly celebrities or sports players of western lineage. In case of those with
American lineage, it is ironic that they are called ‘Fil-Am’ when they are
successfully accepted by the society, while unprivileged half-American Filipino are
called ‘Amerasian’ with overflowing derogatory meaning5. Kopino, new
Amerasian in the country, follow in the path of the social stigma. In this regard,
next chapter will look into previous cases of Amerasian and Japino in and outside

4

Before the word Kopino became known to people, there were different terminologies that
refer half-Korean in different places. The most know is ‘Lad Dai Han’ in Vietnam, which
usually refers half-Korean Vietnamese in Vietnam. Majority of them were born during
Vietnam War between Korean men and Vietnamese women.
5
The similar history shows when Hiens Edward Ward Jr., a half-Korean American football
player, a 2-time Super Bowl Champion and the MVP of Super Bowl XL visited Korea. He
was granted honorary citizenship by the major of Seoul and South Korean society proudly
recognized him as half-Korean. However, it was also criticized that this timely staged visit
was used as government self-promotion to proclaim that Korea is global and progressive
(Doolan, 2012), while the other Korean Amerasian population were still marginalized and
did not obtain any privilege.
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of the Philippines in order to understand prevalent social stigma on biracial
children.
BIRACIAL CHILDREN IN AND OUTSIDE OF THE PHILIPPINES
: AMERASIAN, JAPINO & KOPINO
Although the term Amerasian6 had previously existed in the globe, it was an
American writer Pearl S. Buck who made the term known widely by advocating
the right of Amerasian children during post-war era. The Amerasian Foundation,
in order to encompass all Amerasian groups regardless of their residential country,
defines Amerasian as “any person who was fathered by a citizen of the United
States (including US servicemen, expatriate, or government employee) and whose
mother is, or was, an Asian national Asian.”547 It is explicitely and clearly indicated
that fathers will always be US citizens, not another way around. According to
Chung and Le (1994) defined Amerasian in the context of Vietnam that Amerasian,
in a broader social context, is “a person who is born of an American father and an
Asian mother or vice versa.” Unlike the Amerasian Foundation, this interpretation
gives more flexibility that one of parents, not exclusively mothers, could be
American or Asian. In the study of Amerasian in South Korea, Doolan (2012)
defined that Amerasian refers to “persons of mixed Korean/American ancestry”
which attempted to disregard implicit political and historical assumption that may
give negative connotation.
In the Philippines, Amerasian is often contrasted with ‘Fil-Am’ which refers
half-Filipinos who stay in the US belonging to upper socio-economic status, or
those who come back and lead successful career in the Philippines8. Amerasian,
therefore, socially connotes half-American Filipino children who may be born out
of wed-lock and stigmatized to lower socio-economic level9. Notwithstanding any
implied discrimination, it prevalently enunciates that, due to widespread relation

6

It is also colloquially used ‘G. I. Baby’ to refer half-American children who are born to
US soldiers. However, this study will only use ‘Amerasian’ as not all half-American Asian
children were fathered US soldiers, but also other occupations involved. Also, it is a US
legal term and the official definition which was formalized by Public Law 97-359, the
Amerasian Act of 1982.
7
The Amerasian Foundation official website: http://amerasianfoundation.org/amerasiandefinition/
8
Most basketball players who are half-American, born either in the US or the Philippines,
are called ‘Fil-Am’ and it shows their social status and public perceptions are considered
positive.
9
Calvin Sims, “A hard life for Amerasian Children”, The New York Times, July 23, 2000,
http://www.nytimes.com/2000/07/23/world/a-hard-life-for-amerasian-children.html
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of dynamics, Amerasian children are regarded as second-class citizens in most
Asian countries1055.
This extensively led academic research in Amerasian children and teens, and
studies dominantly focused on their experiences, identity, and socio-emotional
status. Chung and Le (1994) tried to find out Amerasians’ psychological and
emotional development at risk. Their study employed survey and looked into
Vietnamese Amerasians’ experiences under Amerasian Homecoming Act in the
process of pre-departure and post-settlement in the US and what expectations and
problems they faced in the US. In other contexts, it has been extensively researched
and reported how Amerasian children in different parts of the world are portrayed
as victims and still carrying on struggling life (Lee, 2006; Kutchera, 2010; Doolan,
2012; Kutchera et al., 2012) in many Asian countries including the Philippines 11.
Kutchera et al. (2012) states that there is a widespread belief that most Amerasian
population in the Philippines are from Filipina prostitutes or sex industry workers,
yet it is rather empirically untested hypothesis. More than academic works, the life
of Filipino Amerasian has been frequently reported by local and international
media, and the endless tragedy was angled and constantly debated12.
The long history of Japanese Amerasian is also deeply rooted on the US base in
Okinawa prefecture in Japan. It is reported that there are about 22,000 US military
personnel stationed in Okinawa prefecture, and the local government estimates
that about 200 Amerasian children are born in Okinawa annually. Japanese word
‘Champuru’ which literally means Okinawan stir-fried dish sometimes refers mixedblood children, usually half-American, in Okinawa. They are frequently subjected
to discrimination in the society, which is not always charitable to biracial children.
When it was found that Japanese Amerasian children were marginalized in
Japanese society, Japanese nongovernmental organizations were being established
to empower children to secure an ordinary life and to provide assistance in finding
their biological American father for financial support.

10

On top of this, Filipino Amerasians, particularly those born to a Afro-American father,
feel they are caught in a more vicious cycle (‘Amerasians’ in the Philippines fight for
recognition) and drop out of schools or get refused at job searching.
11
Although the terminology ‘Amerasian’ was first coined to refer Vietnamese children with
the US servicemen during post-war period, it is now commonly used Asian children with
American ethnicity who are not given privileges or legitimate acknowledgement to be the
US citizen.
12
Most media coverage is based on a US military-base town in Olongapo city, Subic where
thousands of US Sailors and Marines were deployed. Although American flag was officially
lowered in 1992, the military ties between the Philippines and the US government still exist
for mutual necessity. This inevitably caused the city a thriving entertainment and
prostitution industry since then.
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In a similar context, marginalized half-Japanese Filipinos in the Philippine
society are called ‘Japino’5613. Since 1900s, there has been influx of Japanese citizens
to the Philippines and increasing number of male contractual workers worked in
Baguio (Ubalde, 2013). After Japan defeated in the World War II, it was inevitable
for Japanese including their Filipina spouse and children to conceal their Japanese
lineage. Those who decided to stay in the Philippines were called the Philippine
Nikkeijin, which refers to a person “of Japanese desent who is living outside Japan,
including those who have immigrated to Japan” (Ohno, 2007a: 243; sited from
Ubalde, 2013).
When capital-intensive pattern of Philippine industrialization and growing
population in 1970s spurred unemployment in the Philippines (Fuwa and
Anderson, 2006), local labor force was sent abroad by the government policy and
labor migration drastically increased. In this type of migration, women
outnumbered men (World Bank, 2005) and Japan was one of the El Dorado for
them to achieve financial stability. If not all, many of female Filipino workers in
Japan engaged in entertainment industry, and this resulted them in having a
relationship or married to Japanese men. In addition this socio-historic background,
increasing number of Japanese sex tourists in the Philippines since 1980s made the
issue come to the fore once again.
Quite a number of studies by Japanese and Filipino scholars have been
conducted to look into half-Japanese Filipino in both countries (Almonte-Acosta,
2012; Takahara, 2013; Ubalde, 2013). What is significant here is that it is called
Japanese-Filipino rather than Japino, which connotes negative impression and a
certain stereotype in word choice. Therefore, the focus of the research may as well
differ and Japino gains this fixed image of half-Japanese Filipino whose mother
would be entertainment workers or those who do not keep their marriages
anymore14. Almonte-Acosta (2012) studied Filipino-Japanese children living in
Japan and found that most participants believed they are Japanese although their
mother is Filipino. For most of them, the Philippines is a country where their
mother is from, but they do not necessarily find the country where they belong to.
Another study by Ubalde (2013) examined the different ways that Japanese-Filipino
children in the Philippines, who are not members of NGOs, construct their identity
and social location. The study concluded that there are various ways of identity
13

In most cases, including academic works, Japanese Filipino Children (JFC) is commonly
used recently and Japino is avoided to use. However, this chapter would like to raise the
issue in comparison with Amerasian and Kopino, therefore, JFC is not discussed in depth.
14
During the economic boom of Japan, there were many Filipino labourers who were
employed in Japan. Some of them got married to Japanese or had live-in partners and bored
half-Japanese children. In other cases, some were engaged in entertainment industry and
pregnant to a baby. Afterwards, when they got divorced or gave a birth out of wedlock, the
children became father-less and were called ‘Japino’ in the Philippine context.
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construction, whether more Japanese, more Filipino, or in the middle of two, and
that is understood in the transnational connection of the individual.
While Amerasian and Japino have been researched and known through media
and social workers previously, Kopino is relatively a recent phenomenon and yet
no sufficient empirical studies exist in the Philippines. It has been frequently
reported by Korean media that oftentimes provided unidentified information. As
the figure 1 shows, the number of Korean visitors and immigrants has rapidly been
growing in the Philippines and modern Korean culture has likewise been gaining
popularity in recent years. With this current popularity, Korea became one of the
news topics the Filipinos are curious about, regarding the new foreigners in the
country and one of those is about the Kopino.
[Figure 1] Foreign visitors in the Philippines5715

Like Amerasian (vs Fil-Am) and Japino (vs Japanese-Filipino), Kopino is also
stereotypically derogatorily perceived in contrast with ‘Korean-Filipino’ which
literally means either half-Korean or half-Filipino. Kopino was coined by one
Korean national who founded one of Kopino related NGOs in the Philippines.
According to his definition, Kopino is “children (who was) born between a Korean
father and a Filipino mother”16. It was pondered on the exiting terminologies
referring biracial Filipinos in the Philippines, such as Amerasian, Chinoy, and
Japino17. Although there is no visible official or scholastic distinction between
Kopino and Korean-Filipino children, it has established common perception among
15

However, this graph does not identify the length of staying whether they are temporary
visitors or permanent residents in the Philippines.
16
Kopino Children’s Association Inc. Facebook page: https://www.facebook
.com/kopino.org/info?tab=overview
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the Korean community in the Philippines that these Kopino children are
illegitimately born while theirs are not. Besides, the population of Kopino children
were not officially monitored or counted, yet it is inaccurately exaggerated in the
media report18. This growing antagonizing view inevitably caused discord and
brought dishonor among the existing Korean community in the Philippines19.
Besides, Korean male sex tourists to the Philippines have recently gained
notorious image in Philippine local media and cases of pregnancy between Korean
men and Filipino entertainers became dominantly highlighted. Therefore, many
half-Korean children in lower socio-economic status are disgracefully classified as
offspring of prostitutes. In addition, it is dispreferred by some Korean-Filipino
interracial marriage couples in the Philippines because Kopino is patterned after
‘Japino’ which, particularly to them, has a derogatory meaning as illegitimate halfJapanese children in the Philippines, and so does Kopino.
In relation to this, the discordance is caused by arguments whether Korean
government should be involved in finding a solution on this matter. Recently, a
Filipina filed a lawsuit against her Korean husband who reportedly abandoned her
and their two children. The case was filed in December 2012, and through DNA
testing and supporting documents, the Korean court finally declared the Korean
husband as the biological father of two children20. She won the custody rights
against him. This intrigued some private law firms in Korea to approach Kopino
mothers and give them tips to take legal actions and file for financial support 5821.
The word which motivated this Korean NGO director was ‘Chinoy’ (also spelled ‘Tsinoy’)
which refers to ethnic Chinese who are born in the Philippines, or half-Chinese Filipino. For
its simple sound and easy conjugation, Kopino was termed and known through Korean
online community. Since the use of this new terminology, there was a numberous argument
on Kopino vs Korean-Filipino, which was previously used to refer interracial marriage
between Korean and Filipino citizens and their children. Since then, those who participated
in Korean-Filipino family events wanted to disconnect from Kopino or any related issues
because they were concerned that it may impact negatively on their children.
18
The NGO direector, a respondent in this study, said that “When I had interviews with
media, I carelessly said ‘I guess there might be around 10,000 Kopino children in the
Philippines’, and it was quoted endlessly and became as if it was official statistics.” It is not,
however, counted by the state, neither Korea nor the Philippines, and therefore, is not
possible to conclude accurate number of Kopino children as of 2014.
19
Han (2007) claims that Korean ethnic homogeneity touts nationalism and consanguinity
of the Korean people. It is also based on a profound sense of cultural distinctiveness and
superiority. It is less prevalent among overseas Koreans, but this will help identify the
ethnic and social division in understanding Kopino phenomenon.
20
After Amerasians and Japinos, who are Kopinos? http://www.abs-cbnnews
.com/focus/06/30/14/after-amerasians-and-japinos-who-are-kopinos
21
In the case of Vietnamese Amerasian children who were recognized by their American
fathers, American Homecoming Act (PL 100-200) took effect in 1988 to give preferential
immigration status to children in Vietnam born of US fathers. This also allowed the
17
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As mentioned previously, there are not enough empirical studies on Kopino in
the Philippine context22. One study by Bulalacao (2011) attempted to explore the
interplay of class, culture and capitalism as factors behind Kopino children
abandonment and concluded that there is a power dynamics between Korean men
and Filipino women, who are uneducated, poor, and prostituted. However, the
study seems to need more validity because only two Kopino mothers were
involved in this study and the interconnection between convergence of sex
industry and Korean popular culture needs to be interpreted more appropriately.
In summation, it can be said that issues of biracial Filipinos in relation with the
US, Japan, and Korea seem to have risen in different contexts. Many Filipino
Amerasians were born during the post-war period, when the Philippines-US
relations strengthened after the US strategically approached Asian countries in the
name of allies and succeeded to station US bases in Asia, including Olongapo city,
Subic in the Philippines. Japino children were born during the Japanese economic
boom, starting in 1980s, when many Overseas Filipino Workers flew to Japan to
seek better-paying jobs. In the meantime, Kopino is the newest biracial Filipinos in
the society who are considered as remnants of Korean exodus dominantly since
late 1990s in quest of immigration, business opportunity, English education and so
on. Hence, the issues involving biracial Filipino children in the Philippine context
should be understood in the sociohistoric perspective. Kopino, therefore, cannot
simply be judged by the identical standard that used to define Amerasian or Japino
children.
DEFINITION OF ‘KOPINO’
It is illogical to judge that most Kopino children are products of Korean men
and Filipina sex workers because women’s profession also varies. Another case to
consider is some women who divorced their Korean husbands in Korea and later

Amerasian children as well as their immediate relatives to receive refugee benefits. Under
this special legislation, Vietnamese, Thai, and American governments jointly made efforts
to operate the Amerasian Homecoming Program. After 14 years, Amerasian Naturalization
Act was enacted in 2003 to extend American citizenship to the offspring of US military
personnel in four other war-zone countries, South Korea, Laos, Cambodia, and Thailand. It
was advocated to enhance the Amerasian children’s life free from racism, discrimination
and homelessness.
22
Contrastingly, there are a number of studies on ‘Kosian’, the children of Korean
women/men and their Asian spouses (Lee, 2003). In a similar logic, this terminology also
shows that they are not fully accepted in Korean society and still distinguished by their
ethnicity which implicitly means either mother or father is from other Asian countries as a
spouse or migrant worker who came to Korea rather for financial reasons
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decided to come back to the Philippines, having custody of the children, who
therefore are also half-Korean Filipinos in the Philippines.
In this study, Kopino is defined as “Filipinos who permanently live in the
Philippines with Korean lineage of either Korean father or mother.” In this way, a
variety of factors (e.g. migrant labor, interracial marriage, sex tourism,
abandonment, single mothers, etc.) to identify Kopino population in the
Philippines can be comprehensively counted. Also, the stigmatized image of
Kopino as abandoned children which is exaggerated in media will be somewhat
left out in this study. Furthermore, this particular study selects to limit Kopino who
are between the ages of 6 and 24 which covers children to youth 5923.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Based on the discussion in the earlier chapter, the study proposes a conceptual
framework for looking into the phenomenon of Kopino in the Philippines setting.
The study begins with the idea that the participants for this study, Kopino children
and teens, have developed cultural, social, and ethnic identities, or prefer Filipino,
Korean, or neither of identity. It should also be counted that it is acceptable in the
Philippine setting where they inevitably needed to imagine what Korea is and what
being a Korean is like. Lastly, this phenomenon should also consider dynamics of
ethnic division by social stigma and ostracism in Korea, as well as in the
Philippines, where a double standard is applied to understand biracial Filipinos.
The study will focus on analyzing how Kopino children and teens construct the self
and position themselves in the Philippine context.
The conceptual framework is proposed as follows:

23

UNESCO defines children of primary school between the ages of 6-11, and UN defines
youth between the ages of 15-24. The Kopino in this study will be referred children and
teens throughout the chapters, and thus, would like to be consistent to include children and
teens under the age bracket UNESCO and UN defined. http://www.unesco.org
/new/en/social-and-human-sciences/themes/youth/youth-definition/
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[Figure 2] Conceptual framework

METHODOLOGY
RESEARCH SITE
There are a number of NGOs in the Philippines that advocate better welfare and
life support for Kopino children and their family. They are mostly founded and
operated by Korean nationals, who are self-sufficient in raising funds or supported
by religious institutions based in Korea. For this study, one of NGOs that was
founded in 2006 by a Korean husband and Filipino wife couple was chosen as a
research site. The Korean founder while working for Korean community matters in
Metro Manila realized that there was growing number of abandoned half-Korean
children in the Philippines without being recognized by their Korean father.
Primarily, they provided their own residence to some Kopino family; however, it
did not take long until they could not accommodate more and more Kopino
children and mothers with similar problems. The couple decided to establish a
NGO to formally accommodate children who are in need of good care. This study
only focuses on this particular NGO, therefore, it should be clear that the research
findings do not intend to represent all Kopino cases in the Philippines. Instead, it
aims to provide primary findings to understand Kopino children in the Philippine
who are serviced by NGO.
This NGO currently accommodates eleven children at this moment and hires a
full-time coordinator. They receive visitors for volunteer work, outreach program,
and extracurricular activities. Children’s mothers or relatives became to know
about this organization through word of mouth spread or by social networking
sites. The organization makes sure to verify if children are truly of a Korean lineage
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by confirming formal documents, past photographs, or inquiring their relatives and
neighbors who witnessed their previous relationship.
PARTICIPANTS
For this study, eleven Kopino children and teens were invited for focus group
discussion to talk about their living environment and identity perception. All
participants’ identification is protected by pseudonym: three participants are given
Korean pseudonym as their actual usage of Korean name in the Philippines. The
educational attainment is identified there are one college student, three high school
students, and six grade school students.
As all of them are staying in the shelter provided by this NGO, immediate
family members indicated here do not share their everyday life. As it is interpreted,
all of them do not have a contact with their Korean father.

Nickname
Sangwoo
Mark
Krystal
Jessica
Mary
Grace
Emma
Heejin
Ryan
Martin
Minji

[Table 2] Participants’ demographic information
School
Immediate
Sex
Age
Birthplace
Year
family
Mother and
M
22
1st College
Philippines
half-brother
Mother and
M
15
4th HS
Philippines
elder sister
F
12
1st HS
Korea
Mother
F
11
1st HS
Philippines
Uncle
F
12
1st HS
Philippines
Mother
F
12
Grade 6
Philippines
Mother
Mother and
F
12
Grade 6
Philippines
half-siblings
F
12
Grade 6
Philippines
Mother
Mother and
M
11
Grade 6
Philippines
half-siblings
M
11
Grade 5
Philippines
Elder siblings
F
10
Grade 5
Vietnam
Mother

METHODS & DATA COLLECTION
This study adopts a case study to explore a phenomenon in one Kopino NGO in
the Philippines. It employed a focus group discussion and each discussion lasts 1-2
hours with each group consisting of 2-3 participants. The reason focus group
discussion was designed instead of individual interview is that relatively young
participants were expected to feel more comfortable in sharing experiences and
idea with peers who stay together in the shelter. They clearly know they share
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similar family background and thus, it was expected that they would be able to
speak out their mind hearing others’ story.
The focus group discussion with participants was conducted in the organization
for three days on October 18, 20, and 21. The group was divided according to
school years for effective data gathering6024. The semi-constructed questions were
prepared by the researcher and participants were free to repond in their preferred
language either Filipino or English.
The researcher also conducted a separate interview with the NGO staff. It was a
necessary process since some participants are young and may not accurately
remember or be informed about their father or parental relationship. The interview
with the staff was conducted on October 23 in English and Korean. Last individual
interview was conducted with the full-time coordinator25 on November 12 at the
shelter. Each interview lasted approximately 1~2 hours.
DATA ANALYSIS
In this chapter, data gathered through group and individual interviews will be
analyzed. The study provides descriptive findings on the living environment,
belongingness, sense of identity, imagined Korean-ness, and hope of a reunion. All
italic phrases indicate quoted phrases from what participants responded during the
interview.
LIVING ENVIRONMENT & BELONGINGNESS
All the participants in this study stay in the shelter provided by the NGO
during weekdays and go to see their family or relatives during weekend. Most of
them meet their mothers, but some other children do not meet their mother
regularly since their mothers have a new family or a partner, or sometimes lives
outside of Metro Manila. Krystal’s mother stays at the shelter as an ‘in-house
mother’, while Ryan’s mother is working in Lebanon and only comes back to the
Philippines every several years. His cousin Martin joins Ryan and stays in his
relative’s place instead: Martin’s elder siblings, who are already married, do not
have enough space nor financially eligible to take him out on a weekend. The
others, Jessica and Emma whose mothers have new families, tend to always stay in
the shelter except occasionally when they visit relatives in the province during
school breaks or holidays.

24

This was based on researcher’s previous observation upon visit and volunteer works
where it was observed that boys and girls would conflict and sometimes argue. In order to
maximize sharing of idea in harmonious ambience, the groups were divided in this way.
25
The coordinator has been working at the organization since 2009. She stays from 8am to
5pm every day except for Sunday. Her usual routine includes counseling, scheduling
visitors and classes, and accountancy.
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Almost all prefer staying in the shelter because they are at least provided with
daily necessities and rooms to stay. Everyone is supported by the NGO tution fee
which their own family cannot dream of. During the interview, Martin said he
prefers staying in the shelter because the place made him study properly and keep
disciplined for the first time. Minji responded that she like staying in the shelter
because it feels “pinakabonding” as they share life stories.
Two rooms are separately occupied by boys and girls, therefore, children feel
more united among the same sex. They attend the school which is just beside the
shelter and thus, other students are also familiar with ‘Kopino’ and know that they
have a Korean lineage.
“Lahat po sila alam nila kasi scholar kami. Tumitira po kami sa shelter. Kasi po dyan
lang po yung shelter, tapost dito lang po yung school. Pag minsan nga po, may
nakikireview sa amin.”
This is quite different from previous studies on biracial children wherein the
results show that biracial children would conceal their ethnic background in front
of others. It is interpreted that they stay in the ‘shelter’ with the company of people
who share similar ethnic background, and therefore, they seem to be protected
from possible marginalization. This is also a part of efforts by NGO to provide
decent education to get self-respect for children. This is the ultimate aim of the
NGO as they impassionedly said in the interview, “How great it will be if these
children become successful and contribute to two countries! Then, who would dare look
down on them?”
As mentioned, grade school students attend the school near the organization
where they are granted a scholarship. Two high school girls have also been granted
free tuition fee in a private school with founders’ consistent effort to get children
quality education. They are not discriminated for being fatherless because it is all
shared by other classmates at school, like Heejin said “[Opo] kasi parehas kaming
walang tatay.”
Aside from regular classes, they are regularly provided with counseling
sessions led by the full-time coordinator where they can freely consult personal
matters, reveal their true emotion, spiritual matters, and so on.
SENSE OF IDENTITY
Most of them said that they are sometimes asked by others, “May lahi ka ba?”
due to their appearance such as dominant chinky-eyes or fairer skin complexion.
The first question they always encounter if they are half-Chinese or half-Japanese,
and eventually if they are half-Korean. Minji said “Marami pong nagtatanong sa akin
kung Chinese ako dahil sa mata ko.” Heejin responded “Pag ano ko po si mama,
pinagkakamalan po nila si mama na yaya, kasi po hindi kami magkamukha.” meaning that
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her physical appearance stands out when she is with her mother. Similarly, Grace,
who is found to have obvious East Asian-looking eyes at first glance, said “Halo
daw po eh. Pero mostly pag-sinasabi po nila, pag-magkatabi kami ni mama, magkamukha
daw kami pero kulay po naming iba.” They are easily recognized by the local people
like Ryan said “yung iba po sabi, kahit hindi nila ako kilala sasabihin nila ‘O, Koreyano!’
May iba po ine-English ako kasi akala nila di ako marunong mag-Tagalog.”
They are clearly aware of their physical appearance that stands out among
others. However, their perception of ethnic identity seems stable and it is
dominantly found as most of them perceive themselves more “Filipino” than
Korean.
“Nasa Pilipinas po kami eh.”
“Because lumaki po ako dito and mahal ko po ito and mahal ko po yung.”
“Kasi po Pilipino po yung nanay ko.”
“Parang kinagisnan ko na po.”
Majority of participants said without hesitation that they are born in the
Philippines, so might as well be called Filipino. They also added that, like Grace,
“[at tsaka po] yung nag-alaga sa amin yung mga mothers naming na Filipino.” which
sounds simple but clear that they have Filipino mothers. In fact, participants in this
study do not seem to unduly excessively worry about their ethnic identity. Jason
and Minji say that they feel “Koreyanong labas”, while Mary and Ryan do not
associate them with being Korean. Mark, who showed slightly unsettled feeling
during the interview said “Tinatanong nila sa akin ‘May lahi ka ba?’, sinasabi ko po
‘Pilipino’”, which was much stronger than other participants. It is generally
interpreted that due to their living environment, being with Filipino mother in the
Philippines, the distinction between their physical and social identity tends to be
clear.
Another interesting finding is that they are contented to be called Kopino than
other names. Everyone said they are ‘proud’ to be Kopino. As Emma said “kasi
parang iba sa kanila”, the children feel special for being biracial in the Philippines
where many biracial people lead successful career especially in entertainment and
sports field. Besides, Korea has been gaining favourable image through recent
popular culture and its remarkable economic growth, so it may have empowered
their identity perception symbolically that they have a father from a richer country.
Lastly, constant disciplined education by NGO staff could have instilled a sense of
self-respect6126. None of them showed their wish not to be called as Kopino, but said
they are all ’happy’ to be Kopino.
26

In other word, it seems that participants’ conceptualization of ethnic identity is situated
by influence of the organization. Particularly, they rely on founders who emphasize the
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“Ganun po, pero nahihiya po ako pag-sinabi pong Kopino ako. Okay lang. Proud
naman po ako.”
“Masaya po, proud po. Para pong naano ko na half-Korean ako. Naano ko din po
tatay ko.”
“Proud na proud po ako kasi po pag-dinesdiscribe po nila yung, masaya. Yun po.”
Jessica, who was the most vocal about Kopino, responded that “Kasi po dalawang
bansa po yung nirerepresent naming. Parang meron pong relasyon sa Korea at Pilipinas.”
It is quite different and contrasting with related studies on other biracial children
(Almonte-Acosta, 2012; Dulan, 2013) where most of their respondents refused to be
identified as half-Japanese or half-Asian; the word ‘Kopino’ for these children is
simply perceived positively and even gives prestigious image. However, although
they freely admit they have a Korean father, they do not volunteer to say they are
half-Korean unless people ask them. One of the reasons they do not voluntarily say
that they are half-Korean is that their classmates might think “parang iniisip nila ang
yabang” as there is a prevalent idea in the Philippine society that biracial traits of
developed country is a privilege.
On the other hand, it was surprising that they are very much aware of what is
reported in media about Kopino. They learn through media and also from the NGO
staff that Kopino is frequently associated with sex industry and hence, it sometimes
unfairly generalizes them to be children of prostitutes. Two grade school
participants clearly gave their views: Martin answered to the question if he likes to
be called Kopino, “Opo, kasi po ibig sabihin nun Koreyanong Pilipino. Yung ayoko lang
po dun ay yung sinasabing anak ng prostitute. Minsan po naiisip ko yung prostitute,
parang napapababa po tingin ko sa sarili ko.” where we relate this issue with self-pride.
In the same interview, Ryan also responded that “Yung Kopino po Korean tapos
Pilipino. Sinasabi po nung iba na prostitute, pero para po sa akin, hindi ganun.” he rejects
to be defined under the judgmental connotation.
Similarly, Jessica answered in English to the question what she would need in
the shelter in the future, “After one year? More rooms because I think Kopino will be
much more. Because every day Koreans and Filipinos are making love and producing more
Kopino.” She was asked immediately if she has read any news to know about this
issue and she answered “I just think so because there are many Korean tourists here in
the Philippines.”
importance of self-respect, so that children will not be in despair of being half-Korean
without their father. This somehow consolidates identity that they belong to the Philippines
and hence are more like Filipino. At the same time, their Korean ethnicity is not forgotten
either because they are also mentally reinforced that Kopino is between two countries who
could contribute to both countries in the future.
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It is important in this study since, except for Jessica, none of female participants
have mentioned about prostitution or prevalently assumed reason of increasing
Kopino children in the Philippines. In terms of gender, females might be more
sensitive about this stereotype that their mother might have been in sex industry;
however, as two respondents’ statement above show, males could also be critical
and it may develop pessimistic views and lower children’s self-respect.
IMAGINED KOREAN-NESS
When asked if they are familiar with Korean culture, they mentioned Hanbok,
Korean food, Korean soap operas, and K-pop. It showed that their image of Korea
is not any different from ordinary Filipinos as they have known about Korea when
K-pop became more popular in the Philippines. For instance, four grade school
girls like 2NE1 and would imitate and perform in the special occasion in the
organization. They are not particularly interested in Korea itself and barely know
about the country. Instead, they tend to imagine Korea through Korean visitors or
volunteer workers and hear from their stories. Minji said “Natutuwa po ako kasi pag
nakakakita po ako ng Korean, naiisip ko po tatay ko.” and this is why most of them are
simply happy to meet Korean visitors. They also imagine Korea through mass
media without first-hand experience.
Unlike some cases where Amerasian or Japino who are recognized by their
biological fathers and successfully obtained citizenship or visa to fatherland,
participants in this study are not desperate for going to Korea legally. When they
were asked if they would like to go to Korea, they answered positively and
majority of them responded they want to explore different places in Korea: for
them, looking for their father is not a priority to go to Korea. Krystal said “Tour po
around Korea, aralin pa yung culture, tapos magkaroon po ng friends sa Korea.” and Mary
also gave similar answer “magtour and then eat food and make new friends.” expressing
she wants to travel and meet other people in Korea; ironically, meeting or looking
for their father was not mentioned as an important intention. This pattern is found
in most participants’ response and is interpreted that Korea is rather like a foreign
country to them where they can travel, study, make new friends, or find a job. Two
grade school participants also enumerated their plans when they go to Korea and,
at the end, they both said they would look for their fathers.
“Gusto ko pong makapag-aral dun. Ma-try ko po yung dorm nila. Tapos second po,
pag nakapagwork na po ako, gusto ko pong makita papa ko. Kung saan po sya
nakatira, saan po address nya. Okay lang naman po kahit picture lang.”
“Kasi gusto ko pong makita kung paano sila mag-aral dun tapos po yung disciplina.
Syempre po pagkatapos ng pag-aaral, maghahanap ng trabaho ganyan. Tapos makita
po yung papa ko. Makita ko lang sya, makaysap kung bakit nya kami iniwan ng
ganyan. Tapos sasabihin kop o na nagkita kami ng father ko.”
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Most of them have learned Korean language but the classes are intermittently
conducted because volunteers of free tutorial classes are disconnected. Despite
unremarkable improvement in Korean language, all the participants would like to
continue learning the language more. Interestingly, it is less related to their Korean
lineage, but similar to ordinary children who need to lean another foreign language
in addition to English with academic motivation. For instance, Ryan gave a very
strong statement “Kasi hindi naman po ako dun ano eh. Hindi naman yun lnggwahe ko.”,
which shows he is not in Korea, therefore the language is not his own either. He
does not situate himself someone who would own both cultural heritage. Likewise,
most of them do not necessarily associate Korean language with their ethnicity:
Like K-pop, it is a simple joy for them to experience a foreign culture which gained
popularity in the Philippines.
“Para po dagdag.”
“Para po may malaman na panibagong language.”
Also, like Martin said “Kasi parang marami kayong language na alam. Yung
maintindihan nyo po sila kahit anong sabihin nila. Kasi po dina yung ibang Korean di
marunong mag-English”, they know not all Koreans speak fluent English, so it could
help when they are in Korea. In this context, the ‘Koreans’ they refer is Korean
visitors or donors who support their shelter.
“Kunware pag may sinabi pong maganda kami, pwede po kaming magpasalamat.”
“Para po maintindihan naming kung ano sinasabi nila.”
On the contrary, Grace said she would like to try to learn Korean but does not
aim to be perfect as long as she could communicate with her father: “Gusto ko lang
po matuto mag-Korean para kung makaharap ko po papa ko. Pero magaling naman daw po
sya mag-English. Gusto ko po marinig boses ko.” Similarly, Minji also responded “First
of all po, pag nakapagtapos po ako dun, may chance po na mabalitaan ko na andun
pa po si Papa. Pagkatapos po nun hahanapin po.” which gives a clue why they did
not say that it is not a top priority to look for their fathers: it is seen with mere
possibility that they would meet their fathers immediately6227.
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Levitt and GlickSchiller (2004) suggest that ‘ways of being’ refer to the actual social
relations and practices in which individuals engage, whereas ‘ways of belonging’ refer to a
connection to a homeland through memory, nostalgia or imagination.
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HOPE OF A REUNION
Despite the fact that they are left by their father, they are still hopeful that their
fathers might come back to see them. Except for Ryan, who revealed slight grudge
against his father “Kasi hindi ko naman po sya nakasama. Napanganak po ako, wala na po
sya.” at the beginning of the interview, most of them were thoroughly told by
mothers or relatives what really happened prior to their birth, and accept the
reality without serious hatred against their father. Mary said she misses her father
every day, and Jessica said “Para po kahit di kami magkasama maproprotect pa rin siya
ni God kahit iniwan nya kami.” that she wishes him the best even if they have another
family or will never come back to see them.
It seems their hope of a reunion is influenced by their mother’s hope. Minji said
“Nagtalo po nga po kami ni mama na hindi na ako babalikan ng papa.” that she and her
mother have contrasting idea if he would come back. Grace responded that “Sabi po
kasi ni mama na tinutupad daw po nya lahat ng promise nya. Sabi daw po nya na babalik
sya.” she relies on her mother to believe he may keep promise to come back.
Furthermore, the stand of organization founders is firm that it is not the best
solution to file the case and look for fathers to ask for financial support. They can
personally try to contact their fathers and probably find out majority of them
already have families or their wives do not know about these children back in the
Philippines. Korean founder spoke strongly that “What’s the use of breaking up their
family and winning in the case? If they say they don’t intend to come back, then it’s their
choice. We can try without lawsuit if they are willing to send some financial support.
What’s more important is to enact law to protect these children, and government and other
institutions should support their family, mothers, to get out of poverty.” there should be
more constructive solutions discussed. He, being a Korean man, is fully aware that
it will cause more serious problems in Korea, a paternal society of strong
homogeneity. This may have influenced children in the organization that they can
still be positive, but at the same time, realistic.
CONCLUSION
This study has investigated Kopino children in one organization in the
Philippines about their living environment, belongingness, a sense of identity, and
hope for reunions with their fathers. The findings show that their communal
environment for everyday life seems to keep them from marginalization or
discrimination in the society. The participants seem to show relatively clear
distinctions that their physical appearance is more Korean, but they firmly situated
their identity to be closer to Filipino. It is demonstrated because they were born in
the Philippines and mainly looked after by of a Filipino mother in spite of nonmarriage or abandonment. It is therefore understandable that they are not
desperate to look for their fathers when they go to Korea: their wish and priority in
Korea was studying, working, or making new friends, and they will look for father
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when they are settled. This is, however, interpreted that this belief may have been
constructed under this particular organization that shelters children and mediates
in stigmatized environment.
In terms of Korea or Korean culture, they are not particularly fascinated about
Korean culture because of their Korean lineage: it is also new and foreign to them
which gained popularity in the country, hence, they tend to show similar cultural
recognition and consumption not any different from other Filipinos. They usually
experience Korea through Korean visitors or mass media without first-hand contact.
It is analyzed that, despite they are aware they are half-Korean, Kopino children in
this study imagine Korea without connecting it with their ethnic identity.
Lastly, most of them are still hopeful to find a father and dream of simple things
to do such as hearing voice, hugging, or taking photographs with him. Unlike other
biracial children studies, participants in this study showed distance hope of a
reunion and did not show a sign of hatred. However, it should be also
contextualized that these children are kept from social marginalization and
surrounded by people who constantly make them understood the reality of
growing number of abandonment by Korean men.
This study is not seeking to generalize the recent emerging Kopino issue.
Instead, the study aimed to raise awareness among Filipino and Korean citizens on
understanding the phenomenon of Kopino in the Philippines by providing a fairly
balanced view on Kopino children rather than widespread misconceptions.
SUGGESTIONS
As the study kept emphasizing, it cannot be generalized the life of Kopino
children and teens in the Philippines. The context of the study is the nongovernmental organization founded and run by a Korean-Filipina couple; therefore,
there are some factors why participants responded in a certain way. The future
study should investigate more empirical cases how imposed, situated, or imagined
Kopino identity is in various situations. In addition, future studies can look into the
considerations in broader international perspectives why the biracial children issue
is endlessly closely related with a military alliance, socio-economic class, and labor
migration.
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AN ERROR ANALYSIS OF INTERLANGUAGE OF
KOREAN LEARNERS OF FILIPINO LANGUAGE

INTRODUCTION
Children learning their native language make countless errors until they master
the system. Same thing can be observed with adults learning a second language or
foreign language. Errors are inevitable during the process of language acquisition
and learning. Researchers found out that errors are significant in the field of second
language acquisition. Corder (1981) noted that learner’s errors are significant in
that they provide to the researcher evidence on how language is learned or
acquired and what strategies or procedures the learner is employing in the
discovery of the language.
Filipino language learners are not exempted from committing errors in learning
the said language. Philippines is a multi-lingual country with more than 150
languages but there is a lingua franca which is spoken by the majority of the
Filipinos, the Filipino language. Filipino, also the national language, is used in
schools as one of the medium of instruction along with the English language.
According to Bureau of Immigration, in 2012 there are more than 47,000
foreigners studying in the Philippines and Koreans rank first on the list. Most of
the foreigners study in the Philippines because of the high proficiency of teachers
in English and it being used as the medium of instruction. However, the
curriculum of the school in the Philippines includes Filipino related subjects which
all students should take. There is a minimum requirement of nine units of Filipino
taught subject in the tertiary education according to the General Education
Curriculum (GEC) of Philippine Commission on Higher Education (CHED).
Heritage learners are also required to get subjects taught in Filipino language or as
a substitute, they should attend basic classes on Filipino language.
Many researches have been conducted on the pedagogy of Filipino language to
foreign learners but few or none of them focused on the acquisition process. To
address this gap, a study is conducted and this will observe the errors made by
Korean learners studying basic Filipino in three different universities in the
Philippines, as evidence on how Filipino language is acquired.
I. Research Questions
1. What are the types of errors in written texts of Korean Learners of Filipino
across different levels (beginner, intermediate, advanced)?
2. What is the proportion of intralingual errors and interlingual errors in each
level?
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3. What are the implications of these errors in teaching Filipino language to
Korean learners?
INTERLANGUAGE AND ERROR ANALYSIS
There have been two opposing views in respect to learner errors. First is the
behaviorist perspective which maintains that if the objective is to achieve a perfect
language teaching, the occurrence of learner's errors should be avoided, otherwise
they would become a habit for the learner and show signs of inadequacy of
teaching methods. This view is the basis of the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis
(CAH) which claimed that the principal barrier to the second language is the
interference of the first language system with the second language system (Brown,
2006). The core idea of this hypothesis is that scientific structural analysis of the
two languages would yield taxonomy of linguistic contrasts between them which
would enable linguists and language teachers to predict the difficulties the learner
would encounter in learning the language. But other researchers pointed out that
CAH does not really identify what errors occur and it says nothing about common
errors the learners make. This hypothesis also ignores the learner, the learning
context and the different strategies the learner using in language acquisition.
The other school of thought is the cognitivist who believes that in spite of the
teacher’s efforts, errors will occur, and this does not necessarily mean the learner’s
failure, rather a progress in the learner who is making his own language learning
system. This perspective implies that second language learning is a process of
creative construction of a system in which learners are consciously testing
hypothesis about the target language from a number of possible resources of
knowledge (Brown, ibid). This learner language is called interlanguage by Selinker
(1972), approximative system by Nemser (1971), and idiosyncratic dialect by Corder
(ibid). The term interlanguage is adapted in this study. This language learner is a
system that has a structurally intermediate status between the native and target
languages. Corder (1981) illustrates interlanguage, with the emphasis that it is
unstable in nature, as:
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In this study, Language A is English and Korean while the Target language is
Filipino, thus this diagram can be formulated as:

Interlanguage is characterized by errors which are results of the conscious
hypothesizing of the learner about the target language. These errors can be studied
by describing and explaining the differences between L2’s student grammar and
the accepted grammar of the target language, which is called the error analysis.
Corder (ibid) suggests five steps in error analysis research: (1) collect a sample of
learner language, (2) identify the errors, (3) describe the errors, (4) explain the
errors, and (5) evaluate the errors.
Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982) suggest a Surface Strategy Taxonomy which
highlights the ways the surface structures are altered by the language learners.
They gave five types: omission, addition, misformation/misselection, misordering
and blend. Omission errors are characterized by the absence of an item that must
appear in a well-formed utterance. Addition errors are defined by the presence of
an item which must not appear in a well-formed utterance. Misformation errors are
errors with the wrong form of the morpheme or structure. The last one is the
misordering which are errors characterized by incorrect placement of a morpheme
or a group of morphemes in an utterance. James (1998) suggested that Dulay and et
al (1982) taxonomy be renamed Target Modification Taxonomy since it is based on the
ways in which the learner’s erroneous version is different from the presumed target
version. He also suggested that Misformation should be called Misselection
because according to him, the errors were not misform but misselect. This study
will adopt Misformation and Misselection and use them interchangeably. James
(1998) also suggested a fifth category called blend. The learner is undecided about
which of these two targets he has ‘in mind’ (James, 1998). As a result of this, a blend
error is produced which can also be called as cross-association, contamination or
hybridization error. These strategies will be used to categorize the types of the
errors made by Korean and Heritage leaners studying the Filipino language.
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Brown (2007) identified four sources of errors. The first source is the interlingual
transfer, which comes from the native language of the learner. This happens
because before the learner gets familiar with the system of the second language, the
native language is the only linguistic system upon which the learner can draw.
First language interference may result from a number of interferences, such as
grammatical, prepositional, and lexical interference. Intralingual transfer, which is
the generalization within the target language, is the second source of errors.
According to studies, the early stages of language learning are characterized by a
predominance of interference but once learners have begun to acquire parts of the
new system of the target language, more and more intralingual transfer is
manifested. The context of learning is the third source of errors. Language learners
can make errors because of a misleading explanation from the teacher or a wrong
presentation of a structure or word in the text book, and other factors from the
learning environment. The sociolinguistic context of natural, untutored language
acquisition can give rise to certain dialect acquisition that may itself be a source of
error (Brown, ibid). The last source of errors is the communication strategies used
by the learners. Faerch and Kasper (1983) defined communication strategies as
“potentially conscious plans for solving what to an individual presents itself as a
problem in reaching a particular communicative goal.” These communication
strategies help the learner to enhance getting their message across but sometimes
these can become a source of error.
THE FILIPINO LANGUAGE
I. Overview
Filipino language is the national language of the Philippines. Philippines, which
composes of more than 7,000 islands, is home of more than 150 languages. These
languages belong to Austronesian language family under the Malayo-Polynesian
language group. There are eight major languages according to the number of
speakers: Tagalog, Cebuano, Ilocano, Hiligaynon, Waray-waray, Kapampangan,
Bicolano, and Pangasinense. For unification purposes and easy communication,
Pilipino, a language based on Tagalog language, was proclaimed as the national
language in 1959. Tagalog was chosen as the basis of national language because it
was the language spoken in the capital city, which is Manila. But instead of
unifying the country through the national language, the other ethno linguistic
groups protested since they felt that they were left-out and it was not widely
accepted across the country. In the 1987 Constitution, the name was changed to
Filipino, a language based on the Philippine and other languages spoken in the
country like Spanish, English, Arabic, Japanese, Chinese and others. Philippines is
a former colony of Spain for more than three hundred years, as a result, many
Spanish words were included in Philippine languages. United States of America
also occupied the Philippines for more than forty years. Americans implemented
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the American system of education in school and used English as the medium of
instruction. Up until this day, English has a huge influence in Philippine languages,
as a matter of fact; English is also one of the official languages of the Philippines
aside from Filipino. Japanese invaded the Philippines for four years during the
Pacific War; as a result, there are also some Japanese words that were included in
the Philippine languages. Arabs and Chinese were trade partners of the Filipinos
even before they were conquered by the Spaniards; this partnership just not
involved barter trade but also lead to exchange of language. Since Philippine
languages belong to the same family, they have common language elements called
by Paz (1995) the universal nucleus. Universal nucleus is the common features of
languages in the Philippines. Philippine languages have common language
features in phonology, morphology and syntax which make a lingua franca, a
common language which is being used by people with different mother tongue,
possible and is called Filipino. Filipino is used in school along with English
language as medium of instruction.
II. Orthography
1. Filipino Alphabet
According to the National Orthography (2014) published by the Commission
on the Filipino Language, there are 28 letters in Filipino language: Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd,
Ee, Ff, Gg, Hh, Ii, Jj, Kk, Ll, Mm, Nn, Ñ ñ, NG ng, Oo, Pp, Qq, Rr, Ss, Tt, Uu, Vv,
Ww, Xx, Yy, Zz. The Filipino language is consistent in reflecting pronounciation in
orthography, which means that words are spelled as they are pronounced.
2. Hyphen
In written form, hyphen is the representation of voiceless glottal stop /ʔ/ of
Filipino. When a syllable-initial glottal stop occurs after a prefix that ends in a
consonant, a hyphen is placed after the prefix like: mag (prefix) + aral (study)= magaral (to study).
A hyphen is used between reduplicated words. In Filipino grammar,
reduplication (partial or full) of words is common which states intensity, gusto
means like but when it is reduplicated as gustong-gusto the meaning becomes
really (very) like.
III. Morphology
1. Verbs and Aspect
Filipino verb system aspect may be defined as the characterization of an event
as completed, not completed, if not completed, as begun or not begun (Schachter
and Otanes, 1972 and Malicsi, 2013).
Verbs in Filipino are inflectable for three aspects: perfective, imperfective and
contemplative. Perfective aspect characterizes an event as completed. Imperfective
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aspect characterizes an event as begun but not completed. Contemplative aspect
pertains to action that has not begun. There is also another aspect that occurs in
some verbs, the recent perfective aspect, which is an action that is recently
completed. Filipino as agglutinative language has many affixes; there are two
major productive affix groups, which are agent focus: -um- and mag-. The -umand -mag- verb are inflected in this way:
perfective: affix(A) -um- + Verb(V)

punta (go)
pumunta (went)
alis (leave)
umalis (left)
imperfective: A-um- +reduplication (redup)+V pumupunta (going)
umaalis (leaving)
contemplative: redup + V
pupunta (will go)
aalis (will leave)
recent perfective: ka+ redupl+ V
kapupunta (just went)
kaaalis (just left)
perfective: A nag- + V salita (speak) nagsalita (spoke)
aral (study) nag-aral (studied)
imperfective: A nag- +redup+V
nagsasalita (speaking)
nag-aaral (studying)
contemplative: A mag- redup + V magsasalita (will speak)
mag-aaral (will study)
recent perfective: ka+ redupl+ V
kasasalita (just spoke)
kaaaral (just studied)
1.1. mag- verbs
Mag- forms major transitive and intransitive actor focus verbs
which connote deliberate action and/or action involving movement of an
object external to the actor like mag + bigay (give)= magbigay (give).
1.2. -um- verbs
The infix –um- forms major transitive and intransitive actor focus
verbs and frequently found in verbs denoting casual action and /or action
not involving movement of an object external to actor like kain (eat) + -um= kumain (eat)
1.3. ma- verbs
Ma- is one of the major affix in Filipino language. Ma- forms
transitive actor focus and object focus major verbs and intransitive verbs
like ma + ligo (bath)= maligo (bathe with).
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2. Personal Pronouns
According to Filipino Reference Grammar (1999) published by Center of
Filipino Language, Filipino pronouns can be summarized as below:
Number/
Person
Singular
1st Person
2nd Person
3rd Person
Dual
1st Person
2nd Person
3rd Person
Plural
1st Person
2nd Person
3rd Person

ang form

ng form

sa form

English
Translation

ako
ikaw, ka
siya

ko
mo
niya

akin
iyo
kaniya

I
you
he/she

kita, kata
kayo
sila

natin
ninyo
nila

atin
inyo
kanila

we (inclusive)
you
them

kami
tayo
kayo
sila

namin

amin

ninyo
nila

inyo
kanila

we (exclusive)
we (inclusive)
you
them

Nouns preceded by ang-form markers or ang-forms occur as predicates or topics;
nouns preceded by ng-form markers or ng-forms occur as verb complements or
possessive modifiers; and nouns preceded by sa-form markers or sa-forms occur as
verb complements, as possessive predicates or modifiers.
3. Linkers
A linker is a grammatical particle that connects two sentence elements which
has as its sole function the indication of a relation between the two elements it
connects. In Filipino language, a linker connects noun and adjective, adjective and
pronoun, adverb and verb, adverb and adjective; and adverb and adverb. There are
two linkers in Filipino the -ng and na.
-ng is attached to words ending in a vowel like bata (child/noun) + ng + makulit
(naughty/adjective)= batang makulit (naughty child). On the other hand, na is
attached to a word ending in consonant except letter n like singsing (ring/noun) + na
+ bago (new/adjective)= singsing na bago (new ring). If a word ends in letter n,
assimilation occurs and instead of using the linker na, -g is attached like in dahon
(leaf/noun) + g + tuyo (dry/adjective)= dahong tuyo (dried leaf).
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IV. Syntax
1. Basic Sentence Structure
The basic sentence structure of Filipino language is Predicate + Subject like
Kumakanta (singing/verb) + si (nominative marker) + Ron (personal noun/subject)=
Kumakanta si Ron. (Ron is singing.)
2. Ay Inversion
Schachter and Otanes (1972), identified a derived construction called Ay
Inversion which has the pattern Subject+ ay + Predicate like Si Ron (personal noun/
subject) + ay + kumakanta (singing/verb)= Si Ron ay kumakanta. (Ron is singing.) This
does not differ in denotative meaning from the related sentence without inversion
but there’s a difference in stylistic level, or level of usage between the two sentences.
Ay inversion is usually used in formal style and more common in writing, lectures,
sermons etc. than in ordinary conversation.
3. The topic
The topic of a basic sentence is expressed by ang, plus an unmarked noun like
Ang bata. (The child.); si plus a personal name like si Ron (Ron (as the topic of the
sentence)); personal or deictic pronoun like Ako (I) or Ito (this). There is only one
case in which the predicate and topic ang forms differ from one another, the case of
‘you (singular)’. It is expressed by ikaw in predicate position, while in topic position,
it becomes ka like Matalino ka. (You are intelligent) and Ikaw ang matalino. (The
intelligent one is you.)
4. Negation
Hindi is used to negate a sentence in Filipino language and placed before the
predicate and no movement is triggered, e.g. Umalis ang bata (The kid left) Hindi
umalis ang bata. (The kid did not leave). However, if the subject has no marker or is
a pronoun, the negator precedes the subject,
e.g. Magaling siya.  Hindi siya magaling.
(He/She is good) (He/She is not good).

METHODOLOGY
I. Subjects
The data for this study were collected from three private universities in the
Philippines, Ateneo de Manila University, University of Santo Tomas and De La
Salle University, which conduct classes for Filipino for foreigners or non-Filipino
speakers for the first semester (June-October) and second semester (NovemberMarch) of academic year of 2013-2014. The first set of samples was collected in
August 2013 while the second set of samples was collected in January 2014.
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The 35 students were of different levels: basic, intermediate and advanced. The
basic level students received at least 30 hours of class instruction, intermediate level
students had 60 hours of class hours while advanced level students attended at
least 90 hours of classes in their respective universities. Korean learners’ native
language is Korean and they are also learning English as a second language. The
Korean learners were composed of 15 respondents for beginner level, 7 males and 8
females ages 16 to 20 years old. There were 15 respondents for the intermediate
level which is composed of 8 males and 7 females ages 17 to 19 years old. There
were only 5 respondents for the advanced level that is composed of 5 respondents,
2 males and 3 females ages 16 to 18 years old.
II. Data Collection and Analysis
The researcher followed Corder’s steps in error analysis: (1) collect a sample of
learner language, (2) identify the errors, (3) describe the errors, and (4) explain the
errors. In collecting the learner language or Filipino interlanguage, questionnaires
(see Appendix) were distributed to the students asking their nationality, sex, age,
native language proficiency in Filipino language in terms of speaking and writing,
as well as other languages that they know or have studied which can influence
their production of Filipino language. For the proficiency level, students were
asked to assess themselves since there is no standard proficiency test yet in Filipino
language and there are classes where students with different levels are mixed up.
The student’s self-assessment was also counter-checked by their respective teachers.
The students were asked to write an essay with at least 10 sentences introducing
themselves in Filipino language. The students were not allowed to look at their
notes or books to elicit the interlanguage that they already have learned or acquired.
Furthermore, the students were not allowed to communicate to their classmate or
teacher while writing the essay. In identifying errors, the researcher himself read all
the essays. The researcher is a Filipino language major and had an experience
teaching Filipino language to high school and foreign students. The acceptable
grammar in written Filipino text (which is more restricted than the oral
form/discourse) is considered in evaluating the learners’ essays. There is a debate
between error and mistake in error analysis movement, however, in this study, the
distinction is not made. The researcher considered an element as an error if at least
two learners commit it. After identifying the errors, it was described by classifying
it according to Surface Strategy Taxonomy proposed by Dulay, Burt, and Krashen
(1982). The types of errors according to this taxonomy are omission, addition,
misformation/misselection, and misordering. Omission errors are characterized by
the absence of an item that must appear in a well-formed utterance. Addition
errors are defined by the presence of an item that must not appear in a well-formed
utterance. Misformation errors are errors with the wrong form of the morpheme or
structure. This is called misselection by James (1998). The last one is the
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misordering which are errors characterized by incorrect placement of a morpheme
or a group of morphemes in an utterance. James (ibid) suggested a fifth category
called blend. The learner is undecided about which of these two targets he has ‘in
mind’ (James, ibid). As a result of this, a blend error is produced which can also be
called as cross-association, contamination or hybridization error. This taxonomy
was chosen because it is the established classification in error analysis research.
The errors were also classified according to different linguistics level given by
Corder (1981), which are graphological/phonological, morphological, and
syntactical. Graphological/Phonological level includes the spelling or
orthographical and pronunciation errors. This study focuses on the written form of
Filipino language, thus only the spelling or orthographical errors will be taken into
consideration. Morphological level includes the formation of words, word usage
and meanings errors while the syntactical level includes word order errors. The
Filipino grammar was also described in parts as to where the learners committed
the errors. The sources of errors were identified to explain the errors. Although
Brown (2007) identified four sources of errors, which are interlingual, intralingual,
context of learning and communication strategies used by the learners, only the
first two were considered because the researcher was not able to observe the
learners inside the classroom and the teachers’ pedagogical methods. Aside from
the qualitative method described above, the errors were also quantified and
converted to percentage.
DATA AND ANALYSIS
I. Identification of Errors
The beginner group produced 151 sentences and there were 108 errors
identified from the sentences. The intermediate group also produced 152 sentences
while 93 errors were identified from the sentences. The advanced group produced
46 sentences and there were 11 errors identified from the sentences.
Across all levels, the highest numbers of errors were found in
Misselection/Misformation on the Morphological level. Under Omission errors, the
learners from beginner and intermediate levels committed most errors in
Morphological level while the advanced level students committed the highest
number of errors in Orthographical level. Under Addition errors, Korean beginner
and advanced level students had the highest number of errors in Morphological
level while the intermediate learners made the highest errors in Orthographical
level. Beginner and intermediate level students committed errors in Misorder of
Syntactical level while no error was recorded for the advanced level. The highest
numbers of Blend errors were observed in Orthographical level for beginner and
intermediate level learners. The summary can be seen in Table 1.
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Table 1: Percentage of errors per type and linguistic level
Linguistic
Levels

Orthographical

Morphological

Syntactical

1.9 %
2.2%
18.2 %

14.8%
10.8%
0

3.7%
2.2%
0

1.9%
2.2%
0

1.9%
0
18.2%

0
0
0

7.4%
5.4%
0

59.3%
74.2%
77.8%

2.8%
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1.9%
2.2%
0

2.8%
2.2%
0

1.9%
0
0

0
0
0

Types
Omission
Beginner
Intermediate
Advanced
Addition
Beginner
Intermediate
Advanced
Misselection/
Misformation
Beginner
Intermediate
Advanced
Misorder
Beginner
Intermediate
Advanced
Blend
Beginner
Intermediate
Advanced

II. Description of Errors and Categorized Errors
The samples of errors of beginners will be enumerated and categorized in this
section. Summary of errors can be seen in Table 2.
1. Beginner level
1.1. Omission
a. Orthographical Level
1. Omission of hyphen between affix ending in consonant and base verb
beginning in vowel
Learner’s Spelling/Sentence (LS): *nagaaral
Reconstructed Sentence (RS): nag-aaral
English Translation (ET): study (imperfective)
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b. Morphological Level
1. Omission of linker between an adjective and a noun
LS: Ako ay *labing walo taong gulang.
RS: Ako ay labing walong taong gulang.
ET: I am eighteen years old.
LS: *Nag-aral ako sa Pilipinas ng anim taon.
RS: Nag-aral ako sa Pilipinas ng anim na taon.
ET: I studied in the Philippines for six years.
2. Omission of topic marker
i. Omission of topic marker ang
LS: *Pangalan ko ay Eutteum Chae.
RS: Ang pangalan ko ay Eutteum Chae.
ET: My name is Eutteum Chae.
ii. Omission of topic marker si
LS: *Ako ay Song.
RS: Ako ay si Song.
ET: I am Song.
3. Omission of object particle ng
LS: *Gusto ko bumabasa mga libro.
RS: Gusto ko ang pagbabasa ng mga libro.
ET: I like reading books.
c. Syntactical Level
1. Omission of ay
LS: *Ang nanay ko si Si Jeung Mi.
RS: Ang nanay ko ay si Si Jeung Mi.
ET: My mother is Si Jeung Mi.
2. Omission of subject
LS: *Nakatira sa Manila.
RS: Nakatira ako sa Maynila.
ET: I live in Manila.
These errors might have been caused by the learners’
first language. In Filipino, a subject is obligatory in a sentence,
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while in Korean language, the subject is sometimes deleted
especially in spoken discourse.
1.2. Addition
a. Orthographical Level
1. Addition of hyphen in a compound noun
LS: * hanap-buhay
RS: hanapbuhay
ET: look+ life= job/work
b. Morphological Level
1. Addition of topic marker ang
LS: *Ang estudyante ako sa Ateneo.
RS: Estudyante ako sa Ateneo.
ET: I am a student in Ateneo.
2. Addition of linker
LS: *Dalawang taon na akong sa Pilipinas.
RS: Dalawang taon na ako sa Pilipinas.
ET: I have been in the Philippines for two years.
1.3. Misselection/ Misformation
a. Orthographical Level
1. Usage of l instead of r
LS: *pabolito
RS: paborito
ET: favorite
In Korean language, [r] and [l] are represented orthographically
by a single character because they are allophones. However, in Filipino
language, /r/ and /l/ are two phonemic sounds and represented by two
different letters. This is also a common error among Koreans in studying
English.
2. Misspelling of noun
LS: *estudyente
RS: estudyante
ET: student
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b. Morphological Level
1. Misformation of linker between subject and noun
LS: *Ang maliit na kapatid ko na lalaki ay estudyante.
RS: Ang nakababatang kapatid kong lalaki ay estudyante.
ET: My younger brother is a student.
2. Misselection of marker
LS: *Nag-aaral ako sa Business Management.
RS: Nag-aaral ako ng Business Management.
ET: I am studying Business Management.
ng is used as an object marker while sa is a directional
complement marker or locative marker, e.g. Nag-aaral ako sa Ateneo (I
study in Ateneo).
3. Misselection of first person singular pronoun (ako vs ko)
LS: *Estudyante ko sa De La Salle University.
RS: Estudyante ako sa De La Salle University.
ET: I am a student in De La Salle University.
LS: *Ang timbang ako ay 70 kilo.
RS: Ang timbang ko ay 70 kilo.
ET: My weight is 70 kilograms.
4. Misselection of lexical items
i. misselection of noun
LS: *Ako ay labing pintong taong gulang.
RS: Ako ay labing pitong taong gulang.
ET: I am seventeen years old.
Pinto means door while pito means seven. The words have almost
the same morphological structure which may have caused confusion to
the learner.
ii. misselection of adjective
LS: *Ang maliit na kapatid ko na lalaki ay estudyante.
RS: Ang nakababatang kapatid kong lalaki ay estudyante.
ET: My younger brother is a student.
Maliit means small while nakababata means younger. In the
sentence above, the second word is more appropriate than the first one.
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iii. usage of English terms
LS: *Ang nickname ko ay Chang.
RS: Ang palayaw ko ay Chang.
ET: My nickname is Chang
This error can be attributed to learners’ lack of vocabulary.
5. Misselection of verbs
LS: *Nakakita ako sa Makati.
RS: Nakatira ako sa Makati.
ET: I live in Makati.
Nakakita means to see something while nakatira means to live. The
words have almost the same morphological structure, which may have
caused confusion to the learner.
6. Misformation of verbs
i. Misformation of imperfective verbs
LS: *Gusto kong pupunta sa iba’t ibang bansa.
RS: Gusto kong pumupunta sa iba’t ibang bansa.
ET: I like traveling to different countries.
ii. Misformation of mag- verbs
LS: *Ang dahilan ng pumupunta sa Pilipinas ay para nag-aaral ng
Ingles at Filipino.
RS: Ang dahilan ng pagpunta ko sa Pilipinas ay para mag-aral ng
Ingles at Filipino.
ET: My reason of coming to the Philippines is to study English
and Filipino language.
iii. Misformation of gerunds
LS: *Ang dahilan ng pumupunta sa Pilipinas ay para nag-aaral ng
Ingles at Filipino.
RS: Ang dahilan ng pagpunta ko sa Pilipinas ay para mag-aral ng
Ingles at Filipino.
ET: My reason of coming to the Philippines is to study English
and Filipino language.
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c. Syntactical Level
1. Misformation of sentence
LS: *Aking nanay si Kim Suk Hee.
RS: Ang aking nanay ay si Kim Suk Hee. Si Kim Suk Hee ang
aking nanay.
ET: My mother is Kim Suk Hee.
LS: *Ako ay 181cm taas.
RS: Ako ay may taas na 181 sentimetro.
ET: My height is 181 centimeters.
The learners’ sentences follow the pattern of English sentence or
a one to one translation which make it ungrammatical in Filipino
language.
1.4. Misorder
a. Morphological Level
1. misorder of words
LS: *Labing walong gulang tao na ako.
RS: Labing walong taong gulang na ako.
ET: I am already eighteen years old.
b. Syntactical Level
1. Misorder of negation
LS: *Hindi gusto ko ipis at langaw.
RS: Hindi ko gusto ang ipis at langaw.
ET: I do not like cockroach and fly.
1.5. Blend
a. Orthographical Level
1. Spelling blend
LS: *Philipinas
Possible forms: Pilipinas (Filipino)
Philippines (English)
LS: *manggo
Possible forms: mangga (Filipino)
mango (English)
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The equivalent word in the target language (Filipino) and source
language (English) are almost structurally the same resulting to blending
in the interlanguage of the learners.
b. Morphological Level
1. Word blending
LS: *Estudyante ako sa Pamantasan ng Ateneo de Manila University.
Possible forms: Pamantasan ng Ateneo de Manila (Filipino)
Ateneo de Manila University (English)
RS: Estudyante ako sa Pamantasan ng Ateneo de Manila.
ET: I am a student in Ateneo de Manila University.
The student was not able to delete the English word resulting to
blending of Filipino and English terms.
2. Intermediate level
2.1. Omission
a. Orthographical Level
1. Omission of hyphen between affix ending in consonant and base
verb beginning in vowel
LS: *nagaaral
RS: nag-aaral
ET: study (imperfective)
b. Morphological Level
1. Omission of linker
i. between the subject and predicate
LS: *Mahilig ako mag-computer at marunong din ako mag-violin.
RS: Mahilig akong magkompyuter at marunong din akong magbiyulin.
ET: My hobby is playing in the computer and I also know how to
play violin.
ii. Omission of linker between a noun and an adjective
LS: *Siya ay 15 taon gulang.
RS: Siya ay 15 taong gulang.
ET: He/She is fifteen years old.
2. Omission of topic marker ang
LS: *Masarap talaga pagkain dito.
RS: Masarap talaga ang pagkain dito.
ET: The food here is really delicious.
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c. Syntactical Level
1. Omission of subject
LS: *Ang mga miyembro ng pamilya ay marunong magsalita ng
Ingles lamang.
RS: Ang mga miyembro ng pamilya ko ay marunong magsalita ng
Ingles lamang.
ET: My family members know how to speak English only.
2.2. Addition
a. Orthographical Level
1. Addition of hyphen between affix and base verb
LS: *mag-bakasyon
RS: magbakasyon
ET: to take a vacation
2.3. Misselection/ Misformation
a. Orthographical Level
1. Misspelling of pronouns
LS: *sya
RS: siya
ET: he/she
2. Misspelling of nouns
LS: *hay-iskul
RS: hayskul
ET: high school
3. Non-capitalization of proper nouns
LS: *filipino
RS: Filipino
ET: Filipino
b. Morphological Level
1. Misformation of linker between subject and noun
LS: *Mayroon po ako maraming kaibigan na mabait.
RS: Mayroon po akong maraming kaibigang mabait.
ET: I have many good friends.
2. Misselection of marker
LS: *Gusto ko ng Pilipinas dahil sa mga tao.
RS: Gusto ko sa Pilipinas dahil sa mga tao.
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ET: I like Philippines because of the people.
ng is used as an object marker while sa is a directional
complement marker or locative marker.
3. Misselection of topic marker (ang vs yung)
LS: *Negosyante siya at yung kompany niya ay nandito sa Philippines.
RS: Negosyante siya at ang kompanya niya ay nandito sa Pilipinas.
ET: He is a businessman and his company is here in the
Philippines.
Ang is used interchangeably with yung in informal or daily
speeches but in written form, ang is preferred and used more frequently.

4. usage of English terms
LS: *Ang mga Pilipino ay masasaya pero ayaw ko ng mga tao sa labas
ng school dahil sa mga ginagawa nila sa mga foreigners.
RS: Ang mga Pilipino ay masasaya pero ayaw ko ng mga tao sa labas ng
unibersidad/paaralan dahil sa mga ginagawa nila sa mga banyaga.
ET: The Filipinos are happy but I don’t want the people outside
the school because of what they are doing to the foreigners.
This is acceptable in spoken discourse, however, in written form,
Filipino equivalent words or borrowed words respelled in Filipino
orthography is more accepted. These errors can be attributed to learners’
lack of vocabulary. These errors can be attributed to learners’ lack of
vocabulary.
5. Misformation of verbs
i. Misformation of imperfective verbs
LS: *Pupunta ako sa Korea tuwing summer.
RS: Pumupunta ako sa Korea tuwing tag-init.
ET: I go to Korea every summer.
ii. Misformation of mag- verbs
LS: *Mahilig akong bumabasa ng aklat at gamitin ng internet.
RS: Mahilig akong magbasa ng aklat at gumamit ng internet.
ET: I like reading books and surfing the internet.
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iii. Misformation of gerunds
LS: *Sa siyam na taong pagtitira ko rito sa Pilipinas, marunong na
akong magsalita ng Ingles at Filipino.
RS: Sa siyam na taong pagtira ko rito sa Pilipinas, marunong na
akong magsalita ng Ingles at Filipino.
ET: In my nine years of living here in the Philippines, I can speak
English and Filipino.
iv. Combination of Filipino affix + English verb
LS: *Mahilig ako mag-computer at marunong din ako mag-violin.
RS: Mahilig akong magkompyuter at marunong din akong
magbiyulin.
ET: My hobby is playing in the computer and I also know how to
play violin.

2.4. Misorder
a. Syntactical Level
1. Misplacement of subject
LS: *Ang paboritong Pilipinong pagkain ko ay pansit kasi walang
ganoon sa Korea.
RS: Ang paborito kong Pilipinong pagkain ay pansit kasi walang
ganoon sa Korea.
ET: My favorite Filipino food is pancit (noodles) because there is
no such kind in Korea.
2. Misplacement of particle
LS: Hindi *ako pa marunong magtagalog noon.
RS: Hindi pa ako marunong magtagalog noon.
ET: I do not know how to speak Tagalog then.
2.5. Blend
a. Orthographical Level
1. Spelling blend
LS: *Cristiano
Possible forms: Kristiyano (Filipino)
Christian (English)
LS: *kompany
Possible forms: kompanya (Filipino)
company (English)
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3. Advanced level
3.1 Omission
a. Orthographical Level
1. Omission of hyphen between affix ending in consonant and base
verb beginning in vowel
LS: *nagaaral
RS: nag-aaral
ET: study (imperfective)
2. Omission of linker between the subject and predicate
LS: Ngunit, minsan gusto *ko magbalik sa Korea dahil gusto kong
magkita ang mga pamilya ko at mga kaibigan ko.
RS: Ngunit, minsan gusto kong bumalik sa Korea dahil gusto kong
makita ang mga pamilya ko at mga kaibigan ko.
ET: However, sometimes I want to go back to Korea because I
want to see my family and friends.
3.2. Addition
a. Morphological Level
1. Addition of may
LS: *May maraming bagyo dito.
RS: Maraming bagyo dito.
ET: There are many typhoons here.
May is an existential verb in Filipino language and marami (many)
denotes presence. In Filipino language, if marami is used, it is understood
that something/someone exist in large amount.
3.3. Misselection/ Misformation
a. Morphological Level
1. usage of English terms
LS: *Nagaaral ako ng architecture sa UST ngayon at maganda ang
buhay ko dito.
RS: Nag-aaral ako ng arkitektura sa UST ngayon at maganda ang
buhay ko dito.
ET: I am currently studying architecture in UST and I am
having a good life here.
LS: Gusto kong pumunta sa Korea pero may klase ako *so hindi kaya.
RS: Gusto kong pumunta sa Korea pero may klase ako kaya hindi
kaya.
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ET: I want to go to Korea but I have a class so I cannot go there.
2. Misformation of verbs
i. Misformation of –um- and ma- verbs
LS: *Ngunit, minsan gusto ko magbalik sa Korea dahil gusto kong
magkita ang mga pamilya ko at mga kaibigan ko.
RS: Ngunit, minsan gusto kong bumalik sa Korea dahil gusto kong
makita ang mga pamilya ko at mga kaibigan ko.
ET: However, sometimes I want to go back to Korea because I
want to see my family and friends.
iii. Misformation of gerunds
LS: *Sa siyam na taong pagtitira ko rito sa Pilipinas, marunong na
akong magsalita ng Ingles at Filipino.
RS: Sa siyam na taong pagtira ko rito sa Pilipinas, marunong na
akong magsalita ng Ingles at Filipino.
ET: In my nine years of living here in the Philippines, I can
speak English and Filipino.
ii. Combination of Filipino affix + English verb
LS: *Masaya ang buhay ko rito sa Pilipinas at gusto kong mag
graduate dito.
RS: Masaya ang buhay ko rito sa Pilipinas at gusto kong magtapos
dito.
ET: I am happy with my life here in the Philippines and I want
to graduate here.
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Type
Omission

Table 2: Summary of Categories of Errors
Level
Beginner
Intermediate
Omission of hyphen between
Orthographical
affix ending in a consonant and
base verb beginning in a vowel

Morphological

Syntactical

Addition

Orthographical

Morphological

Misformation/
Misselection

Orthographical

Morphological

Advanced
Omission of
linker
between the
subject and
predicate

Omission of linker between an
adjective and a noun
1. Omission
1. Omission of
of topic
linker between
marker
the subject and
2. Omission
predicate
of topic
2. Omission of
marker si
topic marker
3. Omission
ang
of object
marker ng
Omission of subject
Omission of
ay
Addition of hyphen
1. between
1. between affix
nouns
and base verb
1. Addition
Addition of
of topic
may
marker ang
2. Addition
of linker
Misspelling of nouns
1. Usage of l
1. Noninstead of r
capitalization of
proper nouns
2. Misspelling
of pronouns
Misformation of ma-, -um-, mag- verbs
Misformation of imperfective
verbs
1. Usage of English terms
2. Misformation of gerunds
Misformation of linker between
subject and noun
Misselection of marker
1. object
1. topic marker
marker (sa vs (ang vs yung)
ng)
2. locative marker
Combination of Filipino affix +
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Misformation/
Misselection

Morphological

Syntactical
Misorder

Morphological
Syntactical

Blend

1.
Misselection
of first
person
singular
pronoun
2.
Misselection
of lexical
items
3.
Misselection
of adjective
Misselection
of verb
Misformatio
n of sentence
Misorder of
words
Misorder of
negation

Orthographical

Spelling blend

Morphological

Word
blending

English verb
1. Misformation
of linker between
subject and noun

1. Misplacement
of subject
2. Misplacement
of particle

C. Explanation of Errors
Across all levels, it can be observed that there are more intralingual errors than
interlingual errors committed by Korean learners. The number of intralingual error
also increased from beginner to advanced level. There is also a significant
difference between the percentage of Interlingual and Intralingual errors in
Advanced level, the intralingual errors are twice the number of interlingual errors
as can be seen in Table 3.
According to Brown (2007), researchers of English language learners have found
that the early stages of language learning are characterized by a predominance of
interlingual transfer errors but once learners have begun to acquire parts of the
new system, more and more intralingual transfer errors are manifested. However,
based on the statistics above, from beginner to advanced level KL and HL learners,
Filipino language has a different case because from beginner’s group, intralingual
errors are dominant than the interlingual errors. It is interesting to note that both in
beginners HL and KL group, the gap between the interlingual and intralingual
errors are the highest while it decreased in intermediate level and increased again
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in advanced level. The languages involve in the transfer errors are Filipino and
English for HL while Filipino, English and Korean for KL.
Table 3: Percentage of intralingual and interlingual errors
Sources of Errors
Interlingual
Intralingual

Beginner
40.7%
59.3%

Intermediate
46.7%
53.3%

Advanced
36.3%
63.7%

CONCLUSION
The types of the errors in written texts of Korean Learners (KL) for beginners
are Omission on all grammar levels (Orthographical, Morphological and
Syntactical), Addition on Orthographical and Morphological levels, Misselection on
all grammar levels, Misorder on Syntactical level, and Blend on Orthographical
level. The highest percentage of errors is the Misselection/Misformation in the
Morphological level while the lowest is Addition in the Orthographical level.
Misorder in Syntactical level are the lowest KL intermediate level’s types of errors
are the following: Omission on all grammatical levels, Addition on Orthographical
level, Misselection/Misformation on Orthographical and Morphological level,
Misorder on Syntactical level and Blend on Orthographical level. The highest
percentage of errors is the Misselection/Misformation in the Morphological level
while the lowest percentage of errors is Addition in the Orthographical level The
advanced KL group’s errors are Omission on Orthographical level, Addition on
Morphological level and Misselection/Misformation on Morphological level. The
highest percentage of errors is the Misselection/Misformation in the Morphological
level while the lowest is Addition in the Morphological level.
Intralingual errors are higher than interlingual errors in all levels. For beginner
and intermediate level group, Korean and English are the sources of interlingual
transfer while for advanced level, English is the only source. It can be attributed to
the second language of the respondents and Filipino language has also many
borrowed words from English.
The errors identified in this study can be helpful to the teachers in teaching and
in designing curriculum for Korean learners. By knowing the types and sources of
errors, the teacher can formulate ways on how to teach the students more
effectively and could help the students to prevent from committing the same errors.
The teachers could also explicitly point out the students’ errors, especially the
interlingual errors, and explain it during the class so that the students themselves
can be aware of their own errors and prevent fossilization. The teacher should
explicitly point out to Korean learners the importance of subject in spoken and
written Filipino. As for intralingual errors, a curriculum focusing on usage of
hyphen and linkers, and Filipino verb formation should be developed.
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THE TEACHING OF KOREAN GRAMMAR
FOR FILIPINO BEGINNER LEARNERS
Abstract
Due to structural differences of Korean and Tagalog, students have difficulties in
learning Korean grammar at their beginning stages. This study, therefore, aims at
providing the educational substance and teaching methods of Korean grammar
more particularly in leading to correct and productive usage of Korean particles.
The study attempts to present a comparison between Korean case particles with
that of Tagalog language systems of case markers concerning their differences,
similarities and special characteristics.
For this purpose, the paper presents a case study of Korean Studies students at
Philippine International College who learn Korean language as a foreign language
at beginner level. Through a survey and need analysis, the difficulties, problems
and preferred approaches of teaching Korean language suit for the needs of
Filipino beginners are examined and identified. Based on the survey results and
findings, a concrete proposal of teaching Korean grammar, the Korean case
particles in particular, is suggested. It is hoped that this research will be found a
useful and profitable source for both non-native and native Korean language
teachers in the Philippines and also for individual learners of Korean grammar.
Keywords: Korean as Foreign Language, Korean Grammar Education, Korean Case
Particles, Tagalog Case Markers, Contrastive Analysis, Filipino Learners of
Korean
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, as the Philippine society has become increasingly diverse and
has highly focused on globalization, concepts of foreign language teaching and
learning become much more important. Influenced by the Korean wave, Filipinos
have become interested to learn Korean to break the language barrier. However,
despite the increased number of Korean language learners in the Philippines, there
have not been enough studies on teaching Korean language as a foreign language
as Korean language education in the country has just begun to proceed. Hence, the
limited number of studies on Korean language education in the Philippines
particularly in the area of teaching Korean grammar makes this study timely and
significant.
Due to structural differences of Korean and Tagalog 1 language, students have
difficulties in learning Korean grammar at their beginning stage. This research,
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therefore, aims to suggest an effective teaching method of Korean Grammar for
Filipino beginners focusing on Korean case particles. The study attempts to provide
a comparison between Korean case particles with that of Tagalog language systems
of case markers concerning their differences, similarities and special characteristics.
For this purpose, the paper presents a case study of Korean Studies students at
Philippine International College (“PIC” hereafter) who learn Korean language as a
foreign language at beginner level. Through a survey and need analysis 2, the
difficulties, problems and preferred approaches of teaching Korean language suit
for the needs of Filipino beginners are examined and identified. Based on the
survey results and findings, a concrete proposal of teaching Korean grammar, the
Korean case particles in particular, is suggested. It is hoped that this research will
be found a useful and profitable source for both non-native and native Korean
language teachers in the Philippines and also for individual learners of Korean
grammar.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Affected by the increased status of Korea internationally, the number of
students learning Korean in the world has dramatically increased. However,
despite the considerable growth of Korean language learners in the world, Korean
as Foreign Language (KFL) pedagogy in the Philippines is still in its beginning
stages. Compared to other second or Foreign Language (FL) education, the
literature and history of research on KFL are relatively new. With this, the study
attempts to include significant studies in the area of teaching grammar as a foreign
language.
2.1 Grammar and Its Teaching
It is important to define grammar in a way that suits both purposes – that is, a
way that accounts for both the structure of the target language and its
communicative use.
While many linguistic grammars go into great depth about a restricted set of
structures, pedagogic grammars must be as comprehensive as possible in the
number of structures which are set, Celcie-Murcia (2006) points out that grammar
is about form and one way to teach form is to give students rules; however,
grammar is about much more than forms, and its teaching is all served if students
are simply given rules. It is therefore necessary to have an underlying educational
philosophy and standardization of grammar education.
In Larsen-Freeman’s view, teaching grammar means enabling language
students to use linguistic forms accurately, meaningfully, and appropriately
(Larsen-Freeman, 2001). Grammatical descriptions featured in this paper are for
teachers of Korean language, who the researcher hopes will use them as aids in
their teaching, not as the object of teaching itself. Thus, Korean language teachers
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might better think of what they do as teaching “grammaring” 3 – a skill – rather
than teaching grammar as an area of knowledge (Larsen-Freeman, 1991).
It is not possible, however, to teach everything about Korean to Filipino learners
learning Korean as a foreign language. Further, as instructional time is usually so
limited, it is not even possible to teach Korean all that is presented. Students will
need to learn it, but it doesn’t all have to be taught. Where the attempt is to be
comprehensive, within limits, Korean language teachers of grammar will have to
be selective. Teachers, have to therefore, choose what to focus their students’
attention on, trusting that students will be able to acquire on their own other
aspects of Korean grammar. Thus, it is important that teachers define students’
learning challenges (Celcie-Murcia, 2006: 7).
Knowing something about students’ native dialect or language is very helpful
in defining student’s learning challenges (Ibid., 2006: 8). Student’s challenges will
depend not only on what knowledge they bring of their native language or dialect
but also upon what they already know about Korean. Since the most effective
instruction builds on what students already know, teachers of Korean language
should continually assess what their students know about Korean and know how
to do in Korean. It also helps to define student’s learning challenges by knowing
where Korean is inherently difficult.
Odlin (1994) presents a useful set of research-based general principles which
can guide the teaching of Korean grammar foreign language classrooms:
1. grammar teaching should be planned and systematic, driven by a strategic
vision of eventual desired outcomes;
2. grammar teaching may involve acceptance of classroom code switching 4 and
mother tongue use, at least with beginners;
3. text-based, problem-solving grammar activities may be needed to develop
learners’ active, articulated knowledge about grammar;
4. active corrective feedback and elicitation will promote learners’ active
control of grammar;
5. grammar teaching needs to be supported and embedded in meaningoriented activities and tasks, which give immediate opportunities for
practice and use.
In this study, the researcher hopes to contribute to teacher’s knowledge about
the teaching of Korean grammar to Filipino learners by providing relevant facts
about the form, meaning, and use of structure of Korean.
2.2 The Importance of Korean Grammar Education
Generally, there are two opposing views on the status of Korean grammar
education. One view claims that the Korean grammar education for foreigners
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should be same with that in Korean local school. The other holds just the opposite
and claims that there should be distinction in teaching Korean grammar between
Korean nationals and foreign learners.
A number of research on relation to Korean grammar and Korean grammar
education are written by Korean authors namely Kang, Hyun Hwa (2005), Ko,
Young Geun (1974), Kim, Jae Ok (2003), Kim, Yoo Jeong (1998, 2002), Baek, Bong Ja
(2001), Woo, Hyungsik (2002), Min, Hyunsik (2002), Lee, Gwan Gyoo (2002), Kim,
Jeong Sook (2002), National Institute for Korean Language (2005), Han, Song Hwa
(2006), etc. Seo Jung Soo (2002) defined a new classification of Korean grammar
structure and terminology for teaching Korean as a foreign language.

Table 1 New Classification of Korean Grammar Structure and Terminology
범주명
하위 범주
보기
(category)
(subcategory)
(example)
서울, 나무, 넋
(1) 명사류어
어휘
명사 (noun)
나, 너, 당신
(noun class
Vocabulary
대명사 (pronoun)
하나, 둘, 세
words)
수사 (numeral)
범주
(2) 동사류어
가(다), 먹(다)
동사 (verb)
있(다), 없(다)
Category
(verb class
존재사 (existensive)
좋(다), 길(다)
words)
형용사 (adjective)
-이(다), 아니다
지정사 (copula)
(3) 수식어
이,그, 새, 헌
관형사 (determiners)
잘, 빨리, 매우
(modifier class 부사 (adverb)
words)
(4) 독립어
아이구, 참
감탄사 (exclamative)
예, 아니요
(absolutes)
간투사 (intejector)
(5) 기능표지
-이/-가
문법
주격표지
(function
Grammar
(subject marker)
-를/-을
marker)
목적격표지
(object marker)
범주
Category

(6) 기능변환소

관형화소

-의, -는

(functional
transformer)

(determinativizer)
명사화소 (nominalizer)
후치사 (postposition)
피동 형태 (passivizer)
사동 형태 (causativizer)

-ㅁ/ -음, -기
-에, -에서, -로
이, 히, 기, 리
이, 히, 리, 기, 우, 추

주제존대형태

시

(7) 의미한정소

(honorificator)
한정사 (delimiter)

는, 도, 만

(meaning
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delimiter)
(8) 접속기능소

명사접속형

(conjunctor)

(nominal conjunctor)

및, 와, 하고

절접속형
(9) 서술보조소

(predicate
auxiliary)

(clausal conjunctor)
시제/상 (tense/aspect)
서법형태

고, 어서, 도록
었, 었었
겠, 더, 는다

(modal, mood)

Accordingly, many teachers and researchers of Korean have been focused on
how foreign students learn Korean in order to provide the best instruction to them.
Ihm, Ho Bin, Hong Kyung Pyo, Chang Suk In (2012) in their book ‘Korean Grammar
for International Learners’ stresses the importance of Korean grammar education
stating that Korean grammatical system is essential from the point of view of
systematizing the language learning process. This is so because all words have both
lexical properties and grammatical properties. From the point of view of the
language instructor too, if one understands the Korean grammatical system, it
becomes possible to discern the problem areas in the learning process and then
concentrate one’s teaching on them. In such a case, one can affect a more efficient,
more meaningful education process, and thereby raise learning achievement levels.
Moreover, when learners commit errors, the instructor can discern the cause,
mobilize his or her grammatical knowledge, and offer structured guidance to the
learner. The more teachers know about grammar, the more expeditiously they
should be able raise a learner’s consciousness about how the language works
(Celce-Murcia, 1980).
This paper argues that there is a need for grammar education in Korean
language teaching and that Korean grammar should be taught differently to native
learners and non-native learners of Korean. Korean grammar must be taught using
a range of examples that explain context. Teaching Korean grammar should be
pedagogical in the way students learn it for communicative purposes. It is therefore
necessary to focus the goal for the teaching of Korean language as communicative
competence5.
3. THE PRESENT STATUS OF KOREAN LANGUAGE EDUCATION AT THE
DEPARTMENT
OF
ASIAN-KOREAN
STUDIES,
PHILIPPINE
INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE6
To give readers background, it is necessary to present the status of Korean
language education in Philippine International College. In PIC, learning Korean
language is becoming an object of attention to Filipino college students.
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3.1 Korean Language Courses in the BA of Asian Studies major in Korean
Studies Curriculum
PIC stands as the pioneer in offering Bachelor of Arts in Asian Studies major in
Korea Studies as a specialized course under the Asian Studies curriculum with
certification from the Commission on Higher Education (CHED). In 2014, CHED
has approved the newly revised curriculum of the program and the course title AB
in Asian Studies major in Korea Studies was changed to AB in Asian Studies major
in Korean Studies as undergraduate degree. In the present curriculum, from first
year to fourth year, there are 27 units of Korean language major courses offered
and 8 units of Practicum in Korean to which the primary focus is the Test of
Proficiency in Korean (TOPIK).
The Korean (I-IV) Language series consists of interrelated lessons arranged in
order to meet the required competencies of the Basic, Intermediate and Advanced
Korean Language Courses. The entire course is designed to develop the students’
listening, speaking, reading and writing skills in Korean and to sustain their
proficiency in and familiarity with the language. The course is divided into six
levels (Lower Beginner, Upper Beginner, Lower Intermediate, Upper Intermediate,
Lower Advanced, Upper Advanced) –the lower levels being the prerequisites to
the higher ones– to be completed for three years. All courses are interconnected yet
distinct from one another in that the lessons per level vary in emphases and are
specially designed to address the necessary aptitude specific to that particular
course.
From a sheer number of 8 students who pioneered in enrolling this program
from 2006, the number of students who enrolled in the course up to present has
amazingly increased.
Graph 1 Number of AB in Asian Studies major freshmen in Korean Studies
(2006-2014)
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<Graph 1> shows the number of Filipino college students who are becoming
interested to learn about Korea, its culture and language continues to grow and is
expected to increase more for the coming years.
3.2 Filipino and Korean Teachers of Korean as Foreign Language (KFL) in PIC
Because of the increasing demand of Korean language classes in PIC, teachers
are considered as important factor for the development of its Korean language
education. The Korean language instructors in PIC are both Filipino and Korean
national to work jointly in teaching the Korean language. At present, PIC has a total
number of 10 KFL teachers. There are 5 Filipino teachers who are alumni of the AB
in Korean Studies program and 5 Korean teachers with licensed certificates on
teaching Korean as a foreign language.
4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND FINDINGS
This description is based on data obtained from a survey. The data-gathering
instrument was a questionnaire designed to determine the status of students
learning Korean and to identify the problems encounter by Filipino students when
learning Korean. In order to come up with an effective educational substance in
teaching Korean grammar, the survey questionnaire is divided into four parts. The
first part is about Korean language learning, the second part is about the Korean
language learning materials, the third part is about the difficulties in learning
Korean language and the last part is the desired strategies in teaching Korean
language.
Table 2 Mini Survey on Korean Language Learning
CATEGORY
SURVEY QUESTIONS
What is your main purpose for studying Korean Language?
About Korean
Language
Learning
About Korean
Language
Learning
Materials
About Difficulties
in Learning
Korean Language

Teaching
Strategies

In Korean Language learning, which language function/skill do
you think should teachers focus more on teaching Korean
Language?
What are the strong and weak aspects of the current Korean
language textbook you’re using?

In learning Korean grammar, which do you think is the most
difficult? And why?
Among the 6 skills in Korean language, which do you think is
the most difficult?
Which type of classroom activity do you prefer the most in
learning Korean language?
In learning basic Korean language, who/which instructional
strategy do you prefer?
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In your Korean language class, which language do you think is
best to be used (by your Professor) as a medium of instruction?
In learning Korean language, which teaching approach do you
think is the most effective?
4.1 Research Participants and Procedure
The respondents of the survey are freshman students at PIC taking up Bachelor
of Arts in Asian Studies major in Korean Studies whose level in Korean is beginner.
The freshman students who range from 16 to 17 years of age have studied four
months in PIC. As beginner learners of Korean, the target learners were chosen as
the respondents of the survey in order to know the difficulties they have
encountered while studying the language.
The students were surveyed using paper forms during the final lecture of
Korean beginner class on October 16, 2014, yielding 40 responses. The data
obtained were tabulated and interpreted.
4.2 Results and Findings
When the students were asked about their primary purpose for studying
Korean language, 72.5% responded to work in Korean company, 20% stated to
understand and communicate with Koreans, 7.5% indicated interest in KPop/Korean Culture. This implies that students believe that learning Korean would
be useful in the future.
Asking about their opinion on which function/skill teachers should focus more
on teaching Korean Language, 42.5% chose Korean grammar, 37.5% indicated
Korean vocabulary, 10% responded Korean pronunciation and 5% Korean culture.
This shows that although all functions in learning Korean language are important,
Filipino students rather want the teachers to give much focus on teaching Korean
grammar.
In the next question, students were asked about the strong and weak aspects of
the current Korean language textbook they are using. Below is the summary of
student responses which are arranged in order:
Table 3 Strong Aspects and Weak Aspects of Korean Language Textbook
Strong Aspects
Weak Aspects
(1) It has a lot of lessons to be used in (1) It doesn’t have enough explanations
daily life.
on grammar lessons easy to understand.
(2) It has a lot of useful pictures.
(2) It doesn’t have a lot of lessons for
self-study purposes.
(3) It allows me to speak a lot in (3) It doesn’t have a lot of questions for
Korean.
Korean writing.
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Based on the students’ responses on the textbook they’re using, the strongest
aspect states the book has a lot of lessons to be used in daily life. This shows that
students want to apply Korean in their daily useful conversations. However, the
weakest aspect of the book indicates that it doesn’t have enough explanations on
grammar lessons that are easy to understand. One reason for this is that some
English translations in the textbook are not indicated clearly. So, when native
Filipino teacher of Korean language notices the confusing grammar explanations,
using his/her own way, the teacher has to explain clearly to the students the correct
usage of grammar structure in Korean and that students should always be aware
not to merely rely on textbook but to understand how the language is being used
accurately and meaningfully. An advantage of being a Filipino as a teacher of
Korean Language is by using the native language as medium of instruction, he/she
can explain the Korean grammatical points based on how he/she understood it
with basis on her learning experience in Korean. In addition, since there are no
books on Korean language teaching published in the Philippines, there is an
increasing need of producing Korean language textbooks and teaching materials
suit for the needs of KFL Filipino learners.
As per the question on what’s the most difficult element in learning Korean
grammar and why, the students’ responses show clearly that Korean particles is the
most difficult with 55%, next is the honorific expressions with 25%, followed by the
inflection (ending word conjugation) with 15%, and tenses with 5%. And when
asking to state their reasons, the following are the responses of the students:
- Korean language has numerous particles which are very complicated and too many
to memorize.
- It is because sometimes I mistakenly put particles and also honorific expressions.
- Sometimes it is confusing whether you will use 이(i)/가(ga) or 는(neun)/은(eun)
because sometimes the subject can be the topic of the sentence also.
- I mistakenly put particles in their proper places and I find difficulties on when or
how to use 에(e) and 에서(eseo)
When students were asked about the most difficult skill in Korean language, 35
% indicated writing, 30% stated speaking, 20% stated reading and 15% responded
listening. This is because Korean language word order and grammar structures are
different with the native language of Filipino students. Hence, language differences
(the mother tongue and target language) have to be given emphasis in teaching
Korean language for easier comprehension.
To the question asking what type of classroom activity do the students prefer
the most in learning Korean language, students responded group/pair activities
(60%), video presentations (22.5%), game (10%), and lecture (7.5%). Students do not
prefer using pure lecture as it sounds to be traditional and boring, instead they
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prefer to have a group or pair activities. In doing this, students can be able to
analyze, understand the grammar structure, construct sentences, and apply it in
speaking.
In the question about which instructional strategy is best for the students in
learning basic Korean language, the majority of students’ response is team-teaching
(75%). And when asking about the best language to use as the medium of
instruction in Korean language beginner class, most of the students chose mixture
of Korean, English and Tagalog (92.5%) over to mixture of Korean and English
(7.5%), and none of them choose either pure Korean or pure English. These results
imply that in the beginning stages of learning Korean language where students are
not yet familiar with the language, team-teaching and the use of code-switching are
preferred strategies for comprehension purposes. The reason why is for the
students to be able to grasp a full understanding of what they are learning
especially when grammatical points are being explained using the native language
by the native Filipino teacher, and at the same time be trained in pronunciation and
listening skills from a native Korean teacher.
In the last question when students were asked about the most effective teaching
approach in learning Korean language, 85% indicated students want to learn the
target language through eclectic method7 (grammar-centered method + daily life
conversation-centered method), 15% stated daily life conversation-centered method,
and only 10% responded grammar-centered method. In teaching Korean language,
the main objective should be focused not purely on rules or form but on contextual
meaning of using the target language.
5. PROPOSED INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING KOREAN
‘CASE’ PARTICLES
5.1 Contrastive Analysis between Korean Case Particles and Tagalog Case
Markers
In order to analyze the cases of errors, it is essential to understand the native
language of the learners. Therefore, contrast analysis of Korean and Tagalog
language is necessary. In light of comparative linguistics, this study examines the
differences of Korean case particles with that of Tagalog case markers.
5.1.1 Korean Case Particles (격조사)
The Korean Language ‘Hangugeo’ is the official language of Korean peninsula
spoken by 80 million people worldwide. Korean is unique in having a large
number of complex endings and particles. Korean sentences consist of either “SV =
a subject + predicate (verb)” or “SOV a subject + object + predicate (verb)”. While
the predicate of a Korean sentence always comes at the very end of the sentence,
the order of subjects, objects, and adverbials changes depending on the intention of
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the speaker. Regardless of their order in the sentence, however, the role of these
parts can still be identified because of the particles attached to it. Particles are
attached to words in Korean sentences.
Particles typically attach to nouns; they denote case relations, or the
grammatical relation of the noun they mark with other words in the sentence. In
addition to nouns, particles can also attach to adverbs, adverbial particles,
connective endings, and other particles. According to their function, particles can
be divided into three types: case particles, connective particles and auxiliary
particles. In this study, the discussion will be focusing on case particles.
Case particles ‘gyeokjosa’ are defined as those which impart a specific case
relation to the noun preceding them. Korean has the following case particles:
subject 이/가(i/ga), 께서(kkeseo), 에서(eseo), object 을(eul) 를(reul), adnominal 의(eui),
adverbial 에게서(egeseo), 한테서 (hanteseo), and vocative 아(a), 야(ya), 여(yeo).
5.1.2 Tagalog Case Markers
Tagalog /təˈɡɑːlɒɡ/ is an Austronesian language spoken as a first language by a
quarter of the population of the Philippines and as a second language by the
majority. Tagalog word order Verb-Subject-Object (VSO) or more specifically,
predicate initial (referred to in Tagalog grammar as Tuwirang Anyo). Word order
may be inverted (referred to in Tagalog grammar as Kabalikang Anyo) by way of the
inversion marker ay ('y’ after vowels).
While Tagalog nouns are not inflected, they are usually preceded by case
markers. There are three types of case markers: absolutive (nominative), ergative
(genitive), and oblique. Tagalog is an ergative-absolutive language. Absolutive or
nominative markers mark the actor of an intransitive verb and the object of a
transitive verb. Ergative or genitive markers mark the object (usually indefinite) of
an intransitive verb and the actor of a transitive one. They also mark possession.
Oblique markers are similar to prepositions in English. They mark things such as
location and direction. Furthermore, noun markers are divided into two classes:
one for names of people (personal) and the second for everything else (common).
Mga (pronounced [maˈŋa]) marks the plural.
Tagalog has the following case markers: common singular absolutive ‘ang’,
ergative ‘ng’ / naɲ /, oblique ‘sa’; common plural absolutive ‘ang mga’, ergative ‘ng
mga’, oblique ‘sa mga’; personal singular absolutive ‘si’, ergative ‘ng’ / naɲ /, oblique
‘kay’; personal plural absolutive ‘sina’, ergative ‘nina’, oblique ‘kina’.
5.1.3 Korean Case Particles vs. Tagalog Case Markers
a. Subject particles (주격조사)
The subject particle is used to mark the subject of a sentence. 이(i)/가(ga),’ is
added to the end of a subject to designate it as the subject of the sentence. For
words ending a vowel, 가(ga), is added, and for words ending in a consonant, 이(i)
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is added. Korean nominative case particles, ‘-이(i)/가(ga),’ corresponds to the
Filipino absolutive (nominative) case marker ‘-ang/si’. Ang is used only before
common, abstract, and proper nouns of things. Proper nouns of persons (personal
names) take in Tagalog, their proper definite particle is si.
(1) 아이가 잔다.
‘The child sleeps.’

Natutulog ang bata.
(잔다
가 아이)

(2) 민철이 노래한다.
‘Minchul sings.’

Kumakanta si Minchul.
(노래한다 가 철수)

The subject particle 께서 (kkeseo) is used to honorificate the subject. Tagalog has
no correspondent particle for the 께서 (kkeseo). The distinct word po in Tagalog
connotes respect when used in a sentence. The subject particle 에서 (eseo) is used
to denote corporate or institutional subjects, in which in Tagalog it corresponds to
the particle “sa”.
(3) 우리가 학교에서 만났다.
‘We met in school.’

Nagkita kami sa paaralan.
(만났다 우리 에서 학교)

b. Object Particles (목적격조사)
The object particle is used to mark the object of a sentence. Nouns ending in a
consonant take 을 (eul), while nouns ending in a vowel take 를 (reul). Korean
objective case particle, ‘-을 (eul)/ 를 (reul),’ is equivalent to Filipino ergative
(accusative) case ‘-ng’.
(4) 나는 책을 읽고 있다.
‘I am reading a book.’

Nagbabasa ako ng libro.
(읽고 있다 나 을 책)

Plurality of nouns (and some other things) in Tagalog is expressed with the
particle mga /manga/, which is placed between the case-marking particle and the
noun. So plural objective particle in Tagalog becomes ng mga .
(5) 나는 빵(들)을 샀다.
Bumili ako ng mga tinapay.
‘I bought (loaves of) bread.’ (샀다
나 을 들 빵)
However, for personal pronouns in Tagalog functions as object in the sentence,
the particle ng is not used.
(6) 나는 그를 사랑한다.
‘I love him.’

Mahal ko siya.
(사랑한다 나 그)
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c. Adnominal (Possessive) Particle (관형격조사)
The adnominal particle functions to join two nouns into a larger noun phrase
which means of, with respect to, or pertaining to. It is also commonly called the
‘genitive particle’ or the ‘possessive particle’. Like the subject and object particles,
the adnominal particle is often dropped, but there are also cases when it is
obligatory. Korean adnominal case particle ‘-의(eui),’ corresponds to Tagalog
possessive (genitive) case particle ‘-ni’ and ‘-ng’.
(7) 한나의 책
‘The book of Hannah.’

Aklat ni Hannah
(책 의 한나)

(8) 개의 집
‘The house of dog.’

Bahay ng aso
(집
의 개)

d. Adverbial Particles (부사격조사)
Adverbial particles turn nouns and noun phrases into adverbials. Korean has a
rich variety of adverbial particles depending on the nature of the noun and
predicate of the phrase or clause in question. Korean adverbial case particles, ‘에(e)’, ’-에게(ege)/한테(hante), 께(kke),’ corresponds to dative (oblique) case particles
in Tagalog ‘-sa/kay’; another adverbial case particles, ‘-에서(eseo), -에게서(egeseo), 한테서(hanteseo), ‘-로(ro)/으로(euro), to locative case and prepositional case particles
in Tagalog ‘-mula/galing sa’. Lastly, Korean adverbial case particle ‘-에(e)’
corresponds to Tagalog dative, accusative and locative case particle, ‘-sa’,
differently depending on its usage.
-에게/한테, -께, 에 to, at, for, by
Humans and animals take –에게 or –한테; - 에 is used elsewhere. When used
with titles and names, instead of sa in Tagalog, kay is used.
(9) 나는 내 친구에게/한테 선물을 주었다. Nagbigay ako ng regalo sa kaibigan ko.
‘I gave gift to my friend.’
(주었다 나 을 선물 에게 친구 내)
(10) 벽에 기대지 마시오.
‘Please don’t lean on the wall.’
(11) 그는 안나에게/한테 우산을 주었다.
‘He gave an umbrella to Anna.’

Huwag po kayong sumandal sa pader.
(지 마시오 당신
대다
에 벽)
Nagbigay siya ng payong kay Anna.
(주었다
그 을 우산 에게 안나)

The particle –께 is the honorific equivalent of –에게 and 한테.
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(12) 선생님께 여쭈어 보세요.
‘Please ask the teacher.’

Pakitanong nyo po sa guro.
(여쭈어 보세요 당신 께 선생님)

The particle –에 marks the dative (-에, -에게/ 한테, 께) as well as several
other functions. When used in conjunction with nouns denoting time, the particle –
에 marks temporal location : in, on, or at a certain time.
(13) 영수가 공항에 갔습니다.
‘Yeongsoo went to the airport.’

Pumunta si Yongsoo sa paliparan.
(갔습니다가 영수 에 공항)

(14) 이 약은 몸에 좋습니다.
Mabuti ang gamot na ito para sa katawan.
‘This medicine is good for the body.’ (좋습니다 약 은 이
에 몸)
 -에서, - 에게서/한테서 at, in (dynamic location); from
The particle –에서 is used in conjunction with verbs and nouns denoting places
to mark the location of an action.
(15) 나는 시장에서 일합니다.
‘I work in the company.’

Nagtratrabaho ako sa palengke.
(일합니다
나 에서 시장)

The particle –에서 can also be used to mark a spatial or temporal point of
departure.
(16) 학교에서 몇 시에 출발해?
What time will you leave from school?

Anong oras ka aalis mula sa paaralan?
(몇 시에 너 출발해 에서 학교)

In the meaning of from (paraphrasable in Korean as –(으)로부터), nouns
denoting humans and animals take –에게서/ 한테서, while all other nouns take –
에게. The particles –에게서 and –한테서 are interchangeable.
(17) 나는 내 친구한테서 초대를 받았다.

Nakatanggap ako ng imbitasyon
mula/galing sa kaibigan ko.
‘I received an invitation from my friend.’ (받았다
나 를 초대
한테서 친구 내)

-(으)로 with, using, by means of; as, for, in the capacity of; (change of
state) into; to, in direction of; because of/ due, owing to
(18) 이 책상은 나무로 만들었다.
‘This chair is made of wood.’

Gawa sa kahoy ang upuan na ito.
(만들었다 로 나무 은 책상
이)
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In conjunction with verbs of motion, the particle –(으)로 can denote direction.
(19) 오른쪽으로 돌아가세요.
‘Please turn right.’

Pakiliko po sa kanan.
(돌아가세요 으로 오른쪽)

The particle –(으)로 can attach to nouns denoting humans to express status,
capacity, position or qualifications.
(20) 저는 교사로 일합니다.
‘I work as a teacher.’

Ako ay nagtratrabaho bilang guro.
(저는
일합니다
로 교사)

e. Vocative Particles (호격조사)
The vocative particles 아(a), 야(ya), 여(yeo) are used in order to call a person or
an object. Nouns ending in a vowel take 야(ya) and nouns ending in a consonant
take 아(a), and 이여(iyeo). There is no corresponding particle for vocative in
Tagalog.
(21) 수희야, 빨리 와 봐.
‘Suhee, hurry over here.’

Suhee, bilisan mong pumunta dito.
(수희 빨리
너
와 봐 여기)

Based on the comparison above, Korean case particles correspond to Tagalog
case markers in various ways depending on its contextual meaning. Below is the
summary of the Korean case particles with that of Tagalog case markers.
Table 4 Comparison between Korean Case Particles and Tagalog Case Markers
Korean Language
Case Particles
Tagalog
(English
Category
Language
Language)
-이, 가
Subject particles
ang, si
-을, 를
Object particles
ng
-의
Adnominal particle
ni
Of
-에, 에게/한테, 께
sa
To
-에서
sa, mula sa
in, from
-에게서/한테서
Adverbial particles
(coming) from
mula sa, galing
sa
-(으)로
sa, bilang
to, as
-아, 야
Vocative particles
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5.2 Emphasis on the Teaching Strategies for Korean Subject Particles, Object
Particles and Adverbial Particles
Among the case particles, errors related 이/가, object particles 을/를 and
adverbial case particles 에 and 에서 are the most numerous. Hence, below are the
suggestions on teaching subject, object and adverbial particles of Korean.
5.2.1 Subject Particles N 이(i)/가(ga) vs. Auxilliary Particles N 은(eun)/는(neun)
 Explain the grammatical meaning and usage of Korean subject particles
a. 이/가 is added to the end of a subject to designate it as the subject of the sentence.
For words ending a vowel, 가 is added, and for words ending in a consonant, 이 is
added.
(22) 조엘 씨가 빵을 먹어요.
‘Joel eats bread.’

Si Joel ay kumakain ng tinapay.

b. 이/가 also functions to particularly emphasize the preceding subject.
(23) 준호 씨가 음식을 준비할 거예요. Si Junho ang maghahanda ng pagkain.
‘Junho will prepare food.’
(Meaning that Junho, not anybody else,
will do it.)
c. 이/가 is used to express new information in a sentence, that is the introduction of
the topic.
(24) 옛날에 한 남자가 살았어요.
Noong unang panahon, may isang
‘Once upon a time there lived a man.’ lalaki ang nakatira.
 Explain the special characteristics of Korean auxiliary particles 은/는 (which
also corresponds to Tagalog case markers ang/si.
a. 은/는 is added to the end of what the speaker wants to talk about or explain in
the sentence to designate it as the main idea, topic, or issue of discussion. Thus, it
means the same as ‘as for’ or ‘regarding’. For words ending in a vowel, 는 is added,
and for words ending in a consonant, 은 is added.
(25) 존은 필리핀 사람입니다.
‘John is a Filipino.’

Si John ay Pilipino.
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b. 은/는 is also used when referring to something mentioned earlier in a
conversation or when talking about something already known by both sides in the
conversation. In other words, 은/는 is used when expressing ‘old’ information.
(26) 영희는 작년에 뉴욕에 갔었어요. 뉴욕은 정말 아름다웠어요.
Si Yong-hee ay pumunta sa New York nung nakaraang taon. Ang New
York ay talagang maganda.
‘Yong-hee went to New York last year. New York (it) was really beautiful.’

c. 은/는 is used when comparing or contrasting or two things, and in such cases it
can be attached not only to subjects but also the objects or other parts of the
sentence.
(27) 에릭은 미국 사람입니다. 그렇지만 준호는 한국 사람입니다.
Si Eric ay Amerikano, pero si Junho ay Koreano. (subject comparison)
‘Eric is American. Junho, however, is Korean.’
(28) 저는 축구는 좋아해요. 그렇지만 야구는 좋아하지 않아요.
Gusto ko ang soccer, pero ang baseball ay hindi ko gusto. (object comparison)
‘Snow fell in Seoul. In Busa, however, snow did not fall’
(29) 서울에는 눈이 왔어요. 그렇지만 부산에는 눈이 오지 않았어요.
Nag-snow sa Seoul pero sa Busan ay hindi (nag-snow). (location comparison)
‘Snow fell in Seoul. In Busan, however, snow did not fall’
When students are confused with the used of subject case particles -이/가, and
auxiliary particles -은/는, teachers should explain and provide a comparison about
the form, meaning, and usage of each particle. Aside from -이/가, some of the
supplement/auxiliary particles (보조사), such as -은/는, and others, can take the
role of a subject particle. -은/는 doesn’t belong to a case particle but belongs to
auxiliary or supplements particle. But, -은/는 are frequently used as a subject
marker, in which in the sentence, it functions as topic particle. However, at times 은/는 is used as a subject in the sentence. -이/가 is used similarly as -은/는 in that
they indicate a subject but -이/가 is used when it is necessary to identify the person
or thing that is talked about in a sentence.
(30) 민우가 가방을 샀다.
‘Minwoo bought bag.’

Si Minwoo (yung) bumili ng bag.
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(31) 민우는 가방을 샀다.
‘Minwoo bought bag.’

Si Minwoo ay bumili ng bag.

Both of these two sentences mean "Minwoo bought bag" however, in the
sentence with subject particle 가 “민우가 가방을 샀다” puts more emphasis on the
subject of the sentence, "Minwoo", about 'who' bought rather than 'what' Minwoo
did. On the other hand, “민우는 가방을 샀다”, is more concerned about 'what'
Minwoo did.
(32) 민우가 가방을 샀다.

Minwoo bought bag.’ [It wasn't anyone else
but Minwoo who bought bag]

(33) 민우는 가방을 샀다.

‘Minwoo bought bag.’ [Minwoo bought
rather than doing something else]

In case of the subject honorific particle 께서 (kkeseo), the teacher should explain
and discuss cultural background of Korean people and society to facilitate wider
learning. Due to the influence of Confucian thought on Korean society, it is
common for Korean speakers to use both honorific and humble forms of speech in
conversation according to age, family, relationships, social status, and social
distance (degree of intimacy). Honorific particles can be used after nouns indicating
people.
이/가 → 께서,

은/는 → 께서는

5.2.2 Object Particles N 을(eul)/를(reul),
 Explain the grammatical meaning and usage of Korean object particles.
The object particle 을/를 is added to a noun to express that the noun is the
object of the sentence. For nouns ending in a vowel, 를 is added, and for nouns
ending in a consonant, 을 is added. Common verbs that require this object particle
include 먹다 (to eat), 마시다 (to drink), 좋아하다 (to like), 읽다 (to read), 보다 (to
see), 만나다 (to meet), 사다 (to buy), 가르치다 (to teach), 배우다 (to learn), and 쓰다
(write). In colloquial speech, 을/를 is sometimes omitted.
(34) 웨슬리가 한국어를 공부한다.
Si Wesley ay nag-aaral ng Korean language.
‘Wesley studies Korean language.’
5.2.3 Adverbial Particles N 에(e)/에서(eseo)
 Explain the grammatical meaning and usage of Korean adverbial particles 에.
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a. 에 is used mainly with the verbs 가다 (to go), 다니다 (to attend/commute),
돌아가다 (to return), 도착하다 (to arrive), 올라가다 (to go up), and 내려가다 (to go
down). It expresses the direction in which a particular behavior proceeds. It
corresponds to ‘to’ in English and ‘sa’ in Tagalog.
(35) 언니가 매일 학교에 갑니다. Si Ate ay araw-araw na pumupunta sa skul.
‘My sister goes to school everyday.’
(36) 오빠가 내일 시장에 갈 거예요.
Si Kuya ay pupunta bukas sa palengke.
‘My brother will go the market tomorrow.’
b. 에 is also used with 있다 (to have/exist) and 없다 (to don’t have/not exist) to
express the location of the person or a thing. It corresponds to ‘in’ or ‘on’ in English
and ‘nasa/sa’ in Tagalog.
(37) 소파 위에 강아지가 있어요.

(38) 지금 동생이 집에 없어요.

Ang tuta ay nasa ibabaw ng sofa.
‘The dog is on the sofa.’
Ang kapatid ko ay wala sa bahay ngayon.
‘My younger sibling is not in the house
right now.’

c. 에 is also added to nouns that indicate time and expresses the time when some
action, event, or situation occurs. It corresponds ‘at’ or ‘on’ in English and sa or ang
in Tagalog depending on the context meaning. 에 can also combine with the
particles 는 and 도 to form 에는 and 에도.
(39) 우리가 토요일에 만나요.
‘Let’s meet on Saturday.’

Magkita tayo sa Sabado.

When more than one noun representing time is used in a sentence, 에 is added
to the final noun only.
(40) 다음 주 토요일 오전 10 시 30 분에 만나요. Magkita tayo sa susunod na
‘Let’s meet next Saturday at 10:30 A.M.’
Sabado ng alas dyes ei
medya ng umaga.
 Explain the grammatical meaning and usage of Korean adverbial particles
에서.
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a. 에서 is added to the end of nouns to express the place at which some action or
behavior occurs. It corresponds to ‘at’ or ‘in’ in English and ‘sa’ in Tagalog.
(41) 제이슨이 도서관에서 책을 읽어요. Si Jason ay nagbabasa ng libro sa
‘Jason reads book in the library.’
silid-aklatan.
When used before the verb 살다 (to live), the particles 에 and 에서 can be both
be used.
(42) 영대가 서울에서/에 살아요.
‘Youngdae lives in Seoul.’

Si Youngdae ay nakatira sa Seoul.

 For further comprehension, provide the comparison between Korean
adverbial particles 에 and 에서.
Table 5 Comparison between 에 (e) and 에서 (eseo)
에
에서
Indicates the place where a person Indicates the place where an action
or thing is located or moves and is occurs and is used with a variety
mainly used with verbs denoting of verbs.
movement, location, or existence.
시청은 서울에서 있어요. (x)
시청은 서울에 있어요. (ㅇ)
집에서 에어컨이 없어요. (x)
Ang munisipyo ay nasa Seoul.
‘The city hall is in Seoul.’
집에 에어컨이 없어요. (ㅇ)

식당에서 밥을 먹어요. (ㅇ)

Walang aircon sa bahay.
‘There’s no air conditioner in the
house.’

Kumakain (ako) ng kanin
restawran.
‘(I) eat in the restaurant.’

sa

학교에서 한국어를 배웠어요. (ㅇ)
식당에 밥을 먹어요. (x)
학교에 한국어를 배웠어요 (x).

Natuto (ako) ng Korean language
sa skul.
‘(I) learned Korean language at
school.’

5.3 Sample Teaching Design of Korean Nominative Case Particles
Guided by the considerations and cognitive principles of language learning
explored, this part proposes teaching strategies of Korean case particles and
introduces a model grammar lesson focused on nominative case particles to
Filipino KFL beginners. In this grammar lesson, the medium of instruction is
Filipino, Korean and English. The target language is Korean and the target learners
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are Filipino beginners. When students do not understand, the teacher uses the
students’ native language (L1) to facilitate comprehension.
The lesson consists of the following three parts using a “PPP”8 approach.
(1) PRESENTATION: a general orientation to the lesson followed by explicit
instruction on the target grammar structure;
(2) PRACTICE: performance of a communicative task in which the task content is a
problem solving the grammar structure;
(3) PRODUCTION: multiple post lesson exposures to communicative material
containing the grammar structure
Part 1: PRESENTATION
Using an Advance Organizer, the teacher begins by giving the students a
general orientation to the activities to come. To assist comprehension, this
introduction may given in the students’ L1. First the teacher tells the students about
the purpose and procedures of the task activity, then he or she explains the target
grammar structure. Use of an Advance Organizer is believed to activate the
students’ previously developed knowledge for top-down processing, and assist
them in linking the new information to what they already know.
In this case, the students are told that they will study a problematic grammar
structure – nominative case particles in Korean. After the grammar lesson, the
students are given communicative material to read or listen to. The material
contains many instances of the structures, which are highlighted or placed in italics
to promote noticing. Following the presentation of the communicative material, the
teacher again reviews the rule of subject particles and points out the
communicative function served by the structure. The teacher lets the students to
listen the conversation in the textbook through the use of compact disk (audio CD)
and tells to the students to repeat the conversation.
Then, the teacher explains that Korean is composed of complicated case
particles and that is often confusing because there are numerous rules for different
particles. The teacher then presents the comparison of Korean nominative case
particle and Tagalog case marker.
Example:
(43) 한국어가 어렵습니다.
‘Korean language is difficult’.
(44) 지영이 예쁩니다.
‘Jiyoung is beautiful.’

Mahirap ang Korean language.
(어렵습니다 가 한국어)
Maganda si Jiyoung.
(예쁩니다 이 지영)
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In Tagalog language, there are two kinds of subject markers – ang and si. Ang
is used for common nouns while si is used for proper nouns. Likewise in Korean
language, there are so called nominative case particles. Then the teacher explains
the rule of nominative case particles in Korean.
Rule: The subject particle is used to mark the subject of a sentence. Nouns
ending in a consonant take 이, while nouns ending in a vowel take 가. In Tagalog
language, the subject particle comes first while in Korean the subject particle comes
after a noun.
Reference is made to previously studied patterns of Korean verbs or adjectives
usage to assist the students in organizing the new information in relation to what
they have learned before, and the teacher writes additional examples of nouns and
sentences on the board, eliciting them from the students as a way to promote
noticing of the form.
Example:
(45) 오늘은 날씨가 춥습니다.
‘Today’s weather is cold.’
(46) 책이 비쌉니다.
‘The book is expensive.’

Malamig ang panahon ngayon.
(춥습니다 가 날씨
오늘)
Mahal ang libro.
(비쌉니다 이 책)

In explaining the grammatical points, however, it is crucial that the teacher
should not only focus on the translation equivalent of the sentence but also with its
functional equivalence to ensure proper meaning of the translation.
Part 2: PRACTICE
After the grammar lesson, students work in pairs to perform a structure based
communicative task which contains multiple uses of the target structure.
Furthermore, in the lesson described here, the task content is actually the study of
the structure itself. The task goal is to determine which nouns fall under the correct
usage of placement of particles; thus there is an explicit focus on grammar. Each
student has a task card with Korean vocabulary nouns written along with verbs or
adjectives, and she or he must create a question to his or her partner. The listener
must answer the question with the correct position and usage of subject particles.
To further focus attention on the target grammar structure, the case particle is
written in italics or bold.
Example:
Q: 당신의 이름이 무엇입니까?

Ano ang pangalan mo?
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‘What is your name?’
A: 제 이름이 존입니다.
‘My name is John.’
Q: 오늘 날씨가 어떻습니까?
‘How is the weather today?’
A: 오늘 날씨가 덥습니다.
‘The weather today is hot.’

(무엇 이 이름

당신의)

Ang pangalan ko ay John.
(이 이름 나의 입니다 존).
Ano (kamusta) ang panahon ngayon?
(어떻습니까
가 날씨
오늘)
Mainit ang panahon ngayon.
(덥습니다 가
날씨 오늘)

Part 3: PRODUCTION
After discussing the task solution, the teacher provides the students with
practice exercises such as fill-in-the blank exercises to open-ended exercises, where
students are asked to fill the correct subject particles and supplied the right verbs
and adjectives to make sentences, to communicative exercises, where they develop
their own sentences containing Korean subject particles. After this activity, each
student is asked to stand up and read his/her own work and teachers give feedback.
The feedback is regarded as for creating meaning and promoting noticing of
communicative functions served by grammar structure.
In a predominantly communicative classroom, practice might include activities
such as reading/listening material in the workbook containing many uses of the
target grammar structure and having the students ask and questions which require
production of the structure. Below is a sample of Korean subject particle class
activity.
* 다음 (
)에 ‘이/가’를 넣으십시오.
(Fill in the blank with the correct particle using 이 or 가.)
①
②
③
④
⑥
⑦

그 책(
사과(
학생(
여기(
가수(
은행원(

)
)
)
)

) 읽기 책입니다.
맛있습니다.
공부합니다.
우리 교실입니다.
노래합니다.
) 인사합니다.

6. CONCLUSION
The necessity of teaching Korean grammar in foreign language education is
presented in response to the rapid increase of KFL learners in the Philippines.
When surveyed, majority of the Filipino college students at Philippine International
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College (PIC) indicated that Korean grammar is the most difficult skill in learning
Korean, and Korean particles is the most identified difficult element at their
beginning stages in learning.
This study, therefore, aimed at providing the educational substance and
teaching methods of Korean grammar more particularly in leading to correct and
productive usage of Korean particles. Below is the brief summary of comparative
study between Korean particles and Tagalog case markers. Korean nominative case
particles, ‘-이(i)/가(ga),’ corresponds to the Tagalog absolutive (nominative) case
marker ‘-ang/si’. Korean objective case particle, ‘-을(eul)/를(reul),’ is equivalent to
Tagalog ergative (accusative) case ‘-ng’. Korean adnominal case particle ‘-의(eui),’
to Tagalog possessive (genitive) case particle ‘-ni’ and ‘-ng’; adverbial case
particles,’-에게(ege), 한테(hante), 께(kke),’ to dative (oblique) case particles in
Tagalog ‘-sa/kay’; another adverbial case particles, ‘-에서(eseo), -에게서(egeseo), 한테서(hanteseo), ‘-로(ro)/으로(euro), to dative case particles in Tagalog ‘mula/galing sa, bilang’ which at also function as locative case and prepositional
case in the sentence. Lastly, Korean adverbial case particle ‘-에(e)’ corresponds to
Tagalog dative, accusative and locative case particle, ‘-sa’, differently depending on
its usage.
Considering the differences of the case particles of Korean and Tagalog,
Korean case particles should be selectively instructed with concrete explanations
on their basic meanings and semantic function to the target learners. An example is
the politeness using particle‘-께서(kkeseo)’ which is not familiar to Tagalog, needs
high attention in Korean teaching.
Moreover, for comprehension purposes, the study indicated that teamteaching between native Korean and native Filipino teachers on Korean language
and code-switching using Filipino, English and Korean are dominantly considered
as effective teaching methods most especially at the beginning stages of learning
the Korean language. The reason why is for the students to be able to grasp a full
understanding of what they are learning especially when grammatical points are
being explained using the native language by the Filipino teacher, and at the same
time be trained in pronunciation and listening skills from a native Korean teacher.
With this, instructional choice of language is crucial. The teacher, however, should
also give emphasis on the translation equivalent and functional equivalent
approach of each language translation. Additionally, instructional methods that
encourage peer learning are effective ways to involve the students in the teaching
of Korean. For example, working in small groups, students produce several
questions in Korean based on a specific lesson. Lastly, the development of
appropriate teaching materials suit for Filipino learners is significantly needed for
the improvement of the Korean language education in the Philippines.
The researcher is, however, conscious of imperfections in her work due to
limited sample and varieties, but considering that this is the first paper written in
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the Philippines on the teaching of Korean grammar (Korean-Tagalog grammar)
focusing on Korean case particles, difficulties encountered in compiling even the
simplest treatise of this kind hopes to be better perceived. Nevertheless, this
research hopes to serve as one reference and tool in understanding the need
analysis of KFL Filipino learners and contribute decisively in setting up a more
solid plan for Korean language education in the country. Furthermore, this study is
based on a case study practically observed by the researcher and is thus hard to
generalize the Korean language education for academic purpose in the Philippines.
Therefore, continuous studies on the teaching of Korean grammar in larger
dimensions and higher language proficiency levels are recommended targeting
Filipino learners.

ENDNOTES
1

“Tagalog” comes from the word “taga-ilog”, meaning “from the river”, and refers to the
group of people who settled near the Pasig River, the river that crosses the city of Manila, as
well as to the language that they speak. Because the Tagalog people lived in Manila, the
center of politics and socio-economic life, the Tagalog language was adopted as the national
language of the Philippines. In the 1990s, after many debates within the linguistic
community, the national language was changed to the term “Filipino” (Aspillera, 1993).
2
The researcher uses need analysis to gain a more and deeper understanding of Filipino
learners of Korean language and so as to derive an effective strategy in teaching Korean
grammar. A set of techniques and procedures, known as needs analysis, was developed to
assist designers adopting such an approach with an analysis of the communicative needs of
the learner. Needs analysis includes a wide variety of techniques for collecting and
analyzing information, both about learners and about language. The kinds of information
that syllabus designers collect include biographical information such as age, first language
background, reasons for learning the language, other languages spoken, time available for
learning, and so on (Larsen and Freeman, 1991).
3
In other words, grammar teaching is not so much knowledge transmission as it is skill
development. By thinking of grammar as a skill to be mastered, rather than a set of rules to
be memorized, Korean Language learners/students can go a long way toward the goal of
being able to accurately convey meaning in the manner they deem appropriate.
4
Code-switching is the use of a first, second or third language within a stream of speech in
the second language. Often code-switching subconsciously occurs between two advanced
learners with a common first language, but in such a case, usually not as a compensatory
strategy. Learners in the early stages of acquisition, however, might code-switch—use their
native language to fill in missing knowledge—whether the hearer knows that native
language or not (Brown, 1994).
5
Communicative competence is the learner’s ability to understand and use language
appropriately in authentic rather than simulated (Chomsky, 1965).
6
The Department of Asian Studies Department of Philippine International College (PIC)
stands as the pioneer in offering Korean Studies which is responsible for coordinating and
supervising activities initiated by students and faculty that are related to the promotion of
Korean Studies in the Philippines. At present, it is also in charge of overseeing the BA
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Asian Studies, Major in Korean Studies course offered to undergraduate students of PIC
since 2006.
7
See Brown (2000) discussion on eclectic method: no single theory or hypothesis will
provide a magic formula for all learners in all contexts.
8
Presentation, Practice, Production, or PPP, is a method for teaching structures (e.g.
grammar or vocabulary) in a foreign language. As its name suggests, PPP is divided into
three phases, moving from tight teacher control towards greater learner freedom. Note that
some writers use the name to refer to a specific method that focuses on oral skills, but it can
also be applied more broadly to a family of related methods which rely on the progression
from presentation, through controlled practice, to free production. See Brown, H. D. (1994).
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THE PEJORATIVE NAMING OF CONTEMPORARY KOREAN WOMEN:
EXPRESSING GENDER BIAD THROUGH LANGUAGE
Abstract
Language is one important medium utilized to render biases against women in
human society. This paper examines how pejorative naming is used to abase
contemporary Korean women, focusing on the newly-coined words (sinjo-eo) that
are generated to ridicule them. This paper shows that pejorative naming serves as
Korean men’s rhetoric against a Korean woman who acts or behaves differently
from the “archetype” molded out of a particular set of expectations. In addition,
such derogatory naming reflects the Korean men’s hegemonic response to the
growing social status of Korean women. The contemporary Korean society
therefore provides another case wherein language serves as a significant force used
by a society in a patriarchal order to maintain or perpetuate the supremacy of men.
Keywords: sociolinguistics, gender and language, pejorative naming, Korean women,
sinjo-eo
Introduction
The expression namjonyeobi1 may be cliché, but Peterson (1983, 33) had enough
bases to state that this expression best describes the position of women in
traditional Korean society, particularly in the Joseon period. Women were
relegated into the lower social strata and were made social dependents, a treatment
made possible by the Confucian paradigm which considered men as the only
“structurally relevant members of the society” (Deuchler, in Kendall & Patterson,
1983, 1). Parallel to this systematic demotion of women’s status was the utilization
of language, particularly of the process of naming by men, as part of their
controlling mechanism in their domination of women. Spender (1980, 164) cited
that such “naming” by a monopolizing group (men) “helps maintain and
strengthen its initial bias” against the inferior group (women). This explains the
plethora of terms biased against women in the Korean language.
The collapse of Joseon did not end such practice of pejorative naming of women.
However, the colonial period saw changes in the patterns of assigning terms for
women. The Japanese colonial government realized the practicality of “enlisting
the support of Korean women” in building a progressive Japanese empire (Yoo,
2008, 60). Women became more involved with various affairs of the society and
their quest for identity and self-development became a popular subject of argument
between competing ideologies. The former pattern of labeling Joseon women to
emphasize their inferiority vis-à-vis the Korean men evolved into a pattern of
assigning labels to define ‘the ideal’ during the colonial period. The Korean men,
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represented by the nationalist reformers, became instant “censors” that criticized
radical changes in the ideas, representations and values of Korean women during
this period. They tried to revise the old Confucian ideology of womanhood into
something that would “appeal to her modern sensibilities while containing her
within traditional gender boundaries”. The phenomenon of new women
(shinyeoja/shinyeoseong) in the 1920s reflects how those nationalist reformers sought
to undermine the existence of women who were trying to “redefine the Korean
female identity”. The Korean men apparently viewed this phenomenon as a threat
to “male hegemony” and lambasted the distinguishing features of the new women,
particularly their short skirts and their bobbed hair (72). Although they failed to
create distinct and exact names for these women, the nationalist reformers labeled
the new women as “second-class humans” and called the phenomenon a “disease”
(77).
Almost seven decades after Korea’s independence, it would be perhaps
surprising to know but it is a fact that this practice of “controlling” women thru
naming still exists. It must be made clear though that the naming itself normally
does not point to the “ideal” but to the “deviant”, thus the labels that come out are
normally “pejorative”. In particular, the pejorative label dwinjangnyeo (lit. soybean
paste girl) which became a hot item in Korean media in 2006 reflects such culture of
creating “names” to disparage a particular representation of Korean women which
deviates from what Korean men imagine as an “ideal” woman. The term, which is
associated generally with women who prioritize luxury items over basic needs,
became the most searched word in the Korean Yahoo website in 2006, and had
been a recurrent topic in Korean newspapers for at least one year. Before
dwinjangnyeo however, there were other similar labels which came out in Korean
media denigrating women in the same light. These include ttalnyeo (lit. strawberry
girl’) which came out in 2003, tteolnyeo (lit. ‘shake girl’) and gaettongnyeo(lit. ‘dog’s
pooh girl’) which both came out in 2005. And recently, the term lujeonyeo (lit. ’loser
girl’)became an instant vocabulary after internet citizens (netizens) launched a
cyber attack against a girl who called men whose height is shorter than 180
centimeters as “lujeo” or ‘losers’2.
The above-mentioned five terms, although different in meaning and in level of
being controversial, all serve as Korean men’s rhetoric against a Korean woman
who acts or behaves differently from the “archetype” molded out of a particular set
of expectations. This study will examine the five labels mentioned above and
analyze how such pejorative naming reflects the Korean men’s embodiment of a
quintessential Korean woman. The study seeks to answer the following questions:
(1) What particular representations of Korean women do these labels express? (2)
Why such labels were utilized? and (3) What particular functions do these labels
serve in the contemporary Korean society? This study revolves around the
hypothesis that Korean men, in their desperate attempt to maintain their
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dominance over Korean women, resort to pejorative naming. These pejorative
labels are normally popularized through media to further arrest public attention.
The ultimate purpose of such pejorative naming is to create a public stigma that
would eventually ‘repress’ or ‘control’ similar representations of women in the
future.
The study will utilize newspaper archives for the data. So far, all issues of
Chosun Ilbo and the Dong-a Ilbo, two of Korea’s leading newspapers, from 1999
until present have been checked for stories and other narratives about such labels.
In addition, the archives of the two major English newspapers in Korea, The Korea
Herald and The Korea Times have also been searched for similar stories. This study
is preliminary and will focus mainly on describing the representations of such
labels and providing an analysis dealing with the questions above. The study may
refer to the historical background to strengthen the arguments being proposed.
The term “pejorative naming/labeling” in this study refers only to selected
forms of naming and does not include all words, and expressions found in
contemporary Korean language that reflect devaluing, derogation, and other types
of biases against Korean women. It also does not include discussions of semantic
pejoration of already existing names/labels used to refer to women 3.
The Abasement of Contemporary Korean Women through Pejorative Naming
The case of “new women” which has been discussed in the introduction vividly
manifests a process wherein women who would attempt to undermine the
dominance of men in a patriarchal society are labelled derogatively. This is
somehow an inevitable response considering that in any power-relation, the
dominant group would endeavour to maintain its dominance, at all means. In their
effort to perpetuate patriarchy, men would have to organize social institutions and
social practices to be able to ensure that such male supremacy would remain
undisturbed. And one of such institutions which became an important tool for men
to perpetuate their dominance over women is language. The argument proposed in
this paper is not really to explicate how the structure of Korean language reflects a
male-dominated world. The focus of this study is to show how naming,
particularly pejorative naming, has been utilized to criticize, suppress or verbally
attack various contemporary representations of Korean women, which are thought
as either resistance or deviation from the male-subscribed norms. Naming in this
paper does not simply mean a provision of name or label to a real world referent,
but using Foucault’s definition, the provision of “verbal representation of a mental
representation” (Sheridan, 1980, 56).
All the five labels examined below are labels produced through compounding4
and have not been included in mainstream dictionaries. They are called sinjo-eo or
newly-coined words in Korean literature and are only found in online Korean
dictionaries.
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The discussion of these labels is organized according to the particular value(s)
or characteristic(s) of the female referent that they attempt to denigrate.
Controlling Women’s Sexuality: The Parody of ‘Ttalnyeo’ and The Extreme
Movements of ‘Tteolnyeo’
The word ttalnyeo came out in 2003 after an unidentified girl published her
photo5 in a digital camera-related website/internet forum6 (dcinside.com) which
caught the attention of netizens. In the said photo the girl was holding strawberries
near her breasts with her eyes closed and her mouth opened. She was referred to as
ttalnyeo by the netizens, a clip for ttalgireul deun yeoja (lit. ‘a girl holding/carrying a
strawberry’). The website which first published “ttalnyeo” noted the response of the
netizens as being “astounded” or “shocked” (gyeong-ak) by what they saw7. This
image generated hundreds of spoofs in just a span of few days, most of them
posted in the same website8. These parodies of ttalnyeo denigrate the girl in the
photo by providing various sorts of rhetoric that directly attack her personality. In
most of the images presented in the parodies, the ttalnyeo is portrayed as “bizarre”
and as a “sexual object” in various depictions. One parody put her in a movie
poster of the movie “Equilibrium”, a 2002 science-fiction film which displayed the
following tagline in its official poster:
“In a future where freedom is outlawed, outlaws will become heroes”.
By utilizing such parody, the image of ttalnyeo is compared to that of an “outlaw”
or an outright “non-conformist” and her act in the photo as a “crime”. Although
similar depictions are not found in other media, a news report confirms the
“strangeness” of such action by describing the expression of the girl in the photo as
“odd” (yareuthada)9.
Another popularized label emerged in 2005 almost in the same manner as that
of ttalnyeo. This label is tteolnyeo which is a combination of the verb tteolda which
means ‘to shake’ and –nyeo referring to the ‘girl’. This name was coined to refer to a
girl10 who uploaded a video of herself dancing in a “powerful” manner
characterized by “extreme shaking of the body”. The fact that she is wearing
miniskirt and has her belly exposed in the video has also been emphasized by the
media11. Her video sparked curiosity to a large extent among the netizens and
became a subject of adverse criticism. Her dance movement in the video was also
likened to violence.12
The two labels which representations are discussed above reflect the Korean
society’s hostile response toward actions of women which they perceived are
liberated and aggressive. Such image of being liberated and aggressive is
particularly true in ttalnyeo when she freely expresses herself in a sensual manner
in front of the camera and publishes it in the internet. This is a “negative image” for
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a society like Korea13 which male-dominance also means men’s monopoly of sexual
experience. Accordingly, part of the design of patriarchal societies is the “intricate
control of women’s sexuality” because this is central to the preservation of the
patriarchal family and society (Chang, in Chang & Kim, 2005, 119). The Korean
traditional society, in its effort to protect the sanctity of a patriarchal marriage, put
a large amount of value unto the woman’s chastity. For her to be considered
virtuous, a Korean woman should be “sexually pure” and only through a strict
control of her sexual behavior would this be achieved. Being sexually liberated is a
characteristic that is attached to masculinity. Being sexually “virile” and “potent”
are significant for Korean men to be able to ensure continuity in the patriarchal
family line. This traditional conception of sexuality is the primary motivation why
ttalnyeo was labelled as such. The contemporary Korean society does not have laws
anymore which restrict sexual behavior of women, and only through such
pejoration and utterly disturbing parodies would these homophobic men be able to
denigrate women expressing their sexual desires.
Similar to ttalnyeo, the energetic dancing of tteolnyeo has stirred controversy
because it represented “sexual aggressiveness”, a behaviour which only men are
expected to possess. Women are considered the “naturally subordinate” and are
supposed to submit themselves to men. The girl’s sensual shaking as well as her
outfit provided the sexual innuendo in her action, thereby provoking the
sensibilities of Korean men.
Emphasizing Women’s Domesticity: the Irresponsible ‘Gaettongnyeo’ and the
Consumerist ‘Dwinjangnyeo’
The traditional conception of a Korean woman is that of a being a “wise mother”
and a “good wife” (hyeonmo yangcho). To fulfil such definition of womanhood, a
Korean woman should be able to manage “domestic affairs” well, including
household chores and taking good care of the children. This traditional role of
Korean women started to become challenged during the colonial period, when the
“new women” sought for various rights not granted to women in the traditional
society. During the onset of economic boom in Korea in the latter part of President
Park’s era, women, particularly those who were in the upper-middle to upper class
tiers of the society, also started to become active in the public sphere. They started
to venture into negotiations beyond their domestic roles and by virtue of their
newly-found wealth, have become instant consumers of capitalism. However, just
like the “new women” of the colonial period, these women’s public experiences
were subject to various criticisms as well. For instance, Cho (in Kendall, 2002, pp.
165-195) cited a number of terms which portray the negative image of the “new
wives of the newly emerging middle class”, whose activities go beyond the borders
of home as they handle negotiations concerning their children’s education and
venture into various investment strategies to improves their family’s economic
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status. These terms include altteul jubu ( ‘frugal housewives’), chimaparam (‘the
swish of the skirt’) and bokpuin ( ‘Mrs. Realtor’) among others14.
Women in the contemporary Korean society are in general terms not bound into
domesticity anymore. They are now highly visible in various public niches,
including the academe. Such elevated status of women is apparently causing
insecurity to a large extent on the part of the Korean men. And one way for them to
desperately restrict this manifestation of women’s empowerment is by imposing to
the latter the moral standards reminiscent of “wise mother good wife” of
traditional Korea. One such moral standard is “consumer morality”. And as argued
in this paper, men utilize pejorative naming to emphasize and subtly impose such
moral standards to women.
One such label which men coined to revive the veneration of Korean women’s
domesticity is dwinjangnyeo which was mentioned earlier in the introduction. This
pejorative label appeared in the Korean media in April, 2006, when an anonymous
male netizen used the word as an intrusive post in a female netizens’ online
discussion board. This started a heated discussion about the usage of the term,
gaining popular media attention. Although the origin of the word remains a subject
of debate until this moment, there are vivid representations of dwinjangnyeo in
various narratives found in Korean media. The following is an excerpt from a news
article which vividly narrates the activities of a typical dwinjangnyeo:
“She would set her alarm at 7:30 in the morning. She would spend much time
in the bathroom and does make-up even though she has her first class at
10:00 o’clock. She’ll then proceed to Dunkin Donuts, where she’d order a
sugarless (as she is on diet) Americano coffee and sugar and jam coated
donut. Her lunch would be the same. She will not eat in public restaurants or
student cafeterias to maintain her value…The price of a dwinjangnyeo’s meal
is worth the combined price of an ordinary student’s meals in one week.” 15
This particular representation of dwinjangnyeo is an antagonistic depiction of her
consumerist behavior. She is depicted as someone who assigns value to every item
she consumes. She is depicted as someone who worships “luxury goods”
(myeongpum) and who would save on basic commodities just to be able to buy said
items. A particular narrative which illustrates the latter has the dwinjangnyeo
compelling her male senior seonbae (선배) to treat her lunch for her to be able to save
money. In this case she is viewed as “inconsiderate” (baeryeo-ga eopta) and
“selfish”16. In another news article, men were encouraged to take with them their
“discount cards” (harinkadeu) and choose a frugal girlfriend (altteulhan yeojachingu)
over a dwinjangnyeo17. These narratives clearly show that the term pejorates women
based on the latter’s preference toward a consumerist lifestyle.
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Another label, though less controversial as compared to dwinjangnyeo, is
gaettongnyeo, which came out in 2005. Similar to ttalnyeo, gaettongnyeo was coined
by a netizen to refer to a girl who did not clean the mess made by her pet dog
inside a subway train. The netizen witnessed the incident and took photos, which
were subsequently uploaded in the internet. Accordingly, a girl around 20 years of
age did not bother to wipe the dung of her pet dog and just innocently got off her
destination, leaving the mess to some of the other passengers who voluntarily
cleaned it up. She was described as lacking “etiquette”, “manners” and conscience 18.
The outraged against the gaettongnyeo elevated to a point when the subway
administrators had to issue a guideline which prohibits carrying of pets inside the
subway train19. Although such action may still be considered deplorable even if a
man does it, but the label was apparently produced because she is a woman. A
parody, which later was produced by a television show to depict gaettongnyeo, used
the term ‘bitjarunyeo (‘broomstick girl’)20, reflecting the relationship between the
attack on gaettongnyeo and the expected domestic responsibilities of a woman. As a
woman (-nyeo [-녀:女] ), she is expected to perform a domestic chore well and for
gaettongnyeo, her purposive refusal to ‘clean-up’ the mess of her pet shows her
defiance of her “domestic essence”.
Blasphemy towards Men: The Case of ‘Lujeonyeo’ and ‘Gunsamnyeo’
Men do not just pejoratively label women whose image deviates from the malenorm. They also label a woman who in her speech states something that either
offends or devalues men or any aspect of their masculinity. Two of such labels are
lujeonyeo and gunsamnyeo.
Gunsamnyeo ([軍三女] lit. military+three+girl) appeared in 2007 after a
controversial response was made by a young woman to a television interview
question regarding the length of service that Korean men render in the military. In
her remarks, the girl commented that “two years of military service is too short”
and “three years would be good enough” for men to acquire ample military
training21. A netizen captured images of the girl while being interviewed and
posted it in the internet which sparked outraged among male netizens. The girl was
labelled gunsamnyeo based on her statement and became a subject of ridicule after
uttering said remarks. In the online open dictionary of Naver (www.naver.com),
one of Korea’s leading internet portals, the term gunsamnyeo has its meaning
extended to any woman who would “carelessly” speak about men’s enterprise
without having any experience of it before.
The label lujeonyeo, which is the most recent among all the labels examined in
this paper as it appeared only in the last quarter of 2009, is a pejorative naming
labelled to a woman who expressed her preference toward taller men (one hundred
eighty [180] centimetres or higher) for a partner, when she appeared as guest in a
television talk show. What really caused men to adversely criticize her though was
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when she called men whose height is below 180 centimetres as “losers” (lujeo). She
also equated the height of men with their “competitiveness” (gyeongjaengryeok)22.
Such negative comments about men’s physical appearance infuriated many
television viewers and netizens wasted no time and rightaway labelled her as
“lujeonyeo”. The infuriated netizens even hacked the girl’s personal webpages to
expose her private life into public. Callous comments were also bombarded both in
the television station’s website and later, the young lady’s school’s website. This
prompted the young lady to issue a public apology, citing that she did not say it by
heart but just read what was on the script. The label therefore serves as a public
persecution of a young woman who freely expressed her opinion in public. This
subjective bias against women’s opinion which touches on the “weaknesses” or
“inferior” qualities of men in Korea is in itself a double-standard. This doublestandard imposes certain actions as ‘acceptable’ if done by men and ‘unacceptable’
if done by women. This explains why lujeonyeo emerged, but not “lujeonam” for
instance, for men who would express partiality on women’s physical appearance.
But why such double-standard exists? Explanation may be provided in line
with how men control “interactions” in a patriarchal society. Men are supposed to
control interactions, and are the ones who would provide “interruptions” if
necessary. In traditional Korean society, men almost monopolized interactive
spaces, and rarely should women be allowed to participate in these interactions.
Expressing an opinion in public used to be an all-men’s activity. When the
importance of Western-style public discourses, such as debates, were recognized in
the late nineteenth century in Korea, there was no occasion where women were
allowed to actively voice their concerns. Even the Independence Club
(Dongniphyeophwi [독립협회 (獨立協會)]), an independence movement of
intellectual progressives in the late 19 th Century, which advocated the advancement
of women’s rights, failed to make women visible in public discourses they
sponsored. The club’s official publication, the Independent (독립신문 [獨立新聞]),
only portrayed women as either “baseball fans” and “usherettes” of luncheons
prepared for the male intellectuals23. This particular “male dominion” on various
forms of interactions may have improved today, owing to socio-economic elevation
of women’s status, but its traces are still visible in the way Korean men censure
women speech. And such labels as “gunsamnyeo” and “lujeonyeo” will continue to
come out as men feel threatened by the freedom of speech that Korean women
enjoy right now.
Conclusion
Language indeed reflects a great deal of cultural realities. In this paper, the
pejorative naming which men used to label women whom they perceived as “nonconformists” and are “threat” to the still existing patriarchal order, has been
examined.
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The labels “ttalnyeo” and “tteolnyeo” manifests the way men repress women’s
sexuality. The passive, almost asexual characteristic of women had been idealized
and women who are unable to maintain such men’s definition of female sexuality
are labelled pejoratively. The labels “dwinjangnyeo” and “gaetteongnyeo” underline
women’s domestic roles and denigrates their “consumerism” and “antidomesticity.” In today’s capitalist society, consumerism became a gauge of status,
and women who consume like a “dwinjangnyeo” is labelled as such to ridicule her
possession of status symbols. The last two labels, “gunsamnyeo” and “lujeonyeo” are
manifestations of women’s newly-found freedom of expression, particularly in
public discourses. Both labels however were utilized to “mute” these women and
to provide a repressive mechanism on women who would express anything in their
speech that devalues the existing patriarchal beings.
Language therefore provides a significant dimension wherein men in a
patriarchal order perpetuate their supremacy. And pejorative labels become a sort
of censure on women’s behavior. This explains why most of these newly-coined
words which are pejorations always have the “-nyeo” (-녀 [女]) attached to them. One
important question which may necessitate further research is whether women these
days provide a counter-discourse to these pejorative labels? The answer perhaps is
yes, as there were instances when pejorative labels were created to counter those
created by men (e.g. tteolnam and gochujangnam [vs. dwinjangnyeo]). But the fact that
these words did not provide an impact as strong as that of the labels against
women probably reflects the fact that the system is in itself still subscribing to male
supremacy. If this is true, this particular trend of pejorative naming against women
can be expected to continue which may provide an interesting area for future
researches.
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GROOMING FUTURE KOREAN STUDIES SCHOLARS:
POTENTIALS, CHALLENGES AND STRATEGIC PLANS
IN PHILIPPINE INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE (PIC)
I. Introduction
With the rise of Korea as an international power and with the increasing number
of Korean immigrants to the world, Korean Studies nowadays is of particular
interest. Alongside the fact that Philippines and Korea have shown closer
relationship throughout the years, the employment opportunities in Korean
companies in local and overseas as well as the popularity of K-pop music and
drama is seen to be a major factor for learning Korean Studies.
To respond to the recent trend of ever-increasing age of globalization, Philippine
International College (PIC) standing proud of its history is the benchmark for
Bachelor of Arts in Asian Studies major in Korean Studies Program as an
undergraduate degree in the Philippines. PIC, a private academic institution, is
dedicated to advancing higher education in Asia with special attention to the study
of Korea and receives the call to train future scholars who have the passion for
Korean Studies.
II. Background
History of Korean Studies of PIC
The Korean Studies Program of PIC (formerly known as IEHC) traces its roots
back to 2005 when the school’s President, made a bold decision to expand the reach
and therefore the ministry of PIC. The beginnings were tough as it would be in any
extraordinary pursuit; yet, everything became possible with the hands of God at
work and with the Vision God has entrusted him that is “To Train Global Christian
Leaders…” through the power of the Holy Spirit.
The resolve to open a regular course that features the study of Asia in general,
and Korea in particular was a timely response to the unconcealed economic distress
of many Filipinos, who are increasingly losing the hope of finding a greener a
pasture at home, In March 2006, in accordance with the provisions of RA No. 7722,
otherwise known as the “Higher Education Act of 1994”, this Temporary Permit is
hereby granted to the International Evangelical Holiness College (IEHC), Antipolo
City, to open and conduct the First Year Level of the Bachelor of Arts in Asian
Studies major in Korea Studies Course. January 2008, by the virtue of Resolution
No. 153-2000, Series of 2000, of the Commission enbanc, Government Recognition
(GR) was finally achieved to conduct and operate Bachelor of Arts in Asian Studies.
In 2014, the Commission on Higher Education (CHED) has approved the newly
revised curriculum of the program and the course title AB in Asian Studies major
in Korea Studies was changed to AB in Asian Studies major in Korean Studies as
undergraduate degree.
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Department of Asian Studies
The Department of Asian Studies Department of PIC is responsible for
coordinating and supervising activities initiated by students and faculty that are
related to the promotion of Korean Studies in the Philippines. At present, it is also
in charge of overseeing the BA Asian Studies, Major in Korean Studies course
offered to undergraduate students of PIC since 2006.
PIC now stands as the pioneer in offering Korean Studies as a specialized
course under the Asian Studies curriculum with certification from the Commission
on Higher Education. The Korean Studies program of PIC institution aims to
promote education and research in Korea-related fields, encompassing, among
others, Korean history, society and culture, and politics and economic development,
through the presentation of a broader and balanced view of Korea as a subject of
study. It endeavors to inspire scholarship that benchmarks Korea’s experience as
possible source of values and ideals that can contribute to the development of the
Philippines.
Objectives
Just as the first East-West encounter had caused immeasurable changes to
human civilizations, the crossing of paths of Filipinos and Koreans is also bound to
lead a new era blessed by the Goodness and Greatness of our Creator. Among the
objectives of the Department are:
1) Groom future scholars in Korean studies who share a deep and lasting
concern for advancing knowledge about Asia and Korea, a respect for the
value of mutual cooperation, and a sense of solidarity while not forgetting
their own identity as a Filipino;
2) Establish an academic ground for Korean Studies interests in the Philippines
through an integrated course of interdisciplinary study;
3) Produce qualified leaders to contribute service to God and their country.
The Korean Studies Program, through the Bachelor of Arts in Asian Studies
Course, endeavors to take part in the creation of this new history by:
K - Knowing and doing the Will of God through
O - Organized & systematic learning, as we hold on to our
R - Reason for wise discernment,
E - Enthusiasm to uncover facts,
A - Appreciation of our own culture as Asians,
N - Nurturing our character with Biblical values and our
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S - Stance that God is a God of
T - Truth, Who makes us strong and
U - Unwavering in faith that we may continue to be
D - Devoted to our endeavor to promote the
I - Ingenuity of the Asian, Filipino and Korean people through
E - Excellence in our studies and genuine
S - Service to God and our country.
In order to present a broader and balanced view of Korea as a subject of study,
the program perceives the country not as a single unit but always in relation to
Asia and the Philippines. Through its discourse and approach, it similarly gives
importance to the rethinking of goals and relevance as Filipinos, advancing
learning from the Korean experience values and ideals that can stimulate Filipino
ingenuity, patriotism and genuine regard for the Philippine culture and society.
Finally, as it endeavors to furnish students with adequate understanding of
Korea, the program seeks to contribute to the advancement of Philippine-Korea
relations from the top level diplomacy down to plain interactions of mainstream
Filipinos and Koreans.
III. Potentials, Challenges and Strategic Plans
This section provides a general assessment of PIC’s Asian/Korean Studies
program in view of its strengths and weaknesses and to forward recommendations
that can be feasibly implemented in the future for the advancement and
improvement of the said program and that of PIC as a whole. The following
questions point to the specific concerns that this paper intends to tackle:
1) What are the potentials of PIC’s Asian/Korean Studies program and how can
the school maximize these strengths?
2) In what specific areas does it require improvement and what particular
challenges does the Korean Studies Department have?
3) What plans of action should be undertaken in order to retain its potentials,
resolve its challenges and groom future scholars in the field of Korean Studies?
Potentials
For 8 years, PIC Asian/Korean Studies Department has been sustained through
the necessity of promoting Korean Studies in the Philippines. To move forward,
PIC is 100% committed to help young people attain their humble dreams and at the
same time to contribute to the further promotion of Filipino-Korean amity. With
the following potentials, PIC has maintained its good venue for the training of
Korean Studies scholars:
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1. SPECIALIZED TRAINING
PIC stands as the only College in the Philippines to offer a specialized training
and a major course on Korean Studies for undergraduate students. With this, PIC
needs to enhance promotional stratefies (e.g. visit more schools and organizations
within and outside Antipolo area; put up billboards in strategic locations; K-Pop
Youth Festival activities, Short-term course in Korean language training) to
increase the popularity of the program and that of PIC as a whole. Also, PIC has to
maintain good relations with CHED and related public institutions and encourage
them to include the BA Asian Studies, Major in Korean Studies Course in the list of
official courses offered to undergraduate students in the Philippines, making our
program as the model and benchmark.
2. LEARNER-CENTERED CURRICULUM
The success of our institution hinges on our ability to educate, develop and
mentor our future scholars. Up to this day, PIC has shaped Korean Studies scholars
roles to fit their values. This is because of the learner-centered curriculum the
school has implemented. Since the students are Filipino, PIC focuses on addressing
the needs of Filipino students while taking up the Korean Studies major. Thus, the
curriculum is so important in order to realize our objectives.
What should Filipino Korean Studies scholars in PIC learn?
In consonance with PIC’s vision, the four-year Asian Studies course is designed
to provide students with an interdisciplinary approach to the study of Asia with
focus on Korea as the country of specialization. The training, which also includes
acquisition of competency in Basic Korean, is a balance between academics and
practical education, preparing students for the realities outside the academe as they
traverse their career paths as missionaries, Korean Studies specialists, diplomats,
educators, policy-makers, translators/interpreters or as professionals in other areas
in the future. The following subjects comprise the core of the program, which
students are expected to focus on during their 4-year study.
Curriculum Divisions
In the latest Curriculum of PIC (2014), there are major divisions which are
categorized as:
a) General Education (83 units)
As part of CHED requirement, General Education (GE) courses are being
included to establish, maintain and support a complete, adequate and integrated
system of education relevant to the needs of the people and society. These courses
are primarily for holistic understandings, intellectual and civic competencies.
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b) Institutional Subjects (18 units)
PIC is a Christian College that focuses on training the students with Biblical
values to strengthening their spiritual aspects of their lives and finding their
reasons for living.
c) Major Subjects (42 units)
Korean Studies scholars should have a wide and deep understanding of Asia
and its regions with specialization on Korea.
d) Research (6 units)
Students have to be trained as researchers and critical thinkers in their field of
study.
e) Korean Language (27 units)
This is a foreign language requirement which has been considered the most
important subjects in the curriculum as far as employment and job opportunities
are concern. Korean Studies graduates are being hired with good compensations
because of their competent Korean language skills and ability which is a major
factor to attract employers. Korean Studies graduates so far are mostly into
teaching Korean language, interpreters, translators, call center agents, secretarial
works to a Korean companies, analysts, human resource staff, etc. bridging
Koreans and Filipinos.
<Table 1> Bachelor of Arts in Asian Studies major in Korean Studies Curriculum
(Academic Year 2014-2015)
SUBJECTS
UNITS
General Education
83
Institutional Subjects: Theology
Education Subjects

18
18

Major Subjects
 Asia and Antiquity
 History of Korea
 Introduction to Asian Studies
 Introduction to Korean Studies
 Korean Economic Development
 Korean Culture 1: Philosophies and Religions
 Korean Culture 2: Korean Arts and Literature
 Korean Culture 3: Korean Indigenous and Modern
Lifestyles
 Korean Indigenous Psychology

42
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 Korean Politics and Governance and Economy
 Korea's International Relations
 Korean Politics and Government
 Korean Speech Communication
 Modern Asia
 Northeast Asia
 Practicum in Teaching Korean Language
 Seminar on East Asia
 Seminar on Special Topics in Asian Studies
 Southeast Asia
 Theories and Perspectives on Asian Studies
Research
Korean Language

6
27

Practicum in Korean Language
Total No. of Units

8
202

The above curriculum was approved by CHED last July 08, 2014 which has
become effective for the academic year, 2014-2015. The curriculum is revised as per
observation and evaluation on the previous performances of student-graduates of
AB Asian Studies major in Korean Studies program. The total number of units are
202 units with a unique subjects added on education. The reason why PIC added
education subjects in AB in Asian Studies program is because teaching Korean
language as a foreign language after graduation is seen to be the most in demand
career that waits for PIC graduates.
Also, in the present curriculum, from first year to fourth year, there are 27 units
of Korean language major courses that are offered and 8 units of Practicum in
Korean in which the primary focus is the Test of Proficiency in Korean (TOPIK).
The Korean (I-IV) Language series consists of interrelated lessons arranged in order
to meet the required competencies of the Basic, Intermediate and Advanced Korean
Language Courses. The entire course is designed to develop the students’ listening,
speaking, reading and writing skills in Korean and to sustain their proficiency in
and familiarity with the language. The course is divided into six levels (Lower
Beginner, Upper Beginner, Lower Intermediate, Upper Intermediate, Lower
Advanced, Upper Advanced) –the lower levels being the prerequisites to the
higher ones– to be completed for three years. All courses are interconnected yet
distinct from one another in that the lessons per level vary in emphases and are
specially designed to address the necessary aptitude specific to that particular
course. Constant revision and experimental techniques of teaching and learning are
imperatives in developing a curriculum in order to create good outcomes.
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3. LARGE NUMBER OF STUDENTS
From a sheer number of 8 students who pioneered in enrolling this program
from 2006, the number of students who enrolled in the course up to present has
amazingly increased. PIC welcomes 40 Korean Studies majors this academic year
2014-2015, with the optimism that this figure will increase even more as we realize
our objectives. This abrupt increase reflects the attractiveness, growing popularity
and importance of the Course.
<Graph 1> Freshmen of AB in Asian Studies major in Korean Studies
(2006-2014)

Graph 1 above shows the number of new student enrollees in the AB Asian
Studies major in Korean Studies program. This implies that there is a continuing
interest in the study of Asia with specialization of Korea among Filipino students.
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<Graph 2> AB in Asian Studies major in Korean Studies (AY 2014-2015)

Graph 2 shows the number of students currently enrolled in AB Korean Studies
majors in PIC. The higher the year, the lower the number of students are left. This
is seemingly because Korean Studies major subjects offered in higher years are
getting more difficult and so, only those who really have passion on finishing and
becoming qualified Korean Studies scholars are remained. Nevertheless, other
factors could be personal. However, although quantity is important, quality must
always be the priority.
<Graph 3> Graduates of AB in Asian Studies major in Korean Studies (2010-2014)
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Graph 3 shows the number of graduates of AB in Asian Studies major in Korean
Studies PIC has produced. In the year 2010, the pioneer graduates were only 4
students, 6 graduates in the year 2011, in both year 2012 and 2013, there were 18
graduates, and 13 graduates in the year 2014 with the total number of 59. Among
the graduates, 5 are now working as staff and faculty at PIC Department of Asian
Studies, others are now employed at different related Korean institutions such as
Samsung-Electro Mechanics Philippine Corporation (SEMPHIL), Samsung
Electronics Philippines (SEPHIL), Lexcode Philippines, Korean Call Center
Companies in the Philippines, Korean Agencies, Korean Private Companies both
local and overseas, etc.
Maximizing this potential, PIC has to concentrate on enhancing the
Asian/Korean Studies program in order to maintain and produce more qualified
students. Also, the school needs to encourage currently enrolled students to
demonstrate their competence not only academically but also spiritually to help
promote Korean Studies within and outside the school.
4. KOREAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM EXTENSIONS
One thing that makes PIC unique is its projects on Korean Language Class in
partnership with Korean companies such as Samsung-Electro Mechanic Philippine
Corporation (SEMPHIL) and also private Korean language review center and
instititues. These projects serve as source of funding and support to PIC to provide
more scholarship grants to Korean Studies scholars. To maximise this potential,
PIC has to keep collaborating with Korean companies and also promote the
program to other Korean companies in the Philippines such as LG, SK, etc., create
promotional advertisements in Korean newspaper or publications, and set up PIC
EPS-Review Center or PIC Korean Language Institute to cater short term language
training with government affiliations.
5. MENTORING SYSTEM AND ACTIVITIES
Korean Studies Scholars need to be nurtured. Teachers’ sole responsibility is to
find and mentor up-and-comers. With this, PIC Korean Studies provides a strong
mentoring system to students and pursues a wide-range of programs for the
advancement of Korea-related research and studies which could be summarized
below.
<Table 2> Activities of the PIC Asian-Korean Studies Department
Program/Activity
Period
Remarks
Jun
Welcoming Freshmen Students and
Asian Studies General
Orientation on Asian-Korean Studies
Assembly and Acquaintance
Program
Party
Jun
PIC trains and sends students to be
Participation to the Korean
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Oratorical Speech Contest
at Korean Cultural Center
in the Philippines
Seminar in Korean Studies

involved in Oratorical Korean Speech
Contest outside the school.
Jul

Korean Medical Mission
Involvement

Jul

Korean Independence Day
Celebration
Educational tour at Korean
Cultural Center in the
Philippines

Aug

‘Chuseok’ Korean
Thanksgiving Day

Sep

Hangeul for Filipinos

Oct

South Korea Educational
Tour

Oct

Test of Proficiency in
Korean (TOPIK)

Oct

Aug

PIC allows its students to participate at
Korean Studies Seminar on any Forum on
Asia
PIC students who have already
knowledge in Korean language are sent as
volunteer-interpreters (Korean-English;
Korean-Tagalog and vice versa) to help
Korean Medical Teams like Korea Open
Doctors Society in partnership with the
Fipino-Korean Cultural Foundation
PIC Asian Studies Department hosts
Korean Independence Day Celebration
Korean Studies freshmen students visit at
the Korean Cultural Center in the
Philippines for an educational tour like
“The
Korean
Traditional
Knot
Exhibition” and to be exposed them in
cultural learning programs outside PIC.
Asian Studies Department holds an event
to celebrate Korean Thanksgiving Day.
Film showing/movies marathon are being
shown usually and a short program about
‘Chuseok’
Asian Studies Department celebrates the
founding of Hangeul by holding a Korean
Speech Contest and the Search for PIC
Representatives to the Filipino-Korean
Cultural Exchange Festival, portraying a
Korean Play such as ‘The Good Brothers’
(사이 좋은 형제), Korean Quiz Bee and
Korean Essay or Poem Contest
(한글백일장) to facilitate practical
learning on Korean language.
The Asian Studies Department also takes
charge in exposing the PIC students to
have an educational trip in Korea during
mid-semestral break.
Every October, PIC Korean Studies
majors from beginner to advanced levels
have to take the TOPIK for evaluation
and upgrading of one’s skills. This is why
TOPIK Practicum classes are being
conducted in every year level. PIC always
aims to be the top and highest rate of
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Employment Permit SystemTest of Proficiency in
Korean (EPS-TOPIK)

Nov

Participation to the FilipinoKorean Cultural Exchange
Festival (한필문화교류축제)
by United Korean
Community Association in
the Philippines

Nov

Forum and Workshop for
Korean Language Teachers
in the Philippines

Nov

Participation to the
Philippine Korean Studies
Symposium (PKSS)

Dec

Christmas Fellowship

Dec

Philippine International
College (PIC) and SamsungElectro Mechanics
Philippine Corporation
(SEMPHIL) Extensive
Korean Language Class
Project for Filipino Samsung
Employees

Jan

TOPIK passer in the Philippines.
PIC Korean Language Instructors
conduct review for EPS-TOPIK – an
exam for aspiring workers in Korea.
Since PIC Filipino graduates are well at
speaking,
writing,
reading
and
communicating in Korean, they are much
able to teach the Korean basics to coFilipinos.
For consecutive years, PIC Korean
Studies students have retained its
recognition as the grand champion in
Korean Speech Contest and the 1st place
awardee (garnering both awards) in the
annual
Filipino-Korean
Cultural
Exchange Festival at Aliw Theater,
Philippines.
PIC Korean Language Instructors attend
training and workshop in teaching Korean
language as a foreign language for
additional knowledge and new learning
which are helpful in their career as
teachers.
PIC Korean Studies students and faculty
are required to participate at the
Philippine Korean Studies Symposium
held annually at University of the
Philippines, Diliman
PIC Asian-Korean Studies Department
celebrate Christmas party for stronger
bonding purposes and for bearing in mind
that the mere reason for living is to
worship and glory to Jesus – Christ the
King.
PIC Asian-Korean Studies Department
has partnered with SEMPHIL to cater
Samsung employees in their language
training to pass TOPIK (Korean exam)
and to be able communicate well with
their expats using Korean language. The
training is held in PIC campus as good
environment
for
learning
where
employees stay for 2-3 months. During
the
training,
employees
immerse
themselves in Korean language intensive
training while interacting with Korean
national inside the campus. For two years
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Korean Language Training
Teaching Practicum

January

Visitation to High Schools
for Korean Studies
Promotion

Jan

K-POP Youth Festival

Feb

Korean Studies Thesis
Presentation

Feb

Korean Studies Alumni
Homecoming

Feb

of partnering with SEMPHIL, PIC has
proven to be efficient in teaching the
Korean language to Filipino learners as
TOPIK passing rate of the students
continue to raise. The coming year 2015,
Intermediate Level class for Samsung
employees is projected to open to
facilitate higher learning in Korean.
PIC Korean Studies Senior Students
(Graduating Students) are engaged in
teaching practicum to different high
schools in the nearby area. In their last
practicum class in Korean, students are
being taught and trained on how to teach
the language to Filipino learners. This is
one good way to prepare the students in
their career path in the future.
PIC Asian-Korean Studies Department
promotes its course to different
highschools in the area by doing weekly
visitation and distributing pamphlets and
flyers.
Annualy, PIC holds K-pop Youth Festival
which is open for all high school
students. With the cooperation of Korean
Cultural Center in the Philippines (KCC)
and independent sponsorship, PIC
managed to conduct the first ever K-pop
competition last year 2013 showcasing
the talents of high school students thru Kpop music. There were thousands of
audience participated in the said festival
last year and is expected to be more in the
next K-POP Youth Festival in the coming
2015.
PIC believes that through this program it
will help Korean Studies to promote in
the Philippines and expose the youth into
Korean Culture and K-pop attractions.
Every year, Korean Studies Junior and
Senior students present their written
thesis as requirement for their graduation.
PIC Korean Studies Thesis Committee
handles the task in mentoring the students
in their thesis.
PIC Asian-Korean Studies Department
graduates gather together to evaluate and
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Korean Studies General
Assembly and Fellowship

March

Test of Proficiency in
Korean (TOPIK)

Apr

Korea Internship Training

May

Intensive Korean Language
Summer Program

May

discuss developmental activities in the
Department. The alumni are also given
chances to deliver speeches and share
their own stories in front of Korean
Studies juniors. This is to inspire the
Korean Studies students and to know and
to dream dreams on what to do in their
future in their life after graduating from
PIC.
PIC Asian Studies Department conducts
an annual meeting for all Korean Studies
students, faculty and staff to evaluate the
past activities and to congratulate
everyone for the job well done as the
another academic year ends.
Every April, PIC Korean Studies majors
from beginner to advanced levels have to
take the TOPIK for evaluation and
upgrading of one’s skills. This is why
TOPIK Practicum classes are being
conducted in every year level. PIC always
aims to be the top and highest rate of
TOPIK passer in the Philippines.
PIC selects and sends graduates to Korea
for internship training for 2-3 months.
Korean Studies graduates who got TOPIK
level 3 and above certification are given
more chances to participate the
internship. All expenses paid by PIC
through the help through the help of
Korean Christian Missionaries in
Philippines or Korea-based organizations
with specific undertakings on Korearelated affairs.
PIC Asian-Korean Studies Department
conducts Intensive Korean Language
Program for outsiders in a span of two or
three weeks. PIC Korean Language
Instructors are also invited to teach
Korean language to different islands in
Mindanao, Visayas and Luzon and to
extend promotional activities.

Challenges
The following are the existing challenges of the development of PIC
Asian/Korean Studies Department:
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1. The Need for Broader Network and International Cooperation
PIC is a private independent institution continued to soar high for 8 years
educating students and help them reach their dreams. However, as the demand of
Korean Studies in the country increases, the need to a larger and broader network
has come. It is at this time, therefore, PIC should extend its connection with Korean
Studies related associations, Korean government agencies, Universities, etc. for
collaboration and cooperation.
2. Faculty Recruitment and Development
As the number of students taking up Korean Studies majors continues to grow,
there is a great need to recruit competent and well-trained faculty for Asian/Korean
Studies to collaborate together in developing the Korean Studies in PIC and in the
Philippines in general. PIC hopes to partner with Korea Foundation Support
Program, KOICA (Korea International Cooperation Agency), and other universities
local or abroad to build a stronger network of faculty. Faculty training and
seminars should also be given more emphasis especially in the teaching of Korean
language as a foreign language in the country.
3. Need for Upgrading Facilities, Textbooks and Resources for Korean
Studies Development
At present, there is no more available space for the Korean Studies Collection in
the library. Korean Studies Collection is very minimal. PIC must have its own
updated Asian/Korean Studies collection. Also, more seminars, conferences and
forums related to Asian/Korean Studies inside PIC should be conducted annually.
Strategic Plans
To produce and groom more Korean Studies scholars in the Philippines, PIC is
preparing for the following steps and strategic plans for the fulfillment of its
objectives and visions.
1. PIC Center for Korean Research (PIC-CKR)
The Center for Korean Research of Philippine International College (PIC-CKR) is
proposed to play a leading role in the study of Korea within PIC, the Antipolo city
area, and beyond. By sponsoring public lectures, conferences, workshops, and
cultural events such as movies and concerts on Korea-related topics, the PIC-CKR
works to advance academic knowledge and a greater public awareness of Korea in
the local vicinity area of Antipolo and Rizal, and more broadly, in the Philippines.
2. PIC Korean Language Institute (PIC-KLI)
The main objective of the projected Korean Language Institute of PIC is to
provide Korean language classes for Filipino not limiting to students alone, but also
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to multicultural families, and even to foreigners in the Philippines who wish to
learn more about the language and the culture.
3. PIC Korean Minor
PIC in the near future proposes to open up a minor in Korean to give students a
linguistic and cultural foundation upon which to build an understanding of Korea.
4. PIC Bachelor of Arts Degree in Korean
The Department of Asian Studies of PIC plans to offer an undergraduate major
in Korean. The major program includes studies in language, literature, culture, and
linguistics.
Five Strategies for Developing and Nurturing Korean Studies Scholars
A scholar with sense of leadership should be an expectation of every Korean
Studies student. Thus, below are the key strategies of PIC Department of Asian
Studies to realize its goals and objectives:
1. Create useful curriculum, mentoring system, career-ladder planning.
2. Provide holistic training to cultivate leadership, learn respect and discipline.
3. Assess potential skills and talents, identify the area of students whether
researcher, diplomat, teachers, interpreters, translators and give them
feedback on their strengths and areas for improvement.
4. Mapping and funding for continuing education (e.g. scholarship grants,
exchange student programs) and conference participation.
5. Expose graduates to good career and job opportunities in the future.
IV. Conclusion
Every educational institution succeeds by identifying, developing, and retaining
competent leaders and scholars. Hence, finding and nurturing future qualified
Korean Studies scholars is a primary concern of Philippine International College
(PIC). With an 8-year history, PIC is humbled to have extended significant
contribution to the development of Korean Studies in the Philippines by producing
Korean Studies scholars who are now serving as Korean language educators,
instructors, interpreters, translators, bilingual speakers, diplomats and researchers.
Korean Studies in the Philippines should be understood as an academic effort to
generate knowledge about Korea. It is therefore, necessary that more frequent
interchanges of scholars are activated, and more organic systematic relations
maintained to deepen Korean Studies.
Lastly, ensuring the competencies, skills, and success of the next generation of
leaders and scholars requires planning and action. Korean Studies scholars need to
groom, so they can learn, adapt, and prosper. By dedicating ourselves to this goal,
we’ll make a difference for future generations—and for Korean Studies
development.
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DATA SOURCES
Offices and Departments in Philippine International College
Department of Asian Studies in Philippine International College
Office of the Academic Affairs in Philippine International College
Office of the Dean of Student Affairs
Office of the Registrar
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AN UNFORGETTABLE JOURNEY:
A STUDY ON THE KOREAN EXCHANGE STUDENT PROGRAM EXPERIENCE

1. Introduction
The exchange student experience does not just happen to anyone. It is a rare
opportunity to become one. To anyone who has gone abroad to study as an
exchange student, they will agree when I say that it was an unforgettable journey.
Although each journey will be different for each person, there will be similarities in
their experiences, such as the way the journey helped them as a person, the cultural
differences they noticed and even the difficulties they encountered. This study will
gather some narratives on the experiences of some students who came and went to
Korea to study as an exchange student. It will also see whether the exchange
student experience helped the students in their lives after they came back.
2. Methodology
The researcher used an interview form (Google forms) to ask fifteen (15) former
exchange students from UP Diliman about their experience as exchange students in
Korea. The researcher also interviewed a staff of the Office of Extension
Coordination (OEC) to know more details about the program. My personal
experience as an exchange student will also be included in this study.
3. Data and Analysis
3.1 Statistics
As far as the records from the Office of Extension Coordination go, the Korean
exchange student program started around 1996. Since the start of this partnership,
the University of the Philippines, Diliman (UPD) has around 50 partner universities
in Korea. Annually, UPD sends around 15-20 Filipino students to Korea in
exchange for 10-15 Korean students who go to UPD. The students are usually from
the College of Social Sciences and Philosophy (CSSP), School of Economics and
College of Arts and Letters (CAL).
3.2. Results of the Survey
3.2.1. Demographic Information
The students interviewed went to Korea as exchange students from 2009-2013.
They stayed in various Korean Universities such as Hannam University (HNU),
Korean University of Technology and Education (KUT), Seoul National University
of Science and Technology (SeoulTech), Kyungpook National University (KNU)
and University of Seoul (UOS). Their length of stay in the said universities ranged
from two (2) to ten (10) months, depending on the program offered by their
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university in Korea. Nine respondents stayed for 10 months or two semesters, a
respondent from KNU stayed for 6 months while the respondents who stayed for
2-4 months studied in SeoulTech. Even though there were respondents who
studied courses similar to what they study, most of the students interviewed
studied under a different course. In UPD, 57% of the students interviewed were
taking up Linguistics, 29% were taking up Architecture. Other courses include
Journalism, Economics and Engineering. In their respective Korean universities,
however, the respondents took up mostly Communication, Industrial Management
and Engineering. Eight of the respondents interviewed were under the Global
Korea Scholarship, receiving around 800, 000 won a month, while the rest got their
scholarship from their respective universities in Korea.
3.2.2 Pre-Exchange Student Program
Since one of the requirements of OEC to be able to apply as an exchange student
in Korea is to take at least three (3) units of Korean language classes, most of the
students interviewed took classes before going to Korea; however there were three
respondents who did not take any classes. These three went to SeoulTech. Of those
who took classes, four took Korean language classes for the exchange student
program; another four took classes since it was required in their curriculum, while
the remaining three took Korean as an elective.
According to the respondents, other than preparing the necessary documents
needed to be able to go to Korea (i.e.: passport, visa, admission form from the
university), they also prepared for the program through taking basic to
intermediate Korean language classes, reading blogs about life in Korea, reading
about their respective universities, asking former exchange students about their
experiences, and making arrangement with UP (professors, readmission). Aside
from these, the respondents also bought winter clothes and other necessities and
prepared an adequate amount of money to be able to get them through at least a
month in Korea.
When asked why they chose to go to Korea, most said they wanted to go
because of their interest in the culture, the Korean language or K-pop. Some said
that going to the place where the language is spoken will make it easier to learn
that language while immersing themselves in the culture of that country. Some said
that they did not choose to study Korea but was instead approached by their
professors saying that there were openings for exchange students and grabbed that
opportunity. Personally, I chose to learn Korean as one of my foreign languages. I
wanted to improve my language skills while experiencing and learning other
cultures and places.
The respondents were also asked about their impression of Korea before going
to the said country. One respondent said, “I thought that it was a modern country
but it is still tied to its history and culture.”, “I thought people would be respectful
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and kind. I thought food would be too spicy for me. I thought not a lot [of people]
would know how to speak in English, thus I will be forced to speak Korean every
day,” said another; while according to another respondent, “Thanks to KPOP, I
pretty much thought everyone looks perfect! Haha”. The respondents’ impression
of Korea seems to be affected with how much they knew about the country prior to
living there.
3.2.3. Expectation vs. Reality
In this section, the researcher will discuss (1) the common misconceptions about
being an exchange student, (2) some of the respondents’ expectations before going
to Korea, (3) how these expectations differed from their experience, and (4) the
difficulties they encountered in their life in Korea.
According to the respondents, here are some of the misconceptions about being
an exchange student. First is that exchange students drink and party hard. This is
not the case for everyone; it is their choice whether or not they like to party hard.
However, it is not the case with drinking. Since saying no to a drink offered by an
older person or a senior can be viewed as rude, sometimes you have to take a few
shots. The second has something to do with studying; people either say we study
too hard, or we do not study at all. One respondent pointed out that she did not
study hard because the course she wanted was not given to her. So instead, they
took English classes. Another said, “[A]s a representative of our school and of our
country, I personally tried to do very well with my academics there.” In my case, I
studied hard whenever I needed to, especially in my Korean language class. One
respondent also pointed out something we got a lot during our stay – that people
thought we were one of the smartest people in UP just because we were exchange
students. Another common answer I got from the respondents was that exchange
students do not do anything but travel. Again, this depends on the person.
Personally, I can say that I travelled a lot. I travelled whenever I had the chance
(and the money!). And as one respondent said, “It’s just really beautiful being in a
foreign country along with other ‘aliens’. You have this kind of bond that only you
exchange students have.”
The respondents were also asked about their expectations before they went to
Korea and how different these were with their experience. One of the answers often
mentioned by the respondents was that there will be a very few people who can
speak English. In most cases, it was the opposite. Some students pointed out the
existence of International Students Club in some universities which made adapting
in the school environment faster. In my experience, though, there were a lot of
Koreans who can speak English inside the university. But once you go outside and
explore, there will be fewer people who speak English; therefore, you need to make
use of whatever Korean you know. Another common expectation was the cold
weather. This is really the case as one respondent says, “The weather was generally
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cold and the winter was insanely long.” Some respondents also mentioned that
they expected to experience some kind of discrimination or bullying in Korea.
However, none of the respondents said they experienced any form of bullying. The
high cost of living expenses, specifically food, was also mentioned. According to
the respondents, this was true especially when compared to the cost of food and
living here in the Philippines. Respondents also said that they expected that the
food will be spicy, which is, of course, true. Some of the other things that
respondents mentioned were the fast-paced lifestyle and expecting to see some
celebrities. All of the respondents, however, added that they learned to adapt to it
after some time.
The difficulties experienced by the respondents were very similar to one
another. I will discuss some most frequent answers by the respondents. One of the
things that almost all respondents mentioned was problems with language. One
respondent shares, “I once burst into tears on the bus because I didn't understand
that the bus driver was talking to *me*, and that he was saying my card that was
used for paying was not recognized by his machine, so I just walked straight to the
back of the bus. When I finally understood, he was already shouting at me so
passionately. I felt bad being shouted at because I thought he shouldn't get that
angry when obviously it was an honest mistake, I'm a foreigner and didn't
understand what he was saying”. With mostly basic knowledge on the language,
exchange students found it hard to break the language barrier during their first few
months. They only manage to do this after months of staying in Korea. Another
common problem that the respondents mentioned was monetary problems – either
the allowance given is not enough to sustain daily needs or it arrives late which is
hard for students living under a budget. According to one respondent, “… when it
is really inevitable, we borrow money from each other (co-Filipino exchange
students) and just pay back when the allowance comes in”. The respondents also
found it difficult to adjust to the cold weather. Since we were not used to this kind
of weather, we needed to make a lot of adjustments – and this included buying a
lot of stuff to prepare for the cold weather. Some respondents also mentioned
feeling homesick. Even though you can communicate with your loved ones using
the internet, there will be things you miss about home, especially during the
holidays. Academics-wise, the respondents did not mention a lot of difficulties,
except for one, different teaching and learning methods and two, not being able to
understand fully lessons taught in Korean.
3.2.4. Cultural Differences
Even though Korea and the Philippines are both in Asia, one can still find a lot
of cultural differences between the two cultures. In this section, the researcher will
discuss (1) Koreans’ usual impression on Filipinos/the Philippines, (2) the
privileges, if any, given to Filipino exchange students, (3) biggest cultural
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difference encountered, (4) biggest difference in the academic setting and (5) how
they overcame the said differences.
These past few years, I noticed more and more Koreans visit the Philippines
either to travel or to learn English. Because of this, I guess they have more idea of
what the Philippines is as a country and how the Filipinos are as people. Since a lot
of them come here to learn English, most Koreans think that all, if not most,
Filipinos are good in English. Some even thought that English was our first
language. Also, since a lot of them come here to travel, they usually know about
Boracay, Cebu and beaches in general and say that they like to eat mango from the
Philippines again. Another thing we heard a lot was that Filipinos were really
happy people and that they were fun to be with. Some of our classmates even
called us ‘bun-wi-gi mei-keo’ or literally ‘atmosphere makers’, meaning people
who set the mood or give life to the room. Koreans were also aware, and are careful,
of the crimes happening in the Philippines, especially in Manila.
On the privileges given to Filipinos, one respondent shared, “since we have a
positive image in general, people can be kind and generous towards us. They will,
most of the time, say how nice and friendly Filipinos are and that they are glad to
meet us.” Another also mentioned the advantage in terms of part-time jobs which
require good English skills. According to one respondent, “next to foreign students
who have English as a mother tongue, they prefer Filipinos as tutors”. In my
experience, we were sometimes called to be translators for students who only knew
how to speak English and wanted to interact with students who only knew how to
speak Korean. Because we were somehow proficient in both, it helped us gain more
friends while practicing both our Korean and English skills.
Age hierarchy was one of the main cultural differences the respondents pointed
out. This can be noticed when meeting a new Korean friend. Instead of asking for
your name first, they usually ask your age. This is because age is a very important
thing in Korean culture. It is very important for Koreans to respect those older than
you. Even when eating out, this culture can be seen. The eldest usually pays for the
bills while the youngest is the one who stands up to get stuff for the eldest. The
respondents also mentioned the Koreans’ drinking culture. Although Filipinos
drink a lot, I guess we do not drink as often as Koreans do.
Regarding the difference in academic setting, the respondents mentioned a few.
First is that compared to Filipino students, Korean students are more conscious
about their grades and usually study harder, especially during midterms and finals.
Another thing they mentioned was the hours the library was open. In Korea, the
library is usually open until around 3-4 am and is even open 24 hours during exam
periods. One thing I also noticed is that Koreans tend to keep their opinions to
themselves during class discussions; as compared to the discussions in UP, wherein
professors really engage their students and encourage them to ask questions and
express their opinions.
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On overcoming these difficulties, most, if not all, of the respondents said that
they got through these differences and difficulties just through learning to adapt to
the culture. They said that they just continued with what they were used to and just
went with the flow. Some also pointed out that the presence of Korean buddies or
Filipino friends also help a lot in adapting.
3.2.5. Post Exchange Student Program
In this section, the researcher asked the respondents about their thoughts after
their experience as exchange students. They were also asked about the lessons they
learned, how the program changed their personal and academic life, if it did at all,
and whether they think this experience will help them in the future or not.
When asked about the most important lesson that they have learned, here are some
of the respondents’ answers:
- “Learning a different culture is beautiful. And in order to reach to the hearts
of their people, you must learn their language.”
- “Make the most of your time but don’t forget your responsibilities. Work
hard! Play hard!”
- “Language barrier is not much of a hindrance when making friends.”
- “Learning indeed does not end up at the four corners of the classroom”
- “Live life to the fullest because YOLO (you only live once). You’ll never
know when you’ll get to do something again, so do it while you have the
opportunity to.”
When asked how the program changed their personal and academic life, most
of the respondents said that the program helped them become more independent,
more sociable, more open-minded and more confident. I guess this is mostly
because of being in a different country. Stripped of your usual comforts, you will
definitely learn to adjust to various situations; and more often than not, you will
learn these things on your own. Regarding their academic lives, they said that the
program changed their academic life that it helped them with their time
management and study techniques. Some of them also mentioned that being in the
program taught them to have wider perspective on things. Having experienced a
different approach in teaching, it opened my mind into things I could only learn as
an exchange student.
All of the respondents think that their experience as an exchange student will
help them in the future. Aside from the confidence we gained from being the
experience, the respondents think that getting the chance to see and being more
open to other cultures will help them a lot in the future. Respondents also pointed
out the importance of independence as future career men and women. It is like
being ready to face the real world without being scared a lot. Some respondents
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also think that their proficiency in Korean will also get them somewhere in the near
future.
With this note, I will quote what one of the respondents said in her interview:
When you’re an exchange student, you will have experiences no one else
from the university will have. Nothing compares! Imagine a young brave
soul living in a foreign country alone. The level of independence, the
flexibility and adaptability, the wisdom you get from other people and the
level of maturity that you have acquired are much way ahead of your
peers. Also, the ability of dealing with different kinds of people that
you’ve honed while in a foreign country is definitely an edge that you
have against others who haven’t been in an exchange program.
4. Recommendations
For further studies, I recommend to widen the scope of the study. I think that
more students be interviewed and that students who are currently in Korea and
Korean students who are studying in UP be included in the study. It will also be
interesting to know the experiences of the former exchange students who went to
Korea before 2009.
5. Conclusion
Being an exchange student has its pros and cons. As mentioned above, an
exchange student can experience a lot of difficulties both in his academic and his
daily life. But as he spends more time in the foreign country he is in, he learns to
learn the language, to immerse himself in the culture, and to try things he never
did before – he learns to adapt. Through this he learns life lessons he can only learn
through being an exchange student. Although each student has a unique
experience of his own, I think they would agree when I say that the journey as an
exchange student was definitely unforgettable.
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Foreign Studies) is assistant professor of Department of
Linguistics at the University of the Philippines-Diliman. She
earned Doctor of Philosophy in Japanese Language Studies and
Society Osaka University of Foreign Studies, Osaka, Japan. She
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Languages at the Commission on Higher Education (CHED) from
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Translation, Sociolinguistics, and Japanese Language &
Linguistics. Email: ann_gaitan@yahoo.com

JOSE WENDELL CAPILI (PhD, Australian National
University) is a Professor of English, Creative Writing and
Comparative Literature at the College of Arts and Letters, UP
Diliman, and the Assistant Vice President for Public Affairs and
Director, Office of Alumni Relations (OAR), UP System. He
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University of the Philippines, University of Tokyo, and the
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JAYEEL SERRANO CORNELIO (PhD, National University
of Singapore) has been recently appointed director of the
Development Studies Program at the Ateneo de Manila
University. He was a postdoctoral research fellow at the Max
Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity
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currently working on his monograph on youth and religion for Routledge and guest editing
(with Khun Eng Kuah-Pearce, HKU) a special issue on religious philanthropy in Asia for
the Asian Journal of Social Science. Jayeel received the Master of Social Sciences and the
PhD in sociology from the National University of Singapore where he received the Lee
Foundation Prize, the Graduate Scholarship for ASEAN Nationals, and the Asia Research
Institute PhD Grant. He sits on the board of the Philippine Sociological Society.
Email: jcornelio@ateneo.edu
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first historian to be given this recognition. He received a Fulbright grant in 2010 to research
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HERMAN JOSEPH S. KRAFT is the Associate Dean for
Administration and External Affairs of the College of Social
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His current work has focused on issues that concern regional security and communitybuilding in Southeast Asia and in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).
Email: hskraft@gmail.com
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APPENDIX B. PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS

THE KOREA FOUNDATION
In today’s 21st century, as a result of such trends as globalization, democratization, and
IT advancement, the world has come to focus intently on “soft power”. Soft power is now
widely regarded as a valuable diplomatic resource, which can help a country to advance its
diplomatic interests among the global community, on a consistent and sustainable basis.
In line with these trends, Korea intends to strongly emphasize public diplomacy as a
vital policy tool to achieve its goal of being recognized as a “trustworthy middle power” of
the international arena. Thus, intensified efforts are required, more than ever before, to
make Korea properly known worldwide and to fulfil the obligations befitting our national
standing and strength.
Since its launch in December 1991, the Korea Foundation has steadily grown into
Korea’s leading promoter of public diplomacy through its implementation of international
exchanges and various soft power initiatives. In particular, diverse efforts have been made
to spread the genuine charm of Korea around the world by promoting Korean Studies
education, engaging in cultural and personnel exchanges, and supporting a variety of Korearelated media projects.
Over the years, the Foundation has provided support for the Korean Studies programs at
some 150 universities in 50 countries, and the development of Korean art galleries at 28
prestigious museums. In addition, the Foundation has invited about 1,300 leading figures
from 70 countries to Korea each year so that these guests can learn about Korea from
firsthand experiences. Through these efforts, the Foundation has boosted understanding of
Korea abroad, along with enhancing Korea’s global image among the world’s countries and
peoples.
Notwithstanding its various achievements, the Foundation will put forth its utmost
efforts to promote the peace and sustainable development of the International community by
focusing attention on global issues and sharing our valuable knowledge and diverse cultural
sensibilities with the world, based on the 20-year experiences and innovative creativity that
we have accumulated as the foremost advocate of Korea’s public diplomacy.
Especially, the Foundation intends to strengthen the cooperative relationships with its
diverse partners, within and outside of Korea, so that even more people can participate in
international exchange activities. New projects will be developed and supported in order for
people to discover and develop their own capabilities in the process of taking part in
international exchange projects, while two-way cultural exchange will also be expanded to
help maximize the related benefits.
In essence, the Foundation’s mission is to “make all people of the global village know
about and understand Korea so that they can naturally become friends with Korea”. The
Foundation is thus, doing its best to become a world-class international exchange institution
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that is respected by all people worldwide for its public diplomacy efforts, related to
academic, cultural and personnel exchange.

The Korea Foundation
10F Diplomatic Center Building,
2558 Nambusunhwanno,
Seocho-gu, Seoul,
137-863
KOREA
Tel. No: +82-2-2046-8550
Fax: +82-2-3463-6075
Website: www.kf.or.kr
Email: khlim@kf.or.kr
(Ms. Kyunghee Lim, Program Assistant,
Korean Studies Department)
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EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA IN THE PHILIPPINES

KOREAN CULTURAL CENTER IN THE PHILIPPINES
The Korean Cultural Center in the Philippines opened its doors to the public last July 19,
2011, offering especially-designed programs and projects to fit the interests of the Filipino
people. It is geared, through the events and classes that the Center has opened to the public,
towards deepening the understanding and appreciation of the Korean culture, as well as to
promote a much more active people-to-people exchange between Korea and the Philippines.
The Center has actively been coordinating with Philippine art and culture sector, including
both government and nongovernment organizations as well as private ones.It has been
providing an interactive space for the Filipinos who want to learn more beyond Kimchi and
Koreanovelas. For the past years of its operations, the Center has provided a diverse range
of programs which include class offerings in the Korean language, Danso or the traditional
flute, traditional music and dance, K-Pop song and dance, Taekwondo, and cooking classes.
Apart from these programs, it has hosted several cultural exchange programs as per its
mandate, beginning with the Philippine-Korea Literary Festival which saw a convergence
between the literary traditions of both nations. In the field of visual arts, the Center has
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annually been holding the Philippine-Korean Visual Arts Exhibit in pursuit of stronger
bilateral relations in the field of arts.
The Center has also been holding the annual Korean Film Festival and Hallyu Fest, among
many of its events. The Korean Film Festival, the flagship project of the Center, has been
providing the Filipinos a window to the film industry of Korea while the Hallyu Fest has
been bringing in popular acts ranging from traditional performances to contemporary ones.
As a cultural institution, it also houses a library with almost 4,200 media and book titles that
include Korean variety of books and magazines (e.g. language, literature, arts, etc), films,
TV series and K-Pop albums and concerts. The Center also takes pride in its multi-purpose
area, dubbed as the Korean Wave Hall, and is where classes for dance and taekwondo are
held, as well as special events such as film screenings, demonstrations and special
performances.
Situated in the heart of a highly developed area, KCC welcomes interested Filipino and
Korean individuals, groups and institutions to inquire, visit and link with its vision of
promoting Korean culture across the Philippines.
KOREAN CULTURAL CENTER IN THE PHILIPPINES
2nd Floor, Mancor Corporate Center,
32nd Street, Bonifacio Global City,
Taguig City
Philippines
Contact numbers: (02) 555-1711 / 1709 / 1707 (Fax)
Email: kccphil@gmail.com
Website: http://phil.korean-culture.org/welcome.do
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APPENDIX C. 2014 PKSS STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBERS

RAYMUND ARTHUR G. ABEJO (Ph.D. candidate, Academy of
Korean Studies) is an assistant professor at the Department of
History, University of the Philippines-Diliman. He holds a B.A. in
History and M.A. in Asian Studies from the University of the
Philippines- Diliman. His masteral thesis on the history of Korean
Protestant missionaries in the Philippines was awarded the Best
Asian Studies Masteral Thesis for 2000-2005 by the U.P. Asian
Center. Email: rgabejo@gmail.com

KYUNGMIN BAE (ongoing PhD, University of the PhilippinesDiliman) is a Senior Lecturer at the Department of Linguistics,
University of the Philippines-Diliman. She earned her master’s degree
at the Graduate School of Education, Yonsei University in Korea
majored in Teaching Korean as a Foreign Language. Her research
interests include non-native KFL teachers, teacher education, heritage
learner identity, Korean community in the Philippines etc. Email:
miyabaebata@gmail.com

MARK RAE DE CHAVEZ is a linguistics graduate student in the
University of the Philippines where he is also an instructor of
Social Science and Korean language. He researches on
pronominal systems among Philippine languages. He went to
Korea University of Technology and Education for a one-year
exchange program in 2008.
Email: mark.c.dechavez@gmail.com

FARAH CUNANAN teaches linguistics, Japanese, and
Chinese at the UP Department of Linguistics. She is into
comparative linguistics, ethnolinguistics, translation, culinary
arts, mystery novels, comedy shows, and cats. She joined the
PKSS team for her love of Korean food. Email:
fccunanan@gmail.com
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JAY-AR M. IGNO is an Instructor of Linguistics and Korean Language
in the Department of Linguistics, College of Social Sciences and
Philosophy, University of the Philippines – Diliman. He is a graduate
of the BA Linguistics program and an MA Linguistics candidate in
the same department. He was the Philippine Representative at the
2012 Special Invitational Training for Korean Language Teachers
Abroad in Daejeon, South Korea on July 1 – July 14, 2012. He was
also a Korean Government Scholarunder theCultural Partner Initiative
program of the Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Sports of Korea and
studied Korean language in Kyung Hee University, Seoul, South Korea on September 4,
2007 – March 4, 2008. He also serves as the current Coordinator for the Korean Language
and Cultural Events of the Department of Linguistics. He is also a free-lance Document
Translator and Interpreter for English, Filipino and Korean languages. Email:
jay117ar@gmail.com

ALDRIN P. LEE (PhD, Academy of Korean Studies) is currently an
Associate Professor and the Chairperson of the Department of
Linguistics. His research interests include Formal Syntax, Korean
Linguistics and Cultural Studies, Lexicography, Ethnolinguistics and
the structure of West Visayan languages. His most current
publication is about “how elicited gestures reflect word-order bias in
world languages” - a collaborative research he did with fellow
linguists from UCLA San Diego, Brown University, University
College Dublin and MIT. He obtained his PhD in Korean Linguistics
from the Academy of Korean Studies, South Korea, where he also
completed an interim MA in International Studies. He also obtained
MA in Linguistics from UP Diliman in 2007. He received his BA in Linguistics also from
UP Diliman with Magna Cum Laude honors in 2003.
Email: aldrinplee@gmail.com

MICHAEL MANAHAN is presently a University
Research Associate (URA) at the UP Department of
Linguistics. He is a graduate of the BA Linguistics
program of the UP Department of Linguistics and is
currently a candidate for the MA Anthropology program of
the Department of Anthropology at the University of the
Philippines – Diliman.
Email: michael.s.manahan@gmail.com
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LOUISE ANNE D. MARCELINO is an Instructor from the UP
Department of Art Studies. She was International Fellowship
Researcher at the National Museum of Contemporary Art in
Korea in 2011. She is currently finishing her MA in Museum
Studies at UP Diliman.
Email: louise.marcelino@gmail.com

VICTORIA N. VIDAL graduated from the University of the
East – Caloocan with a degree in Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration major in Accounting. She is currently
the administrative officer of the Department of Linguistics
where she has served for more than ten years. She used to be
the supply officer at the Office of the Dean of the College of
Social Sciences and Philosophy. She also served as an
administrative assistant in the Office of the Graduate Studies
and a clerk at the Department of History in the same college. Email:
vnvidal@yahoo.com
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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES
DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS
The Department of Linguistics of the College of Social
Sciences and Philosophy in U.P. Diliman was established in
August 28, 1922 with Prof. Trinidad H. Pardo de Tavera as
its first chairperson. Its name
then was Department of
Philippine Linguistics. It was
renamed to Department of
Oriental Languages in 1924,
Department
of
Oriental
Languages and Linguistics in
1963,
Department
of
Linguistics
and
Asian
Languages in 1973, and finally
Department of Linguistics in
1983. The primary aim of the
department since its founding has been the scientific study,
preservation and promotion of the Philippine languages
through teaching, field research and publication.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Faculty Center Room 2110
Bulwagang Rizal, Roces cor. Roxas Sts.,
University of the Philippines
Diliman, Quezon City

Telefax: (632) 926.9887
UP Trunkline: (632) 981.8500 loc. 2128
Email: lingg@kssp.upd.edu.ph
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
The UP Department of Linguistics is the only academic institution
in the country that offers both undergraduate (BA) and graduate (MA
and PhD) programs in Linguistics.

Bachelor of Arts

in Linguistics

The BA Linguistics program provides the
student with the fundamentals of contemporary
linguistic theories and methodologies which will
enable her/him to study language scientifically for
translation work, teaching and research.
The undergraduate degree program has three
curricula: Plan A (Linguistics and a Cognate
Course), Plan B (Linguistics and Bahasa
Indonesia/Malaysia) and Plan C (Linguistics and
East Asian Languages).

BACHELOR
OF ARTS
Program

Aside from taking all the major linguistics
courses, the students are also required to take
Asian language courses of their choice (Bahasa
Indonesia/Malaysia, Japanese or Chinese) for Plans B and C and a
cognate course (any Foreign Language, Anthropology, English, Filipino,
Geography, History, Mathematics, Philosophy, Political Science,
Psychology, or Sociology) for Plan A students.
Freshman admission in the BA Linguistics program is through the
UP College Admission Test (UPCAT). For shiftees and transferees, the
General Weighted Average (GWA) required to be eligible for admission
is 2.0 for UP students and 1.75 for other students.
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Master of Arts in Linguistics

MASTER
OF ARTS
Program

The MA Linguistics program equips
students with advanced contemporary
linguistic theories and methodologies that will
aid them in their teaching, research, and
translation.
Interested applicants to the MA
Linguistics program are required to have an
average grade of 2.5 or higher in her/his
bachelor’s degree program. An applicant
may also be interviewed by the Graduate
Program Committee of the Department.

If a student’s bachelor’s degree is not
Linguistics, she/he is required to take Linguistics 201 (Science of
Linguistics) and must obtain a grade of 1.5 or higher in order to
continue the program.
Application in the MA Linguistics program is coursed through the
Office of the Graduate Program of the College of Social Sciences and
Philosophy (Palma Hall Room 111). Admission to the program is
during the 1st Semester only.
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Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics
The PhD Linguistics program focuses on
Philippine linguistics to promote research on
Philippine languages to address language-related
issues and needs of the Philippines.
Interested applicants to the PhD Linguistics
program are required to have an average grade of
1.75 or higher in his/her master’s degree program.
An applicant may also be interviewed by the
Graduate Program Committee of the Department.

DOCTORAL
Program

Application in the PhD Linguistics program is
coursed through the Office of the Graduate
Program of the College of Social Sciences and
Philosophy (Palma Hall Room 111). Admission to the program is
during the 1st Semester only.
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EXTRAMURAL PROGRAMS
Philippine Linguistics Congress
The Philippine Linguistics Congress (PLC) is a two-and-a-half-day
international conference held once every three (3) years. It is a venue for
presenting researches on Philippine languages and linguistics and
addressing language issues and use in different fields and contexts.
The conference focuses on the current advances in the study of
Philippine languages, and in the application of linguistic theory to other
disciplines in the Philippines. It also looks into the contemporary
comparative studies made between Philippine languages and foreign
languages.

Summer Seminar in Linguistics
The Department conducts special training seminars for professionals
related to the field of linguistics such as Filipino and English language
teachers.
These seminars tackle the linguistic aspects of these languages so
that teachers are encouraged to teach based on linguistic findings and are
better equipped when faced with questions about language structure and
grammar.
This program also caters to language and linguistics enthusiasts
who would want to advance their skills in the scientific study of the
language.
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Asian Languages Extramural Classes
The Department offers Asian Languages Extramural Classes held every
Saturday for three (3) cycles per year. The languages currently offered by the
Department are Bahasa Indonesia / Malaysia, Japanese, Korean, Mandarin
Chinese, and Thai. These classes are open to everyone, both UP and nonUP students, as well as working professionals who are interested in learning
foreign languages for personal or professional growth.

Asian Languages
Proficiency Examination Review
Classes
In addition to teaching Asian languages, the Department of Linguistics
have also been very active in helping learners of Chinese, Japanese and
Korean to prepare for proficiency exams in these languages. These review
classes cater to both UP Diliman students and Asian Languages Extramural
Classes students.

_________
For more information and schedule
of the extramural programs of the UP Department of Linguistics,
please visit linguistics.upd.edu.ph.

________
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